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PREFACE

The Noise Control Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-574) directs tile Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) to study the adequccy of current and planned regulatory action

taken by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in the exercise of FAA authority to

abate and control airoraft/airgort noise. The study is to be conducted in eonmfltutlon

with appropriate Federal, state and local agencies and interested persons. Further,
i

this study is to include consideration of uddition,'d Federal and state authorities and

measures available to airports and local governments in controlling aircraft noise. The

resulting report is to be submitted to Congress on or before July 27, 1973.

, The governing provision of the 1972 Act states:

"See. 7(a). Tile Admlnistratort after consultation with appropriate Federal, state,
i and local agencies and tuterested persons, shall conduct a study of tlle (1) adequacy

ef Federal Aviation Administration flight and operational noise controls; (2) adequacy
,_ of noise emission standards on new and existing aircraft, together with reeommenda-
::i tiens on the retrofitting and phaseout of e_sting aircraft; (3) implications of identi-
:_ fying and achieving levels of cumulative noise exposure around airports; and (4)
3 additional measures available to airport operators and leeal governments to control

aircraft noise. He shall report on such study to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives and tlle Committees on Commerce
and Public Works of the Senate witllio nine months after the date of the enactment of

'_: this act."

!:i Under Section 7(c) of the Act, net earlier than tlle date of submission of the report to

:: Congress, the Environmental Protection Agency is to:
"Submit to tim Federal Aviation Administration proposed regulations to provide such
control and abatement of aircraft noise and sonic boom (including control and abate-
ment through the exercise of any of the FAA's regulatory authority over air commerce
or transportation or over aircraft or airport operations) as EPA determines is
nooessary to protect the public health and welfare."

The study to develop the Section 7(a) report was carried out through a participatory

and eecsultive process involving a task force. That task force was made up of six task

groups. The functions of these six task groups wore to:
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I. Consider legal and institutional aspects of aircraft and airport noise and the

apportionment of authority between Federal, state, and local governments.

2. Consider alrors_ and airport operations including monitoring, enforcement,

safety,and costs.

3. Consider the characterization of the impact of airport community noise and to

develop a cumulative noise exposure measure.

4. Identify noise source abatement technology, including retrofit, and to conduct

cost analyses.

5. Review and analyze present and planned FAA noise regulatory actions and their

consequences regarding aircraft and airport operations.

6. Consider military nircralt and airport noise and opportunities for reduction of

such noise without inhibition of military missions.

The membership of the task force was enlisted by sending letters of invitation to a

sampling of organizations intended to constitute a representation of the various sectors

of interest. These organizations inchaled other Fcdoral agencies; organizations repre-

senting state and local governments, environmental and consumer action groups,

professional societies, pilots, air traffic controllers, airport proprietors, airlines,

users of general aviation aircraft, and aircraft manufacturers. In addition to the invita-

tion letters, a press release was distributed concerning the study, and additional persons

or organizations expressing interest were included into tile task force. Written inputs

from others, including all citizen noise complaint letters received over the period of the

study, were called to the attention of appropriate task group leaders and planed in the

public master fils for reference.

This report presents the results of tile Task Group 5 effort devoted to the investi-

gation of casting and proposed regulatory actions. It also provides a basis for addi-

tional regulations as required by Public Law 92-574.

The membership of Task Group 5 was made up of representatives of tile Federal

Government, airport operators, airlines, airframe manufacturers, general aviation,

and environmental groups. The task group met six times in Washington, D. C., during

the period February 15, 1973 to Juno 22, 1973. Tile members presented information

pertinent to tile problem of airport noise, presented comments on information supplied

by other members, generally discussnd the problem and possible solutions, and

reviewed and commented on draft reports. EPA requested that all data submitted be
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in writing; all documents received are listed under References and Bibliography and

arc available for inspection in the Airport/Airaraft Study files.

Reference to a specific item in tile listing Is made by providing the page number

and the group acquisition number of the item being referenced. For example, Refer-
l

once 4. 1-55 refers to the document numbered 55 on page 4.1 of tile References. ,
Position papers of the task group members are included in Appendix A.

The conclusions and recommendetlons of this report are the responsibility of the

Chairman and are based on the information supplied by task group members and
other sources and on consideration of the public health and welfare. The difficult and

controversial subjects of the task group assignment precluded complete agreement

among task group members. EPA sincerely appreciates the wholehearted efforts that

tim task group members have put forth, without which this report could not have been

prepared.

_J

?
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SECTION V-1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

I

The results of the Task Group 2 and 4 studies clearly indicate that the current

technology is exceptionally comprehensive and capable of being translated into feasible

hardware and flight procedures that would significantly decrease aircraft noise expo-

sure, However, the available technology will not be thoroughly implemented by the

manufacturers and operators until they have the necessary incentives. Noise control

has been applied over the past 10 years, but essentially only to the extent of prevent-

ing the escalation of noise, l',lueh more is needed and can be obtained by hardware

and flight operating procedures that are safe and technically practical, and may well

be economically reasonable if the costs are shared equitably by the responsible mem-

bers of the aviation community, the flying public, the noise exposed public, and the

taxpayer. All of these elements will benefit in various ways from a less noisy civil

aviation system, and likewise, will suffer from a severely limited one.

Regulations are probably the most effective and reliable technique for exploiting

_ the state of the art of noise control at the source (engine and airframe design and

_i modification}, at the path (flight operating procedures), and the receiver (airport

_: operating procedures; curfews, restrictions, compatible land use, etc.). However,

to reach an optimum balance of noise control and civil aeronautics viability, the reg-

ulations must be wisely constructed and enforced.

The purpose of this report is to examine the existing and proposed Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations and to consider their effectiveness in furn-

ishing protection to the public health and welfare and to consider whether they

adequately exploit the available technology. This report begins with a review of the

legislative history of noise control and briefly identifies the regulatory status of the

FAA and relevant noise control actions of several state and local authorities,
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The relationships between technology, health and welfare, and regulations are

discussed in Section V-2. The results of Task Group 3 are introduced in n qualitotive

manner and are shown to be necessary in thu development of a practical concept for

optimizing costs in the protection of the public health and welfare from aircraft noise

and sonic boom. '_

The FAA regulatory and proposed actio1_s are reviewed in considerable depth in

Section V-3, and various noise control actions of state and local authorities and the

industry are reviewed in Section V-4. Tile actions are examined in respect to their

effectiveness; whether the existing regulations should be modified and whether the

proposed actions should be implemented in some form.

A three part plan for the development and implementation of aircraft noise regu-

lations is presented in Section V-5. The plan is designed to permit EPA, FAA, and

the airport authorities to work together [an manner that optimally utilizes their

special interests and expertise. The objective is to provide incentive to implement

all noise control options to the maximum extent feasible and to control the residual

noise by compatible land usa measures.

General recommendations are presented in Section V-6 for immediate and future

FAA and other Federal action. Detailed regulatory proposals will be prepared fl)r tile

FAA after completion of the report.

LEGISLATIVE EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT

PUBLIC LAW 85-726

The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (Public Law 85-726) created "...a Federal

Aviation Agency, to provide for the regulation nnd promotion of civil aviation in such

manner as to best foster its development and safety, and to provide for the safe and

efficient use of the airspace by both civil and military aircraft, and for other purposes."

The FAA, therefore, was created to ensure that civil aviation would be a viable and

safe national asset, The Act did not recognize that civil aviation could have any detri-

mental effects on the public except to be unsafe or uneconomical.
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VOLUNTARY ACTIONS

Seriousconeiderntionby theaviationcommunity was net givento theeentrolof

aireraftnoise by regulationuntilthe rapidgrowth ofaircommerce in theearl},,1960's

a significantly increased community noise exposure near major airports. Tolerance of

the noise was strained to the point that large segments of the public objected to tile

expansion of existing airports el' the development of new airports, The aviation eom-

i munlty was concerned that aircraft noise, unless it was reduced or effectively

controlled, would seriously inhibit the development of now airports necessary to pro-
i

_: vide badly needed capacity and that air commerce would not realize its full potential

; of public and private service,

In October 19fi5, at the request of the President, the Office of Science and Tceh-

,: nology sponsored u symposium on the aircraft noise problem, the results of wi_ieh are

t presented in Reference 12.1-249, This reference source is commonly referred to ns

" the "Green Book." In his transportation message of M_lrch 2, t966, the Presideat

directed that a concerted effort be undertaken by the Federal Government to combat

the growing problem of jet aircraft noise in the vicinity of airports. In response, the

Office of Science and Technology, in cooperation with the FAA, the National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development,

initiated an Aircraft Noise Alleviation Program. The progrnm was based on lmple-

moating specific resommendations contained in the Green Book.

Three governmental committees were established to provide gnldance, industry

advice, and the means of ensuring interagensy cooperation and coordination:

1. The Policy Committee, composed of participating Federal agency and depart-

ment heads,

2, The Program Evaluation and Development Committee (PEDC), composed of

working level members of organizations represented on the Policy Committee,

representativee of various aircraft industry organizations, and individual

aircraft noise experts participating in an advisory capacity.
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3. The Management Committee, composed of working level representatives of

participating Federal agencies responsible for the day-to-day conduct and

coordination of the program.

One of the roaommendations of the Green Book that was emphasized and expanded

; by the PEDC in Reference 12.1-106 was that certification of aircraft for noise was

? critical to the solution of the problem. This view was endorsed by the London Con-

I ference (12.1-250), and appropriate legislation (which ultimately led to Public Law¢

i 90-411) was introduced by the Administration to grant FAA such authority. In

September 195fi, the FAA Associate Administrator for Development forwarded to

industry for comment a concept of noise certification (8.4-251), commonly lmown as tim

"Blatt letter." As a result of industry comments on the Bintt letter, and efforts of ad

hoe working groups, the concept was refined through a series of drafts, the last of

which (sixth revision) was drafted in February 1968, (8.5-252).

In May 1907, a series of tripartite meetings was initiated between representatives

of the FAA, the United Kingdom, and Prance in an attempt to define a mutually accept-

able noise certification concept for subsonic aircraft. The goal was to develop a plan

of international agreement which could result ts the adoption of an essentially identical

aircraft noise certification rule in the three countries. The objective included eventual

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) adoption and international acceptance.

In December 1907, ICAO (12.1-253) indicated its interest in establishing international

standards for aircraft noise certification and directed aircraft manufacturing nations

to keep ICAO informed as to their progress in developing noise standards,

In October 1907, discussions by tile Director of the FAA Office of Noise Abatement

(8.5-254) on the advantages and disadvantages of a number of noise certification concepts

were forwarded to industry for comment. Industry responded (13.1-255) with a number

of suggestions and, as a result, an informal government/industry task force was es-

tablished to further explore the problems and to recommend the most practical con-

cept of a noise certifiaation rule.
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Tripartitediscussionsin May 1668, developeda conceptthatadoptedeffective

perceived noise level (EPNL) in units of EPNdB us ttm measure of subjective re-

sponse. Also, three points of measurement (approach, takeoff and sideline) wore

established at which specified noise limits slmuld be met.

In a July 1968 briefing, industry proposed a variation of the same three-point

concept and made a strong recommendation for using maximum perceived Noise Level

(PNL) in units of PNdB as the measure cf subjective response. After considering and

modifying the industry proposals, the FAA issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making

(NPBlVl) 09-1 (14.2-256) to fuHill the requirements established by the then recently

passed Public Law 90-411. The plan of the NPRI_I was basically that of the tripartite

agreement, with modifications to incorporate certain parts of industry proposals or

to accommodate valid objections,

PUBLIC LAW 90-411

, Public Law 90-411, issued in July 1968, was the first Federal Legislative action

directed to the control of aircraft noise and sonic boom. It was generated as the re-

;_ sult cf pressures on the Administration and Congress by the public who sought relief
l

from noise exposure, and by the industry, who were concerned that their growth

potential might be limited. Concurrent with the development of Public Law 90-411,
If

the aviation community (international government and industry without the participa-

tion cf envirenmental groups) worked toward developing safe and economical noise

control technology and complementary regulatory pr0ccdures. Public Law 90-411

required the FAA te prescribe and amend such regulations as the FAA may find

necessary to "afford present and future relief and protection to the public from unne-

cessary aircraft noise and sonic boom." The only constraints on the FAA were that

the regulations must be safe, be economical, and be based upon available technology

and FAA was the solejudge cn whether aircraftnoiseand sonicboom was unnecessary.

PublicLaw 90-411 didnot provideany real environmentalincentivescr critorla. The

only incentivewas economical inthesense definedby PL 85-726, thatis, "thepromo-

tion,encouragement, and the development of civil aeronautics," and if noise interfered

with this, then it must be controlled and regulated.
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PUBLIC LAW 91-190

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1999 (Public Law 91-190) established a

national policy to ",., encourage produelive and enjoyable harmony between man and

his environment; to promote effort which will prevent or eIlminate damage to the en-

vironment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of mnn;,. ,", While

noise was not specifically mentioned, PL 91-190 established the Council of Environ-

mental Quality (CEQ), whi0h chose to consider noise an influence on the quality of the

environment,

PUBLIC LAW 91-604

The Neise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970 {Title IV of Public Law 91-604)

directed that "The Administrator shall establish within the Fnvironmental Protection

Agency on Office of Noise Abatement and Control. and shall carry out through such

Office a full and complete investigation and study of noise and its effect on the public

health and welfare in order to (1) identify and classify causes and sources of noise

and (2) determine -- ".., (D) effects of sporadic extreme noise (such as jet near air-

ports) as compared with constant noise;.., (F) effect of sonic booms on property (in-

cluding values);.., ", Title IV specifically recognizes aircraft noise and sonic boom

as a possible public nuisance that may have a detrimental psychological and physio-

logical effect on the public health and welfare,

PUBLIC LAW 92-574

The Noise Control Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-574) "... declares that it is the

policy of the United States to promote an environment for all Americans free from noise

that Jeopardlz0s their health and welfare. " Section 7 of PL 92-574 is devoted entirely

to aircraft noise and sonic boom and supersedes PL 90-411 by amending Section 611

of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 to include the concept of "health and welfare" and

to define the responsibilities of and intsrrelatianships between the FAA and EPA,

Specifically, PL 92-574 requires that "In order to afford present and future relief and
I

I

[
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protection te the public health and welfare from aircraft neise and sonic boom, the

FAA, after consuItation.., with EPA, ... shall prescribe and amend such re6n_lations

as the FAA may find necessary to provide for the control and abatement of aircraft

noise and sonic boom,... ". The regulatory instructions of PL 90-411 are compared

with those ef PL 92-574 in Figure V-l-l, and it is significant tlmt the latter contains

the phrase "health and welfare" and does net contain the word "ummecssary," The

full text of Section 611 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 is given in Figure V-l-2,

In prescribing and amending standards and regulations, PL 92-574 requires that

the FAA shall consider whether any proposed standard or regulation is:

e Consistent with the highest degree ef safety in air commerce or air transpor-

tation in the public interest;

• Economically reasonable;

• Technologically practicable; and

• Appropriate for the particular type of aircraft, aircraft engine, spplianee, or

certificate to which it will apply,

The above specifications that must be considered by the FAA in prescribing air-

craft noise and sonic boom regulations are identical to those contained in PL 90-411

and form constraints en the regulatory procedures. However, PL 92-574 has intro-

duced a fifth constraint-protection te the public health and welfare.

REGULATORY STATUS OF THE FAA
].l

:I

ill Based upon the authority and requirements set forth in PL 90-411 and PL 92-574,

the FAA has developed and issued regulations, standards, orders, and advisory cir-

_ culans in its efforts to abate and control aircraft noise and sonic boom.

In ths process of prescribing a regulation, tbs actual issuance ef the regulation

:_ is preceded by an NPRM, er when more preliminary in nature, an Advance Notice ef

Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR1VI). In either case, the public notice is usually preceded

by developmental work documented in a project report.

i:
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PUBLIC LAW 90-411

IN ORDER TO AFFORD PRESENT AND FUTURE RELIEF AND
PROTECTION TO THE PUBLIC FROM UNNECESSARY AIRCRAFT
NOISE AND SONIC BOOM. THE FAA SHALL PRESCRIBE AND AMEND
SUCH REGULATIONS AS THEY MAY FIND NECESSARY TO PROVIDE
FOR THE CONTROL AND ABATEMENT OF AIRCRAFT NOISE AND
SONIC BOOM.

PUBLIC LAW 92-574 (SUPERSEDES PL B0-411}

IN ORDER TO AFFORD PRESENT AND FUTURE RELIEF AND
PROTECTION TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE FROM
AIRCRAFT NOISE AND SONIC BOOM. THE FAA, AFTER CONSUL-
TATION WITH EPA, SHALL PRESCRIBE AND AMEND SUCH
REGULATIONS AS THEY MAY FIND NECESSARY TO PROVIDE
FOR THE CONTROL AND ABATEMENT OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
AND SONIC BOOM.

Figure V-I-I, Regulatory InstruoLions Comparison

d
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Figure V-1-2. Section 611 of tho Federal Aviation Act of
1958 as Amended by PL 92-574.
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As ofthiswriting,the FAA hns issued two regn_lations:

I. "FederaIAviationRegulation(FAR) Part 36: Noise Standards:Aircrafttype

Certification"became effcctlve21 November 1969,

2. "Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 91: General Operating and Flight

Rules: Civil Aircraft Sonic Boom" became effective 23 March 1973,

In addition to these two regulations, the FAA has issued two NPRMs and three

ANPRMe that have not yet resulted in regulations as proposed. The notices, the

general titles, and the dates of issue are:

1. ANPRM 70-33; Civil Supersonic Aircraft Noise Type Certification Standards,

4 August 1970.

2. ANPRM 70-44; Civil Airplane Noise Reduction Retrofit Requirements,

30 October 1970.

3. NPRM 71-26; Noise Type Certification and Acoustical Change Approvals,

13September 1971.

4. NPRM 72-19; Newly Produced Airplanes of Older Type Design; Proposed

Application of Noise Standards, 25 July 1972.

5. ANPRM 73-3;CivilAirplane Fleet Noise (FNL) Requirements,

24 January 1973.

The FAA has also developed at least three project reports preliminary to the

issuance of notice of proposed rulemaking. These project reports constitute part of

current FAA developments, Draft version titles and dates for these project reports

are:

1. "Amendment to Federal Aviation Regulations to Provide for a Takeoff Noise

Control Operating Rule, " 21 November 1972,

2. "Noise Certification Rule for Quiet Short tianl Category Aircraft,"

29 December 1972.
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3. "PropellerDriven AircraftNoise Type CertificationStandards,"

22 January 1973.

In addition,the FAA has implemented what iscommonly known as the "Keep-'em-

* High" program. In this program, procedures for controlling the arrival and departure

of high performance aircraft are designed to reduce noise exposure levels in addition

to reducing the time that IFR aircraft exposed to VFR aircraft at lower altitudes,

The FAA issued an Advisory Circular (AC 90-59) an February 1972 making reference

to an FAA Order (7110.22A) relating to the air traffic controllers handling of the

high performance aircraft.

In an attempt to derive an airport sound descriptor, the FAA has developed af

Draft Order (Undated) entitled "Aircraft Sound Description System." This draft order

"states policy and establishes the procedures and guidance for the calculation and

dissemination of aircraft sound data."

: All of the preceding regulations, notices, project reports, and orders are de-

scribed in detail and reviewed in depth in Section V-3.

NOISE CONTROL ACTIONS OF OTHERS

Effective aircraft noise control actions in the form of regulations, rules, reso-

lutions, specifications and standards by organizations other than the FAA are notably

few. Most of those that have been promultaged have been developed in conjunction

with the FAA.

The first, established in 1957, by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey

specifies a maximum noise level at specific locations for takeoff operations at the

three major airports in the New York City area.

The most noteworthy operative aircraft noise regulation imposed by a state

government is that developed and brought into effect on December 1, 1972 by the

State ef California (15.1-34). This regulation accomplishes its ends by controlling

and reducing noise exposure levels, in addition to single event noise levels, in the

communities inthe vicinityofthe airport. This isaccomplishedprincipallythrough
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enforcement by the county in which the airport resides and placement of a large por-

tion of the implementation upon the airport proprietor. Recently announced resolu-

tions by the Los Angeles International Airport Board of Commissions (15.2-265) to

establish a five-point noise abatement program with airport management enforced

regulations and penalties stems directly from the authority and responsibility estab-

lished under the state aeronautical laws.

Other California airports may be expected to follow the lead provided by Los

Angeles International (15.1-64) and the California law relating to aircraft noise ts

being given consideration by other states.

Another noise control area in which there has been potentially effective rules

established is in the area of control of aircraft operating procedures; ospcctally note-

worthy are those endorsed and promulgated by the National Business Aircraft Associ-

ation (NBAA) and the Air Transport Association (ATA) (13.1-150 and 188 and 13, 1-266.

respectively). Both procedures were developed in conjunction and with tile support of

the FAA. However, these rules are self-imposed, unenforcod, bear no real and

direct penalties, and arc not endorsed by all of the group nmmborship.

Similar operating rules adopted by the California Intrastate aircraft carriers

(4.1-267, 268) in response to requiromcnts under tile state noise laws are probably

more effective because of tim airport monitoring and the potential penalties for vilations.

Special aircraft operating rules that have been Jointly developed by tbo airlines

and the airports for specific situations have also been promulgated and are in effect

on a self-imposed basis (4.1-269, 270).

The preceding specific citations are not to be construed as being either complete

or even possibly the best examples; however, they do serve to illustrate the general

types of noise control actions being taken by organizations other than the FAA and

provide a framework for some of the review, analysis and recommendations in the

other sectionsofthisreport.
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SECTION V-2

TECI1NOLOGY, IIEALTIt AND WELFARE, AND REGULATIONS

NOISE CONTROL OPTIONS

The abatement of aircraft noise is accomplished by exercising one or more of the

control options Identified in Figure V-2-1. In general, for new designs of any product,

the most sensible and preferred approach for noise abatement is to attempt to control

! the source tc the extent that it will be acceptable in any environment. Path and

: receiver control options should always remain the second and third choices, respec-

tively. For the existing aviation system, however, the older equipment has only

minor application of source control technology and the newer equipment, while having

i substantially more, does not have enough to yield noise levels acceptable in alli

!j environments in which they operate. Technology" capability for complete control cf

_! all aircraft noise at the source is not yet available and lies somnwhere in the future,

perhaps the far distant flit'are. The solution, therefore, is to implement the source,

path, and receiver control optioas concurrently, each to the extent feasible, and,

finally, to contain the remainder of the noise within noise compatible boundaries.

Figure V-2-1 is intended to represent a flow diagram of the four options capable of

independent, but concurrent, implementation.

SOURCE CONTROLS

Source control options are the result of the scientific and engineering capability

of the airframe and engine manufacturers and those shown in Figure V-2-1 are

intended to he significant examples of current technclogy and net necessarily a com-

plete list. The null cr "de nothing case" is included as a baseline for economic eval-

uations, assuming that even tf no source control option is utilized, costs would still

accrue as a result of public hostility being translated into higher airport fees, curfews,

restrictions, etc. The fleet replacement case is included as the upper boundary for
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I AIRCRAFT NOISE

SOURCE CONTROL OPTIONS
• NULL (DO NOTHING}
• NACELLE (SAM)
• NACELLE (SAM _,JNR}
• REFAN (3D & SO]
• RE.ENGINE
• FLEET REPLACEMENT

PATH CONTROL OPTIONS
TAKEOFF PROCEDURES

• ATA VOLUNTARY
• ALPA PROPOSED
• NORTHWEST
• FAA PROJECT REPORT
• FAR PARTS6

APPROACH PROCEDURES
• ONE SEGMENT I> 3=}
• TWOBEGMENT(3°-6 _)

RECEIVER CONTROL OPTIONS
• LANDING FEES
• QUOTAS
• RESTRICTIONS
• PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY USE
• CURFEWS
I SHUTDOWN

NOISE COMPATIBLE LAND USE
CONTROL OPTIONS

• AGRICULTURE
• FORESTRY
• RECREATION
• MANUFACTURING
• OFFICES
• APARTMENTS
• AIRPORT BOUNDARY

I PUBLIC HEALTH & WELFARE J

Figure V-2-L Airnraft Noisn Control Options.
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economic evaluationsofcurrenttechnologyby assuming thatreplacingallturbojet

and low-bypass ratioturbofanpropelledaircraftby the latesttechnologyMgh-bypass

turbofanpropelledaircraftwould be more costlythanRay ofthe intermediatesource

controloptions. Also the fleetreplacement optionnullbe consideredtorepresent

.e futuretechnologyappliedtoaircraftnot yet designedand would includesuch design

featuresas higherthrust/welghtratiosthan thoseofpresentconventionalaircraft.

The nacelle(SAM) and (SAM + JNR) optionsrepresentthenacelleretrofittech-

nologywith "sound absorptlonmaterialr_and "sound absorptionmaterialplus jetnoise

reducer,,rrespectively,developed for FAA by Boeing and McDonnell Douglas. The

reranoptionsrepresentthe modifiedfan engineand nacelletechnologyunder develop-

ment for NASA by Parttand Whitney, Boeing, and McDonnell Douglas and are intended

toincludeboththeJT3D and JTSD engines for consideration,both ofwhich are

assumed toincludeSAM. The re-engine optionsrepresentthe "quietenglne"technol-

ogy developedfor NASA by General Electricbothwith and witiloutthe SAM developed

by Boeing. The NASA "quietengine" isnot consideredseriouslyfor retrofitbut

shouldbe consideredavailabletechnologyfor futureaircraft.Also the re-englne

optionsare intendedtoincludethe replacement ofturbojetwith turbofanengines,

especially for the business Jet category.

PATH C OIX_I'ROLS

Path controloptionsare dependentto a greatextentupon aircraftoperator (air-

linesand generalaviation)and pilotwillingnesstofullyexploitallavailableoperational

capabilityoftheiraircraft.The optionsshown in Figure V-2-1 are examples ofcur-

renttechnologyand notnecessarilya complete flat.liowever,tim responsibilityfor

implementingtheseoptionsmust be shared by the Federal Government {FAA) because

ofitsauthorityover and controlofapproach and departurerates,patterns,Rod

guidanceand surveillanceequipment. Some ofthemore sophisticatedpathcontrol

optionswould requiretheinstallationofnew electronicguidance equipment at the

airports(Government responsibility)and compatible equipment in theaircraft(opera-

torresponsibility) because the highest degree of safety must be maintained.
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RECEIVER CONTROLS

The receiver control options are generally the responsibility of the airport opera-

tor with some exceptions that are shared with or can he overruled by the Federal

Government (e.g,, preferential runway use, bilateral agreements, interstate eom_- I

mcrce). It is apparent that the airport operator, if sufficiently motivated and with

adequate legal authority, has tile tools to control the noise to any required level.

LAND USE CONTROLS

The noise compatible land use control options shown in Figure V-2-1 are far

easier exercised in tile development of new ah'ports than as remedial measures for

existing noise impacted airport communities. For the latter case, tile costs for land

use control alone are so high that maximum effort must be devoted to implementing tile

source, path, and receiver control options. The responsibility for exercising land

use control options are shared by the airport operators and the Federal, state, and

local governments depending upon the size of the noise Impacted areas and the politi-

cal Jurisdictions that control its welfare.

.P.UBL/C HEALTH AND WELFARE

The time diagram of Figure V-2-1 represents four sets of control options pro-

tecting the public health and welfare from aircraft noise. The oxtsnt to which the

control optinss must be utilized is dependent upon the meaning and quantification of

public health and welfare, Until the advent of Public Law 92-574, the motivation for

exploiting the technology control options (source and path) was limited by the con-

stralnta on the FAA noise abatement regulatory procedures delineated in Public Law

90-411. That Is, in prescribing and amending standards and regulations, the FAA

shall consider whether any proposed standard or regulation is consistent with the

highest degree of safety end whether any proposed standard or regulation is economi-

cally reasonable, teelmologlcally practicable, and appropriate for the particular type

of aircraft to which they apply. The Noise Control Act of 1972 (PL 92-574), however,
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has added an additional constraint: protection to the public healtb and welfare. This

additional constraint has not yet been quantified and, consequently, is difficult to apply

in judgments and evaluations of the adequacy of the FAA flight and operational noise

controls and adequacy of noise emission standards on new and existing aircraft.

Although the former constraints were essentially safety, economics, and tech-

nology, some degree of public health and welfare has been considered. The basic

noise evaluation measure, Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) in units of EPNdB

was developed after extensive experimentation and analysis was devoted to psycho-

acoustic effects of noise on human beings (c. g., loudness; annoyance, intrusiveness).

The widely used noise exposure measure, Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF), is

i another example of psychoaconstlc consideration. Physiological effects of noise on

human beings and ether ecological systems, such as temporary and permanent

threshold shift (hearing loss), cardiovascular damage, fetal impairment, must now be

considered. And the functional degradation effects of noise (speech interference, sig-

nal masking, etc.) must also be examined. Detailed investigations arc betsg conduc-

ted under the sponsorship of EPA, and ths concept of public bcalth and welfare will

ultimately be quantified. Also, the Task Group 3 report contains recommendations

specifically for the use in this report.

Several definitions and quotations usefui for a qualitative understanding of public

health and welfare follow.

1. "Inlaw, the suspectisinnocentuntilhis guilthas been proven beyond a

reasonabledoubt. Inthe protectionofhuman health,sucb absoluteproof

oftencomes late. To waitfor itisto invitedisaster,or atleasttosuffer

unnecessarilythroughlong periodsof time.*'W. H. Stewart, Noise us a

Public Health Hazard, Proceedings of the Conference, ASHA Report No. 4,

February 1969.

2. "IIealth.A stateofphysical,mental, and socinlwellbeing, and notmerely

theabsence ofdiseaseor infirmity."The Noise Around Us, Findingsand
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Recommendations, Report of the Panel on Noise Abatement, U,S, Depart-

meat of Commerce Publication, September 1970. (Note: this is the World

Health Organization definition. )

3. "All language referring to effects on welfare includes, but is not limited to, *

effects on soils, water, crops, vegetation, man-made materials, animals,

wildlife, weather, visibility, and climate, damage to and deterioration of

property, and hazards to transportation as well as effect8 on economic values

and on personal comfort and well-being. " Glean Air Act of 1970, PL 91-604,

Title IV- Noise Pollution.

4. "Public health and welfare includes not only all direct effects upon human

health but also any effects upon personal comfort and well being, and upon

economic values, materials and property, animals, wildlife and any other

ecological components. '_ Noise Program Work Plsns_ EPA Office of Noise

Abatement and Control, 10 November 1972.

Two important points must be clearly understood. First, the FAA regulations

have hop sets of constraints, the first one pertaining to safety, economics, and

technology and the second pertaining to protection of the public health and welfare.

The point is that tbe second set of constraints does not necessarily override the first.

The second point is that aviation is a national asset and that ill conceived regulations,

purportedly designed to protect the public lmalth and welfare, might actually endanger

the public welfare if they would result in destroying, seriously crippling, or

severely limiting the viability of the national aviation system. On the other hand, well

conceived regulations, while protecting the public health and welfare directly, might

actually accelerate the development of aviation by minimizing public hostility.

Possible effects of noise on human beings and other ecological systems that nmst

be considered in developing a quantilative measure defining protection to the public

health and welfare from aircraft noise and sonic boom are listed in Figure V-2-2,

This is not meant to be an all-inclusive list nor is it intended to imply that all of the

items are significantly affected by the levels of noise exposure found in typical noise
I

I
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• PSYCHOLOGICAL
• LOUDNESS

• ANNOYANCE
• INTRUSIVENESS

• FRUSTRATION

• PHYSIOLOGICAL
• HEARING LOSS

• NERVOUSNESS

• ETC.

• FUNCTIONAL INTERFERENCE
• SPEECH

• SIGNALING
• SLEEP

r

• ECOLOGICAL DEGRADATION
• SOIL

• WATER
• CROPS
• ANIMALS
• ETC.

• FrNANCIAL LOSS

• PROPERTY
• INCOME

• ETC.

Figure V-2-2. Considerations in Defining Protection to Public Health arid Welfare
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impacted communities. Figure V-2-2 is simply an itemized listing of some of the

characteristics affecting the quality of life that could conceivably be influenced by

aircraft noise and sonic boom exposure.

The results of the Task Group 3 study will include the recommendation of a mea-

sure and tile methodology for determining the limiting cumulative noise exposure for

human beings ever a 24-hoar period. The measure can be representedby a curve

suchas shown qualitativelyinFigure V-2-3. However, theTask Group 3 datawillba

quantitative in the sense that there will be numerical scales, and the recommendations

will include specific values such as defined by point A in Figure V-2-3. The noise

controloptionslistedinFigure V-2-1 cannotbe properly exerciseduntilsuch a pair

of numbers as defined by point A are chosen,

METIIODS OF EXPLOITING TECIiNOLOGY

The following discussion is based upon the assumption that a decision will be

made by an appropriate Federal Government body supported by the scientific commu-

nity on the choice of point A in Figure V-2-3.

The flow diagram in Figure V-2-4 represents public health and welfare protected

from aircraft noise and sonic boom by all four of the noise control options shown in

FigureV-2-L The methods for exploitingthenoise controloptionsare designated

as publicservice, incentives,and regulations,allofwhich arc applicabletomanu-

facturersof the airframe and engines, the operators of airlines and business and other

general aviation aircraft, and also to the airport operators and political jurisdictions

of the airport neighborhood communities.

Publicserviceas a method for oxploitthgnoise controlIsmeant toimply that

thecorporatemanagement must acceptthe conceptthattheaviationcommunity is not

exempt from providingenvironmentalprotectionand must be willingtovolunteer

efforttothatend. Also publicserviceismeant toimply thatcommunities, citizens'

groups,environmentalists,and individualsmust acceptthataviationisa nationalas-

set and thattheirwelfaremay bc dependent upon, toa considerableextent,a viable

national aviation system,
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24.HOUR CUMULATIVE NOISE EXPOSURE LEVEL

Figure V-2-3. Generalized Curve for Determining Limiting Cumulative Noise Level
For the Protection of Public Health and Welfare
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I AIRCRAFTNOISE I

I I

PRACTICABLE & APPLICABLE J
TECHNOLOGY - ALL NOISE ICONTROL OPTIONS

I IINCENTIVE

L. , PURLICSERVICE J • GOVERNMENTSUPPORT I

• MARKETPLACE REGULATION
• TAX BENEFIT • HIGHEST DEGREE OF SAFETY
• FARE iNCREASE • ECONOMICALLY REASONABLE
• LOWINTEREST LOAN

.... I
I

i I

L' NO,EECOMPAT,BLEL_NOO_ECONTRO'ill I

I
[ PUEL,C.,EALT.&WELFARE I

Figure V-2-4. Exploitation of Source Control Options.



Incentiveas a method for exploitingnoisecontrolIncludesthc usual ideasof

competition, tax relief, fare increases, low interest loans, etc., which may be

dependent upon some sort of government support, generally of an implicit nature.

Tile term "Government Support" as used in Figure V-2-4, however, is meant to im-p

ply more direct or explicit assistance, such as the design, development, and instal-

lotion of guidance, surveillance and navigational equipment necessary to safely

implement noise abatement operating procedures. Also, tlle Governmcnt should

maintain a continuing high level support for noise abatement research and development.

Regulation as a technique for exploiting noise control possibilities is probably the

most effective of the three presented in Figure V-2-4. They must, however, be care-

fully developed to assure that the control options conform to the highest degree of

safety and are economically reasonable in both installation and application.

After all the practicable and applicable noise control options have been adequately

exploited, and if the noise exposure at any airport neighborhood community exceeds

the level designated as the limit for protection to tile public health and welfare (point

A in Figure V-2-3), then the only recourse is to exercise noise-compatible land use

control measures, For new airport developments, the costs of land use control only

may be reasonable, but for some existing noise impacted airport communities, the

costs may be astronomical unless the source, path, and receiver control options are

exploited to the optimum.

Figure V-2-5 represents an airport surrounded by noise exposure contours in-

tended to represent the extremes of noise control, that is, do nothing and maximum

feasible. The interior area represents the residue of noise exposure that must be

controlled in order to protect the public health and welfare, Obviously,'thc ideal case

would be for the inner contour to lie within the airport boundary, thus representing
' .

optimam noise compatible land use control.

Figure V-2-6 presents a qualitative example of the need to fully exercise the

source, path, and receiver control options in order to minimize the cost (to the entire

aviation community, the airport neighborhood communities, and the tax payer) that
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TECHNOLOGY

CONTROL

ONLY
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B$ LANDUSE

v COST CONTROL
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Fl&mre V-2-6, Qualitative Cost Comparison Between Technology & Land Use
Noise Control
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would accrue in providing protection to the public health and welfare from aircraft

noise. The land use curve represents the costs for the null ease, in which the source

and path (teclmology) noise eustrol options were not exercised and tim protection to the

public health and welfare was aecemplislmd solely by land use control. While it is

possible fcr 100 percent cf the area to be protected, or controlled, by ncise compatible

land use, the ultimate costs would be high. The technology curve represents the other

extreme, where nc effort was made to implement land use control, and protection is

accomplished solely by the technology control options. Initially, technology is

effective, Considerable area reduction results from small cost compared to land use

i control. Ultimately, however, the technology coats become excessive and the tech-

nology options never do achieve the objective of 100 percent protection.

The solution to the problem is to determine, by cost-effectiveness studies, the

optimum balance of coats for protection among the various options. Section IV-4 of

the Task Group 4 report includes the results of such studies.

RE GULATIONS

The concept of protection to the public health and welfare is capable cf broad in-

tcrpretatinn, depending upon the interests of the public and the specific threat against

their health and welfare, The necessity for public protection is clearly obvious for

such potential hazards as explosives, nuclear fuel, poisons, and high-speed trans-

portation, which, if uncontrolled, can have an immediate and cat,_clysmie effect upon

the public, For these potential hazards, there are Federal, state, and local regula-

tions designed fcr public protection, and there is general acceptance of their need.

There is, however, controversy, even for the most fearful hazards, as to the

extent of protection the regulations must require. Asstmdng these potential hazards

(explosions, radiation, etc.}, in a controlled form, are necessary and beneficial tc

the public, the controversy is not simply a comelier between good and evil, Instead,

the issue is usually between segments cf the public without a vested interest in the

source of the hazard who want 100 percent protection and other segments of the public
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with a vested interest in the source but who cannot afford the cost of absolute safety.

In goneral, I00 percent safety or protection is an unreachable goal, and the issues

must be resolved by regulations tllat provide protection to the public to a degree at

: least commensurate with their other environmental influences•

Ill the ease of degrading environmental influences that are not usually considered

fearful hazards, the controversies over the stringency of regulations, or even whether

regulations are necessary, are more complex and less easily reconciled. The fact

that a degrading environmental influence does not cause immediate noticeable and

irreversible damage, does not mean that it is not a health hazard after long exposure.

On the contrary, degrading environmental influences may he more of an ultimate

threat to the public health and welfare than the more obvious hazards because they

tend to be overlooked or neglected, and hence, not adequately controlled or regulated.

Aircraft noise, at the least, is a degrading environmental influence and PL 92-574

requires that regulations be prescribed for its control, But the breadtb and strictness

of these regulations will be governed by judgments of the extent to which aircraft

noise is capable of being a hazard to the public health and welfare, liow should this

judgment be made? lIow much protection is necessary? Segments of the public with-

out a vested interest in aviation want maximum regulatory protection while other seg-

ments of the public with a vested interest want considerably less. The decision must

and will be made by the Government. But which Agency, EPA or FAA, should have

_ the major responsibility for the health and welfare aspects of aircraft noise regulations ?

_ The Environmental Protection Agency has sole responsibility for the control of all

noise sources except aircraft, and has begun extensive effort on the determination of

the effects of noise from all sources on man and other ecological systems. The EPA

studies will be comprehensive and will ultimately consider all possible health and

welfare effects (psychological, physiological, functional, etc.)such as indicated in

Figure IV-2-2. Although aircraft have noise signatures composed of unique spectral,

temporal, and frequency and amplitude modulation characteristics compared with

other noise sources, they are not a truly independent source in most airport neighbor-

] hood communities, In many cases, aircraft are the major sources of noise, but their
)

I
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environmental effects must be considered along with those of other kinds of sources

and the evaluationmeasures must be capable ofapplicationtoall. No other Govern-

ment agencyhas theresponsibilityfor, nor isattemptingthe development e_, criteria

and evaluationmeasures applicabletoallnoisesources.

The Air Force, FAA, and NASA have been responsiblefor the development of

most oftheexistinginformationon human response toaircraftnoise. Other segments

ofthe aviationcommunity, mostly theairframe and enginemanufacturers, have made

suhstantlnlcontributionsaswell. Tlllswork has been invaluableand more extensive

thanthatproduced by allothersectionsofthe nationaleconomy combined, floweret,

the effort by the aviation community has been devoted principally to psychological and

sociometricstudies,and itappnsrs thatthe aviationcommunity isconvincedthatair-

craftnoiseexposure isbasicallyan annoyance phenomena. This suppositionmay hs

true,but itisnecessary that,inorder to protectthe publichealthand welfare,

thorough investigationsofother effects(suchas shown inFigure V-2-2) must be con-

ducted, crilerla must be established, and evaluation measures must be developed

thatare suitablefor allnoise sources, eithersinglyor combined. Noise mast be in-

vestigatedas to itscapabilityof beingan authentichealthhazard, both for shortnnd

long term exposures.
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SECTION V-3

REVIEW OF FAA REGULATORY STATUS

The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 created the FAA for the promotion, encourage-

ment, and development of civil aeronautics and to ensure that civil aeronautics would

be a safe and viable national asset. Although subsequent legislation dealt with environ-

mental quality and noise, it was cot until PL 92-574 that the FAA had any really defi-

nite guidelines for noise control that would indicate that the original purpose of PL

85-726 would not be compromised by noise control actions. Despite the lack of criteria,

the FAA has devoted substantial effort to the necessary technological, economic, and

legal background support required to prescribe regulations that prevent the escalation

of aircraft noise and sonic boom. In addition, the FAA has other proposed regulatory

actions that, if properly implemented, will make a significant contributioe to the re-

duction of aircraft noise exposure in the airport neighborhood communities.

REGULATIONS

NOISE STANDARDS: AIRCRAFT TYPE CERTIFICATION -- FAR PART 36

FAR Part 38, issued on 3 November 1969 as a new part to the Federal Aviation

Regulations, was based upon NPRM 69-1, issued on 3 January 1999. FAR Part 36

prescribes noise standards for the issue of type certificates, and changes to those

certificates, for subsonic transport category airplanes, and for subsonic turbojet

powered airplanes regardless of category. This regulation initiated the noise abate-

ment regulatory program of the FAA under the statutory authority of PL 90-411,

FAR Part 36 makes a significant contribution in the form of three appendixes that

i have come to be used as standards or recommended practices in the measurement and
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evaluallon of aircraft noise, Appendix A of FAR Part 35 prescribes the conditions

under which noise type certification tests must be conducted and the measurement

procedures that must be used is measure the noise made by the aircraft for which the

test is conducted. Appendix B prescribes the procedures that must be used to deter-

rathe the noise evaluation quantity designated as effective perceived noise level (EPNL).

Appendix C of FAR Part 36 provides the noise levels, noise measuring points, and

airplane test conditions for which compliance must be shown with noise levels measured

and evaluated as prescribed, respectively, by Appendixes A and B.

A qualification or limitation statement is included in FAR Part 36: "...the noise

levels in this part have been determined to be as low as is economically reasonable,

technologically practicable, and appropriate to the type of aircraft to which they

apply. No determination is made, under this part, that these noise levels are or

should be acceptable or unacceptable for the operation at, into, or out of, any air-

port." The statement, therefore, implies that the regulatory constraints of PL 90-411

were maintained in the development of FAR Part 36, to protect the aircraft industry

without consideration of the airport operator. In addition, the preamble states:

BrUnder the.., statutory constraints, socially acceptable noise levels can only be

required insofar as they involve economically reasonable burdens on the aircraft

Industry and are technologically practicable. H This statement clearly supports the

previous contention that the FAA interpretatiou of PL 90-411 is that _reconomicully

reasonable" applies to the industrial segment of the aviation community and not the

airport operator who must, apparently, fend for himself. As final support for this

contention, the preamble states "...the actual noise generated at a given airport in

operation is not a question for type certification, but involves the right of airport

proprietors to limit the permissible levels of noise that can be created by aircraft

using the airport. If further noise reduction must be achieved at a given airport,

the Judicial decisions and legislative history of Public Law 90-411 have made it clear

that this is a matter for the airport proprietor."
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Regardless of whether the FAA feels more responsibility for protecting the air-

craft industry than satisfying the airport in promulgafing noise regulations, the purpose

of FAR Part _6 as stated in the preamble (t,.. the purpose of this rule is to prevent,

at the earliest possible data, any escalation of aircraft noise,...) is worthy and results

to date indicate success. Also, the preamble states: "Further noise reduction will

be required as the technology of noise abatement progresses. H FAR Part 36 is a

! major technological achievement that is flexible and capable of being adjusted to con-

form to any statutory requirements. It is an excellent first step.

CIVIL AIRCRAFT SONIC BOOM -- FAR Part 91.55

Part 91.55, issued on 23 March 1973 as a new section to Part 91 of the Federal

Aviation Regulations, was based upon NPRM 70-16, issued on 10 April 1970. The

purpose of this rule is to afford the public protection from civil aircraft sonic boom

by prohibiting supersonic flights of civil aircraft, except under terms of an audmriza-

tion to excand Mach 1.

The rule is explicit and should be effective in protecting the public health and

welfare from routine sonic boom exposure. Civil aircraft, however, may obtain

authorization to operate at a true flight Mach number greater than unity over a desig-

nated test area, for limited special test purposes including:

• Compliance witlt airworthiness requirements.

• Determining sonic boom characteristics.

• Determining conditions under which speeds greater than a true flight

Maeh _mmber of unity will not cause a measurable sonic boom over-

pressure to reach the surface.

Authorization for a flight outside of a designated test area at supersonic speeds

may be made ff the applicant can show conservatively that the flight will not cause a

measurable sonic boom overpressure to reach the surface.
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NOTICES AND ADVANCE NOTICES

CIVIL SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT NOISE TYPE CERTIFICATION STANDARDS -- ANPRM
70-33

This advance notice, issued on 4 August 1970, announces that tbe FAA is consider-

ing rule making to establish noise standards for the type certification of civil super-

sonic aircraft. The stated reason for an advance notice is that it would be helpful

to invite early public participation in the identification and selection of tentative alter-

nate courses of action. The preamble to FAR Part 36 (which is currently limited

to the noise type certifinatian of subsonic airplanes) stated that additional rule making

concerning the noise type certification of supersonic airplanes would be proposed.

This advance notice is the first step in implementing this objective.

The notice solicits public comment on a number of issues and problems and does

net include suggestions or recommendations although the claim is made that much

research has been done, that is: "It should be noted that much research has been done

within the Office of the Secretary of Transportation and the Federal Aviation Adminis-

tration to identify the best possible reg'ulatory approach to the type certification of

sllpersonio aircraft, and to insure that this now generation of aircraft is developed in

a manner that is compatible with the total environmental objectives of the Department.'r

The Booing Commercial Airplane Group, as well as others, at the fourth meeting

of Task Croup 5 indicated that:

1. The noise levels specified in the current FAR Part SS (29 November 1969)

would be appropriate for application to any future SST designs.

2. The three-point measurement concept used in the current FAR Part 36

should be maintained.

3. The terminal operating characteristics of a supersonic type aircraft

are, and probably will be, significantly different from conventional,

subsonic aircraft characteristics. Due to this essentially different design

feature, the noise regulations would require greater flexibility than the

current rules allow in the takeoff and landing procedures.
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In view of (3), above, they also suggested that the noise standards for the suitor-

sonic transport type aircraft be a separate section of the Federal Aviation Regulations,

Boeing also suggested, in Reference 3.5-178, that "An aircraft whose application

for certification predates the creation of certification standards should be acrtifiod

at its initial production noise level, but only after demonstrating that it incorporates

the full noise reduation teelmology that was economically reasonable and appropriate

at the time of its proposed certification. "

The Anglo-French Concords is the only supersonic transport for which there is

an FAA application for certification at this time and it was submitted prior to the

establishment of noise certification standards for new aircraft.

CIVIL AIRPLANE NOISE REDUCTION RETRGFIT REQUIREMENTS -- ANPRM 70-44

2" This advance notice, issued en 30 October 1970, announces that the FAA is

i considering rule making to establish noise reduction requirements that would involve

modification (retrofit) ef currently type certificated subsonic turbofan engine powered

airplanes, regardless of category, as a condition to further operation of these air-

planes, Two reasons are given for the need for noise reduction retrofit:

1. "The first reason is the obvious puhlie'need for relief. It was the noise

of current fleet of aircraft that, in large part, led to the enactment

of Public Law 90-411 and with respect to which the public need for

protection is clearly the most urgent. The near-total noise saturation

of hundreds of airport neighborhoods has been well documented and needs

no further elaboration other than to restate the FAA*s commitments Is

using every legal regulatory teclmique at its disposal to reduce the noise

impact of aircraft through source noise reduction."

2, "The second reason for an agrossive noise reduction retrofit program is that

the noise of the aurrent fleet of aircraft is a deterrent to the development of

new airports, the extension of existing runways, and the continued full use

of the airport system in the United States, The airport system is a vital
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national asset and its health directly affects the health of the entire air trans-

portation system, The FAA, therefore, regards an effective noise reduction

retrofit regulatory program as being necessary in the broad public and

national interest not only because of the relief it will bring to airport neigh_

hers under Public Law 90-411 and the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969, but also because aircraft noise reduction retrofit is directly related to

the further promotion, encouragement, and development of civil aeronautics,"

The above quoted reasons clearly indicate FAA awareness that the public needs

protection from noise and that the growth of aviation will be inhibited unless noise

reduction is accomplished. Furthermore, the FAA believes that current technology

is available for a feasible retrofit program: "In summary, research and development

done to date has demonstrated that the basic concepts of noise suppression of turbofan

engines are valid acoustically, and that materials and fabrication technologies may be

developed to translate these concepts into hardware that could provide economically

reasonable and technologically practicable means of significantly reducing the noise

generated by certain currently certificated turbofan powered airplanes, t,

NOISE TYPE CERTIFICATION AND ACOUSTICAL CIIANGE APPIIOVALS --

NPRM 71-26

This notice, Issued on 13 September 1971, announces that the FAA proposes to

amend FAR Part 36 to require altitude and temperature accountability for the test

conditions, to strengthen the test conditions for acoustical change approvals, and to

make miscellaneous amendments to the appendixes, This proposed regulation would

correct the following deficiencies in FAR Part 36:

FAR Part 36 now permits compliance to be shown for one specific sea level

condition only, without altitude and temperature accountability. This permits

the airplane to be approved on the basis that it meets the noise levels of

Appendix C of FAR Part 36 under a specific reference day sea level condition

even though compliance with thoss noise limits may not he achievable under

other conditions of altitude and temperature,
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• The absence of temperature and altitude accountability permits approval of an

acoustical change upon a showing that the aircraft after a change in type design

is no noisier than the aircraft prior to the change under a specific reference

day sea level condition, even though such a allowing has not boon mode through-

out the altitude and temperature conditions approved for the aircraft,

• Misoellanoous features in the appendixes tend to be cunfusing and mlslunding

without specific interpretations by the certificating authorities.

NEWLY PRODUCED AIRPLANES OF OLDER TYPE DES]GN, PROPOSED
APPLICATION OF NOISE STANDARDS -- NPRM 72-19.

This notice, issued on 7 July 1972, announces that the FAA proposes to issue

regulations requiring new production turbojet and transport category airplanes to

comply with the noise standards of Appendix C of FAR Part 36, irrespective of type

certification date.

FAR Part 36 currently applies specific noise standards only to airplanes type

certificated on or after the 1 December 1969 effective date. The only current regula-

tory impact of Part 36 on airplanes type certificated prior to that date (and do not

meet the specified noise limits) is the acoustical change provision, which prohibits

changing the type design of those airplanes so as to result in further esvalation of
ii'

noise.¢,

_' This proposed regulation would merely establish dates (1 July 1973 for airplanes

with maximum weights of more than 75,000 pounds and 1 July 1974 for airplanes with

maximum weights of 75,000 pounds or less) for which new production airplanes must

comply with Appendix C of FAR Part 36. The stated purpose is: "... io address the

separate question whether the older generation of airplane types whould continue In

be manufactured, and added to the fleet, with noise levels higher than required for

new type designs under Part 36. "
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CIVIL AIRPLANE FLEET NOISE LEVEL (FNL) REQUIREMENTS -- ANPRM 73-3.

This advance notice, issued on 24 January 1973, announces that the FAA is con-

sidering proposing the adoption of rognlatioan that would prevent escalation of fleet

noise levels (FNL), would require a reduction in FNL on or before 1 July 1976, and

would require airplanes to comply with FAR Part 36 on or after 1 July 1976. The

proposal would apply to aircraft operated in interstate commerce by air carriers,

supplemental air carriers, and commercial and air taxi operators operating turbojet

powered airplanes with maximum weights of 75,000 potmds or greater. The proposaI

would nat apply to airplanes engaged in foreign air commerce and airplanes operated

in overseas air commerce,

The major elements of the FNL concept are:

1, Determining the noise levels for each airplane in the fleet.

2. Determining the total number of operations {takeoffs and landings}, for each

airplane type for a representative 90-day period.

3. Calculating a fleet noise level based on a mean logarithmic equation.

4. Establishing a precise limit on fleet noise levels.

Beginning on its effective date, the impact of the rule would be to immediately

_'froezc", and prevent any further escalation of, the FNLs that are now being generated

and to achieve a positive FNL reduction on and after 1 July 1976, This would be done

by:

1. Requiring each operator to submit the data information necessary to establish

the FNLs actually generated by the operator during a representative 96 con-

secutive days during the 12 months preceding the date of the rule.

2. The FAA determination of the initial FNLs.

3, Requiring that the initial FNLs not be exceeded.
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Beginning on 1 July 1976, the rule would require that the FNLs originally estab-

lished for each operator would be required to be reduced to u level that is halfway

between the original level and the level that would exist if each airplane covered by

this proposal was type certificated under FAR Part 36,

Beginning on 1 July 1978, the FNL concept would expire. In its place, the regula-

tion would require each operator to restrict all of his operations covered by this

proposal to airplanes type certificated under Part 36, Appendix C.

This advance notice was published after consideration of comments received in

response to ANI_RM 70-44, Civil Airplane Noise Reduction Retrofit Requirements.

The responses to that advance notice were categorized in three basic groups:

1. City and State governmental authorities

2. Foreign states and manufacturers

3. Domestic industry groups and associations.

The members of the first group almost unanimously support the early implementa-

tion of retrofit requirements. However, the FAA states: "...the responses do not

address the technological practicability or economic reasonableness of early

implementation."

The members of the foreign group expressed the opinion that any retrofit require-

ments should be developed in the international forum. The advance notice 73-3 states:

*_i'he FAA supports the concept that it is desirable to obtain uniformity of regulatory

action through the ICAO procedure, and .... is workthg in support of that international

effort, Accordingly, this FNL proposal would supplement the establishment of inter-

national standards, while providing early relief to the public from aircraft noise

gannrated by interstate operators. '_

The members of domestic industry groups were divided an the question of retrofit.

The United Automobile Workers of America, the Air Line Pilots Association, tile

American Association of Airport E.xecutives, the Airport Operators' Council Inter-

national, the National Association of State Aviation Officials, and the National Academy
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of Sciences all endorsed the early initiation of an aircraft acoustical retrofit require-

mont. Their position, essentially, is that existing studios are adequate to establish

technical and economic feasibility and that noise reduction would be meaningful to

airport neighbors,

However, the Aerospace Industries Association and the Air Transport Association

express the opposing opinion that adequate information is not available to proceed with

an acoustic retrofit program, Additionally, they argue that regulations should not be

promulgated until the term "meaningful relief" is defined, until complete acoustical

modifications are available for each airplane type, and until specific financing means

arc resolved.

PROJECT REPORTS AND ADVISORY MATERIALS

This section concerns FAA project reports and draft FAA orders informally

issued to ihe aviation community or issued formally to EPA as part of the consultative

process. These materials are preliminary documents developed preparatory to the

announcement of notices or advanced notices of proposed ru]e making and do not

necessarily constitute or represent FAA policy. Some of the material discussed here

may have been superseded by subsequent drafts, reports, or proposals and should not

be assumed to represent current FAA work, This section is presented only to provide

information on possible directions of future regulatory actions or ideas under pre-

liminary consideration,

AMENDMENT TO FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION TO PROVIDE FOR A TAKEOFF

NOISE CONTROL OPERATING RULE (2). NOV 1972): PROJECT REPORT.

The objective of this project report (14.1-320) was stated to be "to provide informa-

tion for the development of a Notice of Proposed Rule Ivinking is amend the Federal

Aviation Regulations to include takeoff noise control operating procedures for civil trans-

port category and civil turbojet powered airplanes. "
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The background section of this project report provides a synopsis of the efforts

(since 1960) by both the air transport industry and Federal agencies (FAA and NASA)

to define a takeoff procedure that would simultaneously:

1. Provide a uniform procedure which would reduce the cock, pit departure work-

load and enhance safety during this key phase of flight.

2. Produce uniformly "controlled and/or reduced noise levels" (underscoring

added).

The concluding section of the background material states, "The FAA's past

issuances of guidance/criteria documents, noise abatement rules, and the endorse-

ment of the airlines' recent recommended takeoff procedures have not to date offeetsd

the goals desired. It is therefore deemed appropriate and warranted in farther ful-

filling our response to F.L. 90-411 in the control of aircraft noise that a Notice of

Proposed Rule Making prescribing an operational noise control prodcedure be devel-

oped," Thus it appears clear that the FAA objective i making a rule on takeoff

procedure is directed toward control in order to ensure safe and constant results

while achieving some noise relief along the takeoff flight path.

A constant and simple takeoff operating procedure on a system-wide basis may

i very well be Justified for safety and economic considerations. I]owever, maximumi relief of community noise problems requires a high degree of flexibility and variation

!l from one airport to another and is often different between runways at the same airport.

The proposed rule is therefore not optimum from a noise standpoint for all airports,

NOISE CERTIFICATION RULE FOR QUIET SHORT HAUL CATEGORY AIRCRAFT,
29 DEC 1972: PROJECT REPORT.

The reference project report had been under internal review and revision within

the DOT/FAA since December 1970. From the front cover of the draft version it

appears that the report is snhject to internal review and revision at least annually.
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The latest revlston (29 December 1972) changed the scope of the category of

aircraft to be covered from tbe Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) (e.g, Ref 8.2-I00)

to a much broader category designated Quiet Short Haul (QSIi), The QSH category

includes not only the STOL but the Reduced Takeoff and Lending (RTOL) and the Vor-

tical Tekeoff and Landing (VTOL) types of aircraft. This includes fixed and rotary

wing aircraft with stags lengtbs under 500 miles,

The background and historical sections of the project report takes cognizance of

the impact on noise rulemakthg by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the

Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970, as well as the Noise Control Act of

1972 (PL 92-974). In spite of the recognition of these Acts, in a section devoted to a

discussion of alternative methods of providing QSH noise certification, the project

report states: "Noise exposure certification--This method would control QSH noise

by means of a noise measuring system concept tailored perhaps to specific land uses

and/or existing ground noise environment. T!ais would essentially constitute a certi-

fication of the airport, heliport or STOLport with respect to maximum allowable noise

source and path options. The chief problem here is that the Federal Government does

not fully have the authority, and perhaps should not, to exercise absolute

control over local airport operations."

'/'he stated objective of the project "is to establish the foundation for a rule

limiting the maximum noise emission for the types of aircraft commonly designated

as Quiet Short Itaul. The rule should be effeeted as soon as practicable because of

the prospect of this class of aircraft developing into a fast-expanding segment of local

and regional commercial short haul air transportation, It is therefore urgent that

noise reduction concepts are instilled as quickly as possible In the design and develop-

ment of this class of aircraft. In this way, quiet short haul aircraft will be more

compatible with the communities they are intended to serve and this mode of trans-

portation will be better able to fulfill the promise of its future role. "

In addition to the wide variety of aircraft with the Inherent wide variety of possible

Vfconfigurations, combInation of propulsion systems, and operational capabilities,it lhe
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project appears to be faced with an equally wide variety of possible terminal facilities

and attendant variable noise sensitivities.

The project report (14.2-323) includes a list that illustrates the wide variation in

aircraft typeseonsidaredtobeineludediniheQSHeategory. Forconvenionce, this

list has been extracted and is as follows:

"(a) Turboprop Aircraft

(1) Deflected slipstream

(2) Tilt-wing

(3) Nonpowered lift CTOL

(b) Rotary Wing Aircraft

(1} Conventional Helicopters

(2) Advanced helicopters, i.e., compound type with slowed, stopped.

trailing, stowed or other variable geometry rotors,

(c) Turbofan and Jet Flap Aircraft

(i) Fully Internaf flow

(2) Internally blown flap

(3) Externally blown flap

(4) Augmenter wing

(5) Overwing blown flap

(d) Lift Pod Aircraft

_ (1) High bypass ratio, high thrust/weight turbofans, either concentric

or turbotip drive, in wing or fuselage lift pods or swingout/stowed

within fuselage; separate cruise propulsion turbofans.
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(n) Fan-In-Wing Aircraft

(1) Turbotip lift funs powered by turbojets or low bypass turbofans

which also afford cruise propulsion."

The project report review also states that the subject types of aircraft are not

covered under the current FAR Part 36 "Noise Standards: Aircraft Type Certifica-

tion;" inasmuch as the Part 36 rule was directed toward a wide variety of Conventional

Takeoff and Landing (CTOL) aircraft the operational characteristics, thrust modes,

environments, and economics of which are substantially dissimilar from the envisioned

QSH type of aircraft, Thus a regulation "tailored" to and clearly appropriate to the

type (as required by law) should be considered.

One of the project report conclusions is stated to be "since the QStI system

development is in such a state of flux during its present embryonic stage, it is con-

eluded that the issuance of an ANPRM on QSH noise would best suit the FAA's

pUrposes in establishing a firm structure upon which to base specific QSH noise

standards. Reliable specific data on various QSH aircraft noise characteristics and

economics are urgently needed to construct an effective and viable QSH noise rule."

, Other conclusions are stated to be:

"l. Second generation QSH aircraft should be no noisier than first generation

of STOL aircraft.

2. Noise regulations should be developed with a view to the impact of environ-

mental provisions of the Environmental Policy Act, the Airport and Airways

Act and the Noise Control Act of 1972.

3, Most noise certification concepts lack the capability of matching aircraft

noise to airport, heliport nr STOLports, The potential for this matching

exists through the new environmental legislation.

4. Enroute noise for quint short haul routes should be given regulatory

consideration.
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5, The aircraft industry repeatedly stresses caution both in the premature

issuance of a QSH noise rule and in regulatory noise limits which inhibit the

development of the many types and sizes of QSH aircraft now in view. On

the other hand, the Rule's entire objective would be negated if the FAA were

to structure the regulation so as to permit a wide spectrum of noise emissions

from all possible types of Q_t aircraft. Further, it would seem that the

noise sensitive task of establishing new metropolitan heliports and STOLports

together with the demands of new environmental laws, would require QSH

aircraft to accede to even more of an economic sacrifice in the cause of

noise reduction than has been the case for CTOL aircraft."

The project report makes only one recommendation; that is, prepare a notice of

advanced proposed rule making (ANPRM). According to the recommendation, the

ANPRM should serve three functions:

1. Provide emphasis of the FAA intent to require standards of maximum noise

q for QSH type aircraft.

2. Provide noticeofintentiontofollowthegeneralphilosophyofthepresent

subsonicnoise regulations.

3. Solicitspecificinformationfrom allsegments of interestedaviationsources,

municipal,local,state,Federaland publicentitiesaml individualson the

specificsofR/V/STOL designs,physlealand operationalcharacteristlcs,

environmental impacts, economic limitations,evolutionarydevelopment and

alternatives.

The project report further provides a list of 19 specific areas of inquiry and, for

convenience, all nineteen have been extracted and are listed below.

"(1) How best to envelop the class of aircraft Icnown as QSIi for noise certification

purposes.
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(2) The extent to which the class of QSH aircraft should be divided into sub-

classes, i.e., rotary wing, VTOL, STOL, RTOL, etc. for the purpose of

establishing noise limits and mansurement procedures.

(3) The extant to which the class of QSH airer,'fft should be further categorized

for purposes of assessing the economic impact and technological feasibility

of noise regulations.

(4) The extent to which noise level characteristics of present day and future

types of QSH aircraft and their propulsion system can be predicted.

(5) The extent to which present conventional noise reduction techniques can be

incorporated in the various types of QSH aircraft now envisioned.

(6) Specification of noise measurement points for certification purposes to

ensure that noise information recorded in the flight manual will have maxt-

_mm utility for long-range land use planning and future airport development.

(7) The variation in noise characteristics and operating economies associated

with the various types of STOL airor,'fft now envisioned.

(B) How best to regulate noise for QSH aircraft (amend Part 36, promulgate

new Part, ate.).

(9) The minimum time for compliance with a QSH noise rule.

(10) The expected market range for various classes of QSH aircraft if the

development of metropolitan heliports and STOLports is net impeded by non-

technological factors.

(11) An equitable method of establishing a relationship between maximum noise

certification levels for QSH aircraft end economic and technological feasibility.

(12) The quantitative benefits associated with QSH operation from metropolitan

airports, heliports and STOLperts with relatively high background noise levels

and with nanreeidential nighttime eommanities,
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(1:]) The extent and effect on total operating economics of larger classes of

QSH aircraft foreseeably designed for both QSH and CTOL route structures.

(14) The economic penalties associated with minimum and maximum levels of

noise reduction for various classes of QSH aircraft.

(15) The limitations on the utilization of the V/STOL aircraft's capability of

high maneuverability by reason of airline practice due to passenger comfort,

pilot acceptance, navigational equipment safety margins and operating

economies.

(16) The need for snroute QSH noise restrictions.

(17) The alternative methods of QSH noise regulation.

(18) The development and placement of economic incentives in the Rule for

reducing the noise of future QSIt aircraft.

(19) The appllcability of subjective noise rating coneepts to rotary wing, RTOL,

STOL and VTOL aircraft (ASDS, CNR, etc.)."

PROPELLER DRIVEN AIRCRAFT NOISE TYPE CERTIFICATION STANDARDS

(NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING): 22 JAN 1973: PROJECT REPORT.

The stated objective of the subject project "is to support a Notice of Proposed

Rule Making to amend Part 36 to provide type certification standards for propeller

driven aircraft (other than transport category already covered under Part 36)."

The proposed standards are stated to have been "designed to halt the escalation

of noise from propeller aircraft and ts ensure that new designs are substantially

quieter."

The project report (14.1-322) does take cognizance of and references the Noise

Control Act of 1972 (PL 92-574).

The proposed standards are stated to be applicable "to propeller driven aircraft

normally certificated for airworthiness under PAR 23, including normal, utility and
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acrobatic aircraft having a maximum certificated takeoff weight not exceeding 12,500

pounds (5,700 kg.). Within this range are included single- and multi-engined aircraft

equipped with various types of powerplants and that derive tile major portion of their

propulsive thrust by means of a propeller. Standards herein relating to noise certi-

fication for these propeller driven airplanes apply to all affected types of basically

new design or modification to existing designs for which a type certificate is required.

These standards will not be made retroactive to die extant of requiring modification of

individual airplanes already in service but will embrace continued production of earlier

typos. It is proposed that all aircraft produced after 1 year following the issuance date

of this FAR will meet a basic noise limit; whereas, after 31 December 1975, all origi-

nal type certificates will meet a linear level. Original type certificates granted through

December 1975 will also cmfform to the basic limit.

"It is noted that the noise produced by a light airplane belonging to a given basic

model can, in some cases, be influenced to a significant degree by the installation

of approved alternative equipment or by the incorporation of subsequent modifications,

with particular reference to propeller and engine exhaust system. Therefore, tile

prevision of FAR 36, covering the incorporation of acoustically sit_nificant changes,

shall apply. "

A particular guideline applied to this project led to recommending" deviations

from standards previously established under Part 30. The guideline was stated to

be, "Any noise certification scheme for such aircraft should be as simple as possible,

in consonance with the ability to produce consistent and reproducible results over

the range of ambient test conditions likely to be encountered in practice."

The significant deviations are noted to include:

• The basic unit of noise measurement is based upon an A-weighted network

(dBA) as opposed to the previously established Effective Perceived Noise

Level (EPNdB).
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• The noise is measured at a single point under the aircr.'fft, which shall fly

at constant altitude and power setting as opposed to the previously estab-

lished three points of noise measurements (takeoff, approach and sideline),

with the aircraft operating in the appropriate (takeoff or landing) mode.

The project report states that, "The basic approach takan in setting noise limits

for general aviation propeller driven aircraft was to establish noise limits as a

function of aircraft gross weight, using as a guide the current noise levels, limits

previously established by Switzerland and Germany, and an estimate of reductions

that are technicafly feasible and economically reasonable. These basic limits would

apply for "standard" performance aircraft, having a "standard" power loading.

Correction factors, based on power loading, would be allowed to credit higher per-

formance aircraft for their abilities to climb faster and to fly the pattern st a lower

percent power."

_ The proposed noise limits are shown in Fi6mre V-3-1. As shown, the proposed

standard noise levels, as in the original Part 36, are a function of aircraft weight.

The allowable corrections are based upon the aircraft power loading and the correction

is proposed to be limited to 5 dB_ inittallyj and 3 dB at a future date.

This report appears to be well developed, consistent with other similar standards

for this type aircraft and capable of providing a noise limit with probable future reduc-

tion of noise generated by this type aircraft. Deviation from previously established

standards under FAR, Part 36 appears to be unwarranted, except on the basis of sim-

plicity and the economics resulting from the simpler measurements and procedures.

The adoption of these simple standards to this type aircraft should in no way effect a

change in those already established for turbojet powered transport category aircraft.

AIRCRAFT SOUND DESCRIPTION SYSTEM (DRAFT, 3 AUG 1972): Order 7040.

This draft order "eintoe policy and establishes procedures and guidance for the

calculation and dissemlnatlon of aircraft sound data." In addition, it is intended to
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cancel Order 7040.1, 27 October 1965, Technical Report: "Land Use Plaaning Relat-

ing to Aircraft Noise."

The background section of this order states, "the Federal Aviation Administra-

tion does not have authority to promulgate or enforce aircraft sound standards in the

vicinity of airports. However, by virtue of the authority described in Paragraph 1

of this order, it does seek to promote, enanarage and support, to the extent practicable,

sound abatement plans and compatible land usa planning and control by the responsible

local and state authorities where the legal authority and responsibility rests. "

The authorities cited in the above paragraph include:

• Public Law 90-411, Section 61). (a), an amendment to title VI of the Federal

AviationAct.

t The National EnvironmentalPolicy Act of 1969 (PL 91-190)togetherwith

Executive Order 11514.

e The Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 (PL 91-258).

The order further states that, "the techniques for measuring and describing the

physical characteristics of sound are highly developed and extensively used by mem-

bers of the scientific community. However, methods for quantifying and deanribing

sound exposure had not been developed that are readily understandable and generally

usable."

The AircraftSound DescriptionSystem (ASD5')developedby the FAA Officeof

Environmental Qualityand describedin the handbook referencedby thisorder Is

intendedto providea "readilyunderstandableand generallyusable"sound descriptor.

The order has not been officiallydistributedbut has been given wide unofficial

distributionas witnessed,for example, by theresolutionpassed by the Board ofAir-

port Commissioners ofthe Los Angeles InternationalAirport(l.1-278). This reso-

lutionstates:

•'WHEREAS, by Draft Order No. 7040, dated August 3, 1972, the Department

of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, distributed a proposed

aircraftsounddescriptionsystem (ASDS);and
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"WHEREAS, said Draft Order contaths proposed procedures and guidance for

the calculation and dissemination of aircraft sound data; and

"WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of the City of Los Angeles, the Department

of Airports, and of airport operators generally that a national system of sound

measurement be adopted for use by airport operators;

"NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Airport Commissioners

of the City of Los Angeles approves the adoption of said aircraft sound description

system and respectfully memorializes the Department of Transportation, the

Federal Aviation Administration to expedite the proceedings necessary to adopt

said system and to order the same at the earliest possible date."

Airport operators may welcome a sound description system to replace a noise

exposure forecasting system, but the system described in the draft order requires

considerable rework as indicated by the following analysis (8.3-149).

Introduction to ASDS Analysis

The draft order for the ASDS presents procedures for the "calculation and dis-

semination of aircraft sound data." The result of the calculation process is given

in each of the following three forms:

1, A single-nanther rating of airport noise assigned units of acre-minutes

but which, in reality, are units of acre-miuntas per event-day.

2. A graph or chart, called an acre-minute graphic chart, for which the

vertical scale is in units of minutes and the horizontal scale is in units

of acres, indicating for each class of aircraft, the area enclosed by its

100 EPNdB contour related to an arbitrary duration time.

3. Carves, called sound exposure maps, the coordinates of which represent

downrange and crossrange distances on aircraft flight tracks described as

"a set of lines of constant time exposure."
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The calculation procedure is described in the Draft Order in Appnndlx 1, page 2, and

illustrated by example on a special form presented in Attachments C and D. No recom-

mendation is made in the Draft Order concerning which of the throe forms is the

preferred way of describing aircraft noise exposure. Although all of the three forms

can bc constructed from the same computational data (such as Attachment D), each

presents the results in ways that arc subject to different interpretations, some of

which are misleading,

Am_lysis of the Acre-Minute Concept

The primary element in the ASDS consists of single-croat equal noise level

contours of 100 EPNdB assigned to various classes and operational modes of aircraft.

There isno explanationinthe draftorder ofthe inputused toconstructthese contours.

The usualprocedure forcalculatingnoiselevelcontours isdependentupon the following

three relationships:

1. A set of takeoff profiles and takeoff roll distances identified for each class

of aircraft (e.g., four, three, and two jot engines) and takeoff weight or stage

length, also, one or more approach profiles and distances to touchdown.

2. The variation in noise level at a r_fercnee distance (e.g,, EPNL at 200

feet} with engine power setting (e.g., engine pressure ratio, hn speed,

or thrust).

3. The variationinnoise levelwith slantrange atclosestpointofapproach

for each proversettingofinterest(e.g.,takeoff,cutback, and approach).

The preceding relationships represent extremely comprehensive sets of data that,

because cf the flexibility in aircraft operational procedures, are impossible to predict

for each specific aircraft. The usual procedure, therefore, is to assume relation-

ships for each type of class of aircraft that are meant to be representative of averagn

performance, both for noise level and aircraft operations.
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Even if the ASDS were judged to be a valid concept, there is no way to evaluate

its accuraeyunless the input assumptions aredeseribed. For example, canany

portion of the input data be related to FAR Part 36 measurements? Is thrust cutback

assumed at takeoff? If not, then the ASDS may be incapable of adequately describing

the noise of aircraft operating in the manner for which they have complied with tbo

Federal noise regulations.

The ASDS uses the area only within the 100 EPNdB contour for each class and opera-

tional mode of aircraft as the basic measure of noise exposure in units of acres per

event. The second element in the ASDS is an assumption, for each class of aircraft,

of the number of operations in a 24-hour day in units of events per day. There is no

explanation in the draft order of the method used to predict number of events per day.

For example, does it represent a busy day, an average summer day, or the m_mber

of events per year divided by 365 ?

The next element in the ASDS is ao arbitrary assumption of a duration time of

20 seconds per event which translates to three events per minute. There is no

explanation in the draft order of the mousing of this duration time. What is it the

duration of 7 I.f the implication is the duration of 100 EPNdB, the concept is erroneous

because there is no such thing as a duration of EPNdB. There is a duration time

correction included in the methodology for computing EPNdB, which is ,'m integrated

value over time of the tone corrected noise as it rises and falls. Therefore. the

ASDS includes a double duration effect that, without a proper explanation, makes

no sense at all,

The ASDS procedure multiplies the three elements together to yield a single

number rating of airport noise in units of acre-minutes per event-dny, which, how-

ever, is denoted as acre-minutes in the draft order. Another way of looking at the

single number result is that it is merely a number in acres per day divided by the

constant "3." In other words, the assumption of an arbitrary duration time has no

substantial effect at all. So why use it7 The term acre-minutes is misleading in

that there is an implication that the time element is an influential and logical part of
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I the ASDS, which is simply not true, No justification can be made for an assumption

of three events per minute as it is used in the ASDS, or for that matter, any number of

events per minute. As used in the ASDS, the fewer number of events per minute, the

larger the ASDS aere-mlnntes will be or, conversely, the larger number of events

per minute, the smaller the value of acre-minutes will be, which is not logleal since
i

it is the inverse of what one would expect from u noise exposure descrlptor.
i

: The ASDS is influenced equally by acres per event and the number of events per

day in the sense that if one is halved and the other doubled, the number of "acre-

minutes" remains the same. In all of the international procedures for predicting

aircraft noise exposure, developed by acoustical experts throughout the world, the

effect of number of operations is included as soma form of logarithmic relation and

not linear. There are differences of opininn as to the particular logarithmic form

that is most appropriate (e.g., whether 10 log or 15 log) but there is no justification

whatever for the assumption of a linear relationship. The ASDS would penalize air-

craft traffic growth far more than is realistic: doubling the number of operations

would deuble the number of acre-minutes. On the other hand, for the concepts

that lnanrporate numbers of operations logarithmically (e.g., NEF and NN]), doubling

the number of operations would increase the result by only three to five units, which is

reasonable and much lass severe.

The aviation community expects to grow in numbers of aircraft and operations

and also in the production of noise controlled aircraft. The ASDS could indicate,

erroneously, that the benefits gained from quieter aircraft (e. g., DC-10, LI0).I,

747, and noise retrofit) are offset by the increase in numbers of operations. The

preclusion of subjective interpretations of the ASDS, such as annoyance factors, in

the draft order will not prevent the making of such evaluations. It should be expected

that the ASDS acre-minutes predicted for an airport vicinity in 1980 that are less

than, equal to, or greater than those predicted for the same airport in 1972 will be

Judged to mean less, equal, or greater annoyance, respectively.
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Analysis of Acre-Minute Graphic Chart

The graph or chart presented in Attachment E contains all of the erroneous ele-

ments inherent in the acre-minute concept, because it is based upon the same data.

However, the chart does not lend itself to rapid or easy interpretations, hence, some

of the pitfalls or dangers in the ASDS might be overlooked. It is difficult to see what
useful purpose the chart serves.

Analysis of Sound Exposure Maps i

Attachment G, titled "Sound Exposure 1970", is a figure showing three curves,

one inside the other, each labeled in minutes. The discussion of Attachment G, given

on page 3 of Appendix l, does not adequately explain the meaning of these curves other

than "a set of lines of constant time exposure." The question is--exposure to what

level of noise? From the discussion throughout the Draft Order, the assumption can

be made that the three curves represent the single-event 100 EPNdB contours for the

DC-8/707, 727, and DC-9/737 classes of aircraft, respectively. If this assumption

is correct, this form of the ASDS is erroneous ff the intent is to indicate tbat the

curves are a set of lines of constant time exposure to 100 EPNdB. In fact, the curves

have no logical meaning. The only conclusion that can be made is that the three curves

represent lines for which there will be 60, 48, and 20 "minutes," respectively, of

noise that ",viii not be less than 100 EPNdB. No information is presented on hew much

the noise would exceed t00 EPNdB, but for the two innermost curves, it could be

considerable, possibly as much as ll0 to 120 EFNdB. Furthermore, the level of

noise along any one curve would not be constant, so it does not represent an equal

noise contour except for a single event of a particular class of aircraft. If time in

minutes is to he assigned to these curves based upon numbers of operations of other

classes of aircraft as weD, then these curves have no si_dficanco for noise exposure.
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i ConclusionsofASDS Analysis

J

The ASDS acre-minuteconceptisbased upon two falsepremises thathave noi

scientificbasis, leadtoconfusion,and make the concepta hazard to thegrowth of

., aviation,The firstpremise isthe assumption of a linear,insteadof n logarithmic,

relationshipforthe number ofoperations,which can Imvn the effectofseverelydeem-

i phaslzlngthe noisernductinnbenefitsthatwould resultfrom quieteraircraft.The

i second premise isthe assumptionof an arbitraryconstantdurationtime, which makes

no sensebut impliessophisticationand logicthatdo not exist.

The ASDS acre-minutegraphicchart simply compounds thefallaciesinthe acre-

minuteconceptby addingtothe confusion,

The ASDS sound exposure maps are singleeventequal nolsvlevelcontoursfor

variousclassesofaircraftthatare misrepresented as equaltime exposure contours

for multipleeventoperations.In reality,the maps have no logicalmeaning. They

are simply linesindicatingpositionson the ground for which noiselevelswillnotbe

less thanI00 EPNdB duringsome aircraftoperations.

Even ifthe ASDS were based upon validscientificprinclples,the dr_t order

providesno informationor guidelinesfor itsuse. The draftorder impliesthatthe

ASDS, by virtueofservingas theagency aircraftsound descriptor,iscapableof

being used for soundabatement plans,compatibleland use planning,and in environ-

mental impact statements. However, withoutrecommendations forthe meaning or

interpretation of the acre-minute values, the ASDS will be of no use in the preparation

of environmental impact statements, noise-compatible land use planning, and noise

evaluation and control.
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SECTION V-4 .

REVIEW OF NOISE CONTROL ACTIONS OF OTIIERS L

i

STATE AND LOCAL

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

! On November i0, 1970 the CaliforniaStateAeronauticsBoard adoptedairport

i noise standards which became effective as State Department of Aeronautics Regulations

[ on December I, 1972. The regulationsare containedinSubohapter 6, Title4 ofthe

StateAdministrativeCode (15.1-34).

The regulationswere "designedtocause the airportproprietor,aircraftoperator,

localgovernments, pilots,and the department towork cooperativelytodiminish noise.
}

The regulationsaccomplish thoseends by controllingand reducingthenoise incommuni-

tiesInthe vislnityofairports."

The regulationsare applicableto allexistingand futureairportsinCalifornia

required to operate under a valid permit issued by the state aeronautics department.

With the exception of the specification of a Single Event Noise Exposure Level

_} (SENEL), the regulation is concerned with noise exposure, which combines measures

of noise and time at specific locations. That is, the regulation is primarily concerned

with the totality of the aircraft noise at a particular location without specific regard for

or an assessment of a particular event, source, or operation.

_" The enforcement of the California state regulations is delegated to the county in

wbioh the airport is located. Ravinw of data and findings are maintained at the stats

level, Implementation, beyond that of the enforcing county, is the responsibility of the

airport proprietors, except for complying with the SENEL, which is the responsibility

of the aircraft operator.
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The regulation specifies (but does not limit) the methods of controlling sad reduc-

ing the noise impact to the following:

"(u) Encouraging use of the airport by aircraft classes with lower noise level

characteristics and discouraging usa by higher noise level aircraft classes;

Co) Encouraging approach and departure flight paths and procedures to minimize

the noise in residential areas;

{e) Planning runway utilization schedules to take into account adjacent residen-

tial areas, noise characteristics of aircraft and noise sensitive time

periods;

(d) Reduction of the flight frequency, particularly in the most noise sensitive

time periods and by the noisier aircraft;

(e) Employing shielding for advantage, using natural terrain, buildings,

et cetera; and

(l) Development of a compatible land use within the noise impact boundary.

Preference shall be given to actions which rodu_e the impact of airport noise on

existing communities. Land use conversion involving existing residential communi-

ties shall normally be considered the least desirable action for achieving compliance

with these regulations."

LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

The management of Los Angeles International Airport have taken actions in order

to alleviate their noise problem. The Board of Airport Commissioners has recently

adopted a five point noise abatement program. The program includes:

1. A preferential rtmway use program that allows preferential treatment of air-

craft certificated under FAR Part 36, Appendix C.
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2. Planning' of landing foes giving preferential treatment to aircraft certificated

under FAR Part 36 and fees somewhat proportional to type noise levels.

3, A fleetnoise rule making referencetoFAR Part 36 noiselevels, A stated

goalof40 percentofallaircraftusingthe airportbeing incmnpllance by

J111yI, 1977, and a rule of 100 percentcompliance by December 31, 1979,

The rulewillstand as a regulationatthe airport"unlessand untila more

slringantrule isadoptedby the Federal Government, or by any one or more

ofitsagencies authorizedtodo so, "

4, Establishmentof an airportNoise Reduction Enforcement Divisionwith the

staffand equipment required tomeasure aircraftnoiseto ensure compliance

with standards fixed by FAR Part 36.

5. Revocation of airline operating permits when carriers are shmvn to be

repeatedly In violation of the preferential use runway program.

The regulations in the cited resolution of the Board of Commissioners of the

Los Angeles International Airport (15.2-265) reflects the use of some of the noise

control options available to the airport operator, The use of these options is

undoubtedly related to California airport noise regulations (15.1-34).

Other options that may appear to be available for use in rulemaking are those

which would tend to regulate, control, or standardize certain aircraft operational

alternatives such as two-segment approaches, reduced thrust takeoffs, and landings

without the use of thrust reversers. Controls placed upon flight operations invariably

involve the safety of the particular aircraft and often other aircraft in "the system";

therefore, the successful development and application of aircraft operational noise

rules often require the combined efforts of the FAA, the aircraft manufacturer, the

airlines, and the flight crews. Specific examples of type of noise control action by

the aircraft industry are reviewed in the following paragraphs of this section,
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INDUSTRY NOISE CONTROL ACTIONS

The takeoff operational procedures developed and promulgated by tile Air Trans-

port Association of America (ATA) and the National Business Aircraft Association,

Incorporated (NBAA) are contained in References 13.1-150, 188 and 2G6. These

procedures ware developed with the assistance of the FAA. The ATA procedure has

been in effect since 1 August 1972; however, the FAA Project Report relating to the

Noise Control Operating Rule for Takeoff (Reference 14.1-180) dated 21 November

1972 indicates that "the endorsement of the airlines' recent recommended takeoff

procedure have not to date effected the goals desired." The project report does not

explain which goals or how the failure manifests itself. In any case, the ATA Flight

Operations Committee efforts, as well as those made by the staff of NBAA, are

representative of the noise control actions which hays and are continuing to be taken

by the air transport industry. These are voluntary actions resulting in self-imposed

rules.

Inasmuch as there appears to be no organization or agency, with the possible

exception of the FAA, monitoring end assessing the results, the degree to which the

effort is effective, in terms of actual reduced noise levels or exposure, is not known

at this time.

Noise control actions taken by another segment of the air transport industry, the

intrastate carriers operating in the State of California, are reported in References

4.1-267, 268. These actions appear to be developed on a case-by--case basis in

cooperation with the California airport operators in response to the previously cited

state airport regulations. These actions, as well as those proposed or taken by

ALPA, ATA and NBAA have been thoroughly reviewed by the EPA Aircraft/Airport

Noise Report Study Task Group 2 and are extensively discussed in the draft report

(10.2-285} of that group.
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SECTION V-5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Noise Control Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-574) amends the Federal Aviation

Act of 1958 to include the concept of "health and welfare" and to define the responsi-

bilities of and interrelationships between the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in file control and abatement of air-

craft noise and sonic boom. Specifically, PL 92-574 requires that, in order to afford

present end futta'e relief and protection to tile public health and welfare from aircraft

noise and sonic boom, the FAA, after consultation with EPA, shall prescribe and

amend such regulations as the FAA may find necessary to provide for the control and

abatement of aircraft noise and sonic boom.

In prescribing and amending regulations, PL 92-574 requires that FAA shall con-

sider whether any regulation is:

I. Consistent with the highest degree of safety.

2. EconomtoaUy reasonable.

3. Technologically practicable.

4. Appropriate to the type.

The above considerations form a set of constraints oriented to safety, economics,

and technology. However, FL 92-574 has introduced a fifth constraint: protection to

the public health and welfare.

The abatement of aircraft noise is accomplished by exercising, to the extent

feasible, the noise control options available to the aircraft manufacturers and opera-

tors, and the public authorities in the airport neighborhood communities. Finally,

the remainder of the noise must be contained within noise compatible boundaries.
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Regulations are the most effective technique for exploiting available noise control

technology and, if properly constructed and implemented, can provide tile incentive to

ensure continuing effort directed to technological advancements.

THREE PART REGULATORY PLAN

Publio Law 92-574 amends the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (superseding PL 90-

411) to include the concept of health and welfare. The full text of the amendment is

given in Figure V-l-2. In affect, a fifth regulatory constraint has been added as

discussed in Section I and shown in Figure V-l-l, The FAA has the authority to pre-

scribe aircraft noise regulations and is wall qualified to develop them effectively

within the original four constraints, The fifth constraint (health and welfare) is the

responsibility of both FAA and EPA; but EPA has the capability, by virtue of broader

noise control responsibility and greater objectivity, for coping more effectively with

that constraint. In fact, no member of the aviation community, by virtue of its vested

interests, should be put in the position of having major responsibility for tbe possible

limitation of the growth of aviation. A perplexing question, therefore arises. That

• is, how can EPA and FAA most effectively work together end reconcile any differ-
ences In interpretation of what constitutes protection to the public health and welfare ?

A solution to this problem is presented in the following three part plan.

REGULATIONS PRESCRIBED AND ENFORCED BY" FAA

The FAA shall continue to prescribe and enforce aircraft noise regulations for

the aircraft manufacturers and operators, considering the principal regulatory con-

straints tobe safety,economics, and technology.The purpose or objectiveforthe

FAA inprescribingregulationsshallbe as statedin PL 92-574;thatis,"inorder to

affordpresentand futurereliefand protectiontothe publichealthand welfarefrom

aircraftnoiseand sonicboom.., % The FAA shallbe consideredtohave thebest

expertiseinprescribingregulationswithintheconstraintsand, althoughEPA shall

be consultedfor adviceand recommendations, the FAA shallhave the responsibility

and authorityfor theircontentand enforcement.
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The noise control regulation prescribed by the FAA for the aircraft manufacturers
I

I and operators shall be expected to reflect the latest state of the art cf safe end econom-
laal technology and shall be expected to effect a decrease in noise exposure, but not

necessarily to the extent of full protection to the public health and welfare. Thn regu-

lations shall be of the "umbrella" type in the sense that tlmsc regulated can all comply

by use of available technology but some may be capable of achieving lower noise

loyola than others by virtue of their greater technological capability. An uirwortbi-

heSS or operationcertificateshallbe contingentupon compliance withthe noisecon-

trol regulations.

REGULATIONS PROPOSED BY EPA

EPA shall,when necessary, presentto the FAA proposalsfor noisecontrolreg-

ulationsthatEPA determines tobe needed toincrease the protectionofthe public

healthand welfare. The proposalsshallbe intheform ofprojectreportscontaining

thesubstanceof recommended noisecontrolactionsbut thatmay nothave been

thoroughlyanalyzed regardingsafety,economics, and technology.The FAA shall

havethe authoritytorejectthe EPA proposalson thebasis thattheconstraintsof

safety,economics, and technologyhave been violated.

If, however, EPA has reason tobelievethatFAA rejectionoftheproposed regu-

Isilonsisunwarranted, EPA shallconsultwith the FAA and may requestthe FAA to

review theirdecision. Any such requestshallbc publishedinthe FederalRegister

inaccordance with thedetailedilluminationprocedure requiredby PL 92-574 (see

FigureV-I-2).

AIRPORT REGULATIONS (PERMITS) PRESCRIBED AND ENFORCED BY EPA

EPA shallbays the authorityand responsibilitytodevelopcriteriaand noise

evaluationmethodology sufficientto establisha noise exposure levelsuch us pointA

inFigure V-2-3. That numerical levelshallestablishthe meaning ofprotectionto

the public health and welfare based upon the current state of the art of determining
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thu effects of noise on man and other ecological systems and shall consider that 100

percent protection Is unreasonable. As studies continue over the years, this number

may be lowered, particularly If evidence should indicate that noise is a hazard to

health in ways net apparent at this time.

The number establishing protection to thu public health and welfare shall repro-

sent a level (or dose) of cumulative noise exposure over a 24-hour period that, if

exceeded fur a finite period of years, would ooestituto lank of protection or eventually

may be classed aa a hazard, depending upon length of exposure. A point to be

emphasized, howcvur, Is that mere exeaedance of this number only indicates that the

noise exposure is a degrading environmental influence and not a cause of Immediate

noticeable irreversible damage.

All airport operators shall be required to predict their aircraft operations for a

typical 24-hour day and to cormtruet equal noise exposure contours for the numerical

levels and In conformance with the methodology specified by EPA. The land area within

the contours for each airport neighborhood shall be examined for noise-compatible

usage baaed upon a scale determined by EPA with advice and recommendations from

other interested Federal, state, and local agencies. Wherever land areas are con-

sldered to be incompatible with the noise exposure, the airport operator shall be

required to begin to restrict the aircraft operations by all regulator5, means at his

disposal (curfews, quotas, weight and type limitations, preferential runway use,

landing fees, ere, ). Tile restrictions shall be in effect until all land areas within

specified contours have noise-compatible use. Full compliance with land use oom-

patlbllity shall be spsolfled In a reasonable time period, permitting the aircraft oper-

ators and manufacturers to Implement the current and near future source and path

noise control technology and permitting land areas within these contours to be pen-

verted by the appropriate authorities (airport operators, and/or federal, state, and

local governments) to neise compatible use (insulated buildings, manufacturing,

recreation, etc.).
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SUMMARY OF THREE-PART PLAN

The three part regulatory procedure discussed presents a logical plan for con-

trolling aircraft noise exposure to levels that afford protection of the public health

and welfare. The procedures would permit the FAA to exercise their considerable

expertise in safety, economies, and technology without conflicting influences resulting

from their need to interpret the meaning of protection to health and welfare. EPA

would have extensive consultations with FAA and would, on occasion, propose new or

modified regulations in the form of project reports. In general, however, EPA would

recognize and defer to the FAA expert judgment but would have available, in the case

of serious disagreements, the public dissemination procedure specified in PL 92-574.

The controls on noise exposure, to the extent of protection of the public health and

welfare, would be implemented at the airport by the airport authorities, because the

airport neighborhood is where the environmental degradation exists and where the ul-

i timate controls should be. The airport authorities would impose restrictions on the

:_ aircraft operators as needed to ensure that the airport neighborhood communities

have noise-compatible land usage. The restrictions would provide incentive for the

aircraft operators to conduct thorough investigations end consider maximum utilization

ofthe availablesource and pathnoisecontroloptions. The factthatan aircraftmanu-

factureror operatorhas barely complied withan FAA "umbrella type" regulation

would not ensure the acceptanceofn particularairplaneatallairports. The airport

rsetrtotionswould, therefore,encourage the aircrnftoperatorsand manufacturers to

satisfy the FAA regulations with their best effort and not to Just comply with specified

limits.

The airport permit plan is similar in concept to thn plan incorporated in the air-

port noise standards of the State of California, which became effective as State Depart-

ment of Aeronautics Regulations on 1 December 1972. Legal precedent has been set,

and many functional details that have been worked out for the State of California would

be applicable here.
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SECTION V-6

RECOMMENDATIONS

The FAA, since the advent of FAR Part 36, has been concerned with the develop-

ment of a considerable number of noise control regulatory actions. AS discussed in

Section V-3, there are two regulations, two NPRMe, three ANPRMs, and three pro-

Ject reports. The two existing regulations, FAR Part 36 for subsonic transports and

turbojets and FAR Part 91.55 for sonic boom, effectively prevent the escalation of

source noise. Considering the recent rapid growth of civil aeronautics (size and

thrust, as well as quantity), holding the line on source noise is a noteworthy achieve-

ment. Furthermore, the remaining eight proposed regulatory actions, if implemented

with only relatively slight modifications, would effect significant reduction in noise

exposure within the next few years, The land areas within the noise exposure con-

tours representing protection to the public health and welfare, such as shown In

Figure V-2-5, would experience substantial shrinkage, thus minimizing the residual

land areas requiring noise-compatible usage.

In addition, there are other potential noise control actions not necessarily ex-

plored in depth by the FAA, such as discussed in detail In the report of Task Group 2,

that would further reduce substantially the noise exposure areas.

IMMEDIATE FAA REGULATORY ACTION

ANPRM 70-33 - SUPERSOI_C AIRCRAFT NOISE

The noise problems relating tc superscntc transports can be identified with current

and future types of these aircraft. For the current types (Concords and TU-144), soma

models exist, others are In production, and additional models including growth versions

maybe produced. The future types are defined as those that have no applications for

type certificates and may not have been designed ncr even thought of.
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Malw manufacturing members of the aviation community believe that the basic

differences in tlle design characteristics of subsonic and supersonic aircraft preclude

the use of noise standards applicable to both typos of aircraft. Even though supersonic

transports will share the same airports with subsonic transports that will have com-

plied with the FAR Part 36 noise standards current at that time, they believe that

separate noise radiations should be developed for supersonic transports permitting

them to exceed the required levels for the subsonic aircraft. Unless this is done,

they maintain, the development of supersonic transport aircraft will be severely in-

hibited. In support of this position, the International Civil Aviation Organization

(ICAO) recommended (CAN 3, Agenda Item 3) Ref. 8,4-185 that future supersonic

transport airplanes be designed to minimize tile noise levels below the approach path,

below tile takeoff path, and to the side of the airplane during takeoff climb. Annex 16

noise certification standards for subsonic turbojet airplanes (which are practically

the same as FAR 36), current at tlle time the application for certificate of airworthi-

ness for the prototype was accepted, should serve only as a general guideline.

The ICAO recommendations, hnwever, do net appear to be compatible with tlle

requirements of PL 92-574. On the one hand, it is not unreasonable to allow limited

numbers of existing supersonic aircraft (or whose construction is committed) to

share airports "_,itb subsonic aircraft providing they comply with the airport "permit*'

requirements. On the other hand, it is not reasonable to issue a noise *'carte blanche"

to the manufacturers allowing them freedom to design future aircraft with the degree

of noise source control they think best.

In consideration of the above discussion and tile requirements of PL 92-574, tbe

Task Group 5 report recommendation is that the regulatory process be expedited by

the FAA to iltsure that there will be no escalation of noise exposure, The recommen-

ded approach is that existing SST aircraft types (Concords and TU-144) be regulated

to noise levels as low se they are capable of achieving by best effort available through

technology or operational controls, Future SST aircraft types should be regulated to

noise levels conforming to the FAR Part 36 Appendix C levels current at the time of

type certificate application.
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Existing SST aircraft cannot comply with Part 36, but if the airport permit plan

discussed in Section Y-5 is implemented, the noise exposure will be maintained within

compatible land use boundaries. Some airports might be able to accept numerous SST

aircraft operations per day without jeopardizing public health and welfare, while other

airports might be forced to limit them to a very few per day or none at all.

NPRM 72-19 -- NEWLY PRODUCED AIRPLANES OF OLDER DESIGN

It is recommended that the regulatory process be expedited. The technology is

available to ensure that all new production aircraft by either design, retrofit, or

bothp can comply with Appendix C of FAR Part 36.

ANPRM 70- 44 AND ANPRM 73 - 3 CIVIL AIRPLANE NOISE I_.EDUCTION RETROFIT

AND FLEET NOISE REQUIREMENTS

Two notices of proposed regulations have been issued having essentially the same

objective -- retrofit of currently type-certificated subsonic turbofan powered aircraft.

The earlier "straight retrofit" notice merely discusses the need for noise reduction

and emphasizes that current technology is available for a feasible retrofit program.

The later notice on fleet noise level (FNL) was published after consideration of eom-

!_ ments received in response to the first notice and presents a detailed methodology

and implementation procedure that permits and encourages other alternatives as well

as retrofit. The FNL proposal is well developed and could be converted to a regula-

tion in a short time, while the straight retrofit proposal might require considerable

• additional development before it could be structured as a regulation.

Most of the members of Task Group .5 indicated that the FNL concept was pre-

ferable to a straight retrofit rule but that the FNL proposal as written sllould be mod-

ified with respect to some of the details. The moat common objection was that the

proposed formula for calculating FNL, nsfng a logarithmic summation, does not give

sufficient incentive to airlines to acquire aircraft having noise levels significantly

below the FAR Part 36 Appendix C levels. For example, sufficient credit would not

I
b
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be given to airlines that purchase nmv widebody aircraft. This objection does not

appear to be compatible with PL 92-574 requiring protection tn the public health and

welfare, Noise exposure reduction cannot be accomplished by adding numbers of

lessor noise sources. The major noise sources must be reduced first, then the minor

sources become important, Merely purchasing and using widebody aircraft will have

no significant effect on the overall community noise exposure unless the noisy narrow-

body aircraftare retrofittedor replaced. The logarithmicsummation procedure is

much more representative of the physical and subjective characteristics of noise than

is a linear summation procedure.

The point raised on incentives to acquire aircraft having noise levels lower than

the criteria of FAR Part 36 is, hmvever, a good one. The way to accomplish this Is

to have the FNL regulation continue, and not terminate in 1978, with a number of

goals (or trgates" as one manufacturer suggests) that decrease in time, reflecting or

exploiting technology advancements. The first gate would be the original value of the

fleet noise level for each air carrier, which would establish his upper limit and which

he would not be permitted to exceed. The second gate would occur on 1 July 197{]

whore the FNL originally established for each operator would be required to be re-

duced to a level that is halfway to the FAR Part 36 level applicable to his fleet,

The third gate would occur on 1 July 1979, when all of the aircraft for each op-

erator would be required to comply with the FAR Part 36 Appendix C levels, At the

third gate, the FNL for each operator would be somewhat below the FAR 36 levels

applicable to his fleet, because many of his aircraft individually would have levels

below the criteria, and none would be above, Also, the third gate would represent

the situation to be expected if a straight retrofit rule were prescribed. The fourth,

and all future gates, would be dependent upon future technological developments.

For example, a fourth gate specified for 1985 might require FNL values to be five

EPNdB below the values for the third gate.

The concept and structure of the FNL proposal appears adequate to effectively

exploit the anrrent technology (nacelle retrofit) and to allow and encourage the near
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future technology (reran retrofit) to contribute us it becomes operable. In addition,

the FNL concept would periodically provide a great deal of useful information to the
P

Government on air carrier fleet size, mix, and utilization. Itowever, there are sev-

eral features in the proposal that weaken its effectiveness ned shoald be removed,

There are several features that would add strength if included.

In consideration of the preceding discussioa and of the requirements of PL 92-574,

the Task Group 5 report recommendation is that the FNL proposal (ANPRM 73-3) be

prescribed as a regulation with the following exceptions:

1. Omit exemption for airplanes engaged in foreign air commerce,

2. Omit exemption for airplanes engaged in overseas air commerce,

3. Omit expiration date of I July 1978 and continue the FNL concept

indefinitely,

4. Include airplanes engaged in intrastate air commerce,

5. Include FNL requirements for sideline noise as well as takeoff and approach.

A fleet noise level rule would be superior to and obviate the need for a straight

retrofit rule such as considered in ANPRM 70-44.

PROJECT REPORT. TAKEOFF OPERATING RULE

Noise abatement takeoff operating procedures have two important requirements.

First, they must be safe, standardized, and capable of being included in routine op-

eration at any airport. Second, they must he capable of effoeting significant noise

reduction for critical noise impact areas, Unfortunately, no single takeoff procedure

is capable of providing the necessary noise relief for all airport neighborhood com-

munities. Conseqaently, more than one departure procedure should be considered

for standardization,so thateach airportcan decidewhich procedure and runway com-

binationbest protectsthe publichealthand welfareoftheirneighborhoodcommunities.
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Individual airports, or runways of the airports, can be placed into three main

categories regarding community noise exposure:

1. Sideline noise sensitive,

2. Near downrange noise sensitive,

3. Far downrange noise sensitive.

Consequently, three standardized noise abatement takeoff operating procedures

should be developed so that all airport neighborhood communities can be assured of

the minimum noise exposure that available safe flight operational procedures can

bring. Various flight operational procedures are discussed in detail in the Task

Group 2 report, and specific regulations in the form of project reports will be pro-

j posed, subsequent to this report, to the FAA, for noise abatement takeoff procedures,

However, in brief, a sideline noise sensitive departure procedure would require a

reduced-thrust takeoff, A near downrange noise sensitive departure procedure would

require a steep initial climb and sharp thrust cutback (such Its detailed in FAR Part

36 Appendix C). A far downrange noisesensitivedepartureprocedure would he as pre-

sented inthe FAA Project Reportdiscussed inSectionV-3 ofthisreportand listed

as Reference 14, 1-320.

The recommendation of the Task Group 5 report is that the FAA proceed with all

actions necessary to bring into effect the proposed turbojet powered takeoff operating

ruleas providedinReference 14.1-320. The proposed rule isnotoptimum from a

noise standpointfor allairports,but itdoes assure minimal noise inareas atrela-

tivelylongdistancesfrom theairport,and, ingeneral, some reliefresultingfrom

non-standardizeddepartureprccedurns. Therefore, itisalsorecommended thatthe

PAA continueto developadditionaldepartureflightcontrolrulesthatwillprovide

minimum noiseexposure forallairportcommunities while maintainingsafe individual

aircraftand system operations.
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PROJECT REPORT, PROPELLER DRIVEN AIRCRAFT

The project report 14.1-322 represents the basis for s rule tbat will halt the es-

calation of noise generated by propeller driven aircraft, However, for noise type-

certification purposes, the public health and welfare would be better protected if the

FAR 36 noise evaluation measure, Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) in units

of EPNdB, were specified instead of the A-weighted network in units of dBA and if

three noise certification points were required instead of one.

In constderatisn of the preceding discussion and the requirements of PL 92-574,

the Task Group 5 report recommendation is that the project report be developed as

soon as possible into a regulation including the EPNL evaluation measure and a three-

point measurement system similar to FAR 36, but with levels and distances chosen

to fully exploit the availability of current source and flight path noise control technol-
¢

! ogy for propeller driven aircraft.
i

DRAFT ORDER. AIRCRAFT SOUND DESCRIPTION SYSTEM

The Task Group 5 report recommendation is that the FAA provide public notice

that the Aircraft Sound Description System (ASDS) as described in a draft order of

3 August 1972, which has evidently been given fairly wide but somewhat unofficial dis-

tribution, either is undergoing revision or will be cancelled. Consideration should be

:l given to the noise exposure methodolugy develoved by Task Group 3, which will be

i applicable to all major sources of noise and which will be used by EPA to define the

il limits of protection to the public health and welfare,

ADDITIONAL FAA REGULATORY ACTION

FAR PART 36

This role, applying to subsonic transport category airplanes and for subsonic

turbojet powered airplanes regardless of category, has been in effect fur over 3 years.

The levels of Appendix C provide an "umbrella" for aircraft propelled by the now
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high-bypass ratio engine in the sense that the noise from such aircraft can be controlled

to levels considerably below that criteria. Consideration should be given to lowering

the criteria levels for all new aircraft, llowevur, the existing criteria levels are

reasonable (in the technologically practicable sense) far aircraft that are propelled

by the existinglow-bypass ratioenginesand thatcannotcomply, exceptwith the aid

of some sore of retrofit modification.

The Task Group 5 report recommendation is that the criteria levels for Appendix

C remain in effect as an "umbrella" for the existing low-and high-bypass ratio fleet.

However, future FAR 36 category aircraft should be regulated by tim FAA to levels

of Appendix C minus five to ton. Caution must be exercised for the approach condi-

tion, as disaussed in References 3.2-5, 3.2-18, and 3.5-190 to ensure that the criteria

level is not lower than those that can be achieved by available source noise control

teelmology.

Itwouldhe appropriatetoincludeinthe revisedregulationsthe "Acoustieaf

Change" adjustmentsproposed in NPR?d 71-26 as determined necessary to make the

ruleclearerand more effective.

PROJECT REPORT -- QUIET SHORT tIAUL AIRCRAFT

The current effort to gather all possible types and varieties of R/S/VTOL aircraft

(with their attendant variability in propulsion and lift systems, types of terminal fa-

cilities, prebahle route structures and economies) into one noise envelope appears to

be impractical, This is especially true if the rule is to be established in time to prop-

erly influence design, development, and introduction of a truly quiet short haul air-

craft system,

The Task Group 5 report recommendation is that the regulatory process be

initiated to provide a noise rule for short haul aircraft that would require only a sim-

ple modlfiealion to FAR Part 36, The three-point measurement concept and Appendixes

A and B are recommended for short haul aircraft. Only the criteria levels at the three

points need be modified to reflect the lower noise levels required for city and suburban

center operations and for comparatively low altitude cruise paths.
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MISCELLANEOUS FEDERAL ACTION

The three-part regulatory plan presented in Section V-5 introduces the airport

permit conceptinwhich the controlson noise exposure, tothe extentof protectionof

thepublichealthand welfare, wouldbe implemented at the airport. Such n permit
i

can be Incorporatedinan airportcertificateIssuedby the FAA under TitleVI ofthe

' Federal AviationAct of 1958. An alternativemethod of implementing airportnoise
c

standards,discussedby the Task Group Ireport,would be totransferthisauthority

to EPA.
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3.0 A_ROt_PrMANUFA_URES,(CO_n"D)
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NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION
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gration DefinitionI " Report MDC J5731, McDonnell-

Douglas , November iO, 1972.
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3.0 AIRCRAFT _NUFACTURESRS (CONT'D)

/
GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITA_ION

129 "DC-8 Series 61 Engine and Nacelle/Airframe Inte -
g_ation," Report MDC J5731A, McDoDnell-Douglas,
Janu_ 8, 1973.

I 130 "DC-8 Serles 63 Eugine and Nacelle/Airframe Inte -

gration Definition," Report MDC J5732, McDonnell-
i Donglass, November i0, 1972.

131 "DC-8 Series 63 Engine and Nacelle/Airframe Trite-
gration Dofinltion," Report MDC J5732A, McDonnell-
Douglas, January 8, 1973.

132 "Preliminary Retrofit and Economic A_-_ysis)"
Volume I Economic Analysis, Report MDC J5734-i
McDonnell-Douglasj January 8, 1973.

133 "p_11m1_ Retrofit and Economic _n-lysis,"
Volume II Retrofit (Trade Study) Analysisj
Report MDC J5734-2, McDonnell-Douglas, January 8, 1975.

135 "JT3D Final Engine an_ Nacelle/Airframe Integration
Definition," Report MDC J5735, McDonnell-Douglas,
March 15, 1973.

r_ 136 "DC-9-32 Engine an_ Nacelle/Airframe Integration
Definitlon_" Report MDC J5733, McDOnneI-DOuglas,
March 15, 1973.

140 7908 R.A. Fuhrman, Ltr: "Response on Docket No. 12534,
Notice NO. 73-3," Lockheed-California Co., 27
February 1973.

142 7920 H. Die11, Ltr: "Cc_ments on Information Brief
on Aircraft Noise Control Options s_udMethods

of Ex_loltlng Technologyj" Lockheed -CallforDia
Co., SO March 1973.

151 W.R. Dunban) "DC-8 Noise Reduction Studies" Mc
Donne/l-Douglas , 2 A!_rlZ1973.

152 "DC-9 Engine Noise Reductlon Programs" McDonn_ll
Donglae, 5 January 1973.

153 '_he Integration of Quiet Engine_ with Subsonic
Transport Aircraft," McDormell-Douglas, 1 August
1969.
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3.0 AIRCrAfT MANUF_ {CONT'R)

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

159 7927 V.L. Bl_menthal, Ltr: Sc_e General C_ents
and Recommendatlons Pertaln/ng to TaSk Group

Activities I Noel,s 2 April 1973.

161 7922 D.R. H_wes_ C. R. Cox, "Noise Reduction Possl-
bll_tles for a Light Sellcopterj" Bell Helicopter
Co. _ Date Unknown.

1_ 7923 C. 11.Cox_ "Subeo-_itte Chs/rm_'s Report to
Mem_erehip on Aerodynamic Sources of Rotor
Noise," Presented to the 28th Annual National
Forum of the A_ricLu Helicopter Scoiety, Wash. •

1972.

163 7924 C.R. Coxt "Flylr_ Neighborly - How to Operate
the Light Hellcopter More Qu/etly," Bell Helicopter,
Date Unknown.

164 7925 C.R. Cox, '_TOL Noise," Presented at EPA.O_C Aircraft/
Airport Noise TaSk Group 4 _eeting, 3 April 1973.

178 V.L. Bi_nthal, Ltr: (w/Attachments) '_Phoughts
on _he Existi_ Aircraft Noise Regulation and
p1,n_4 Regulatory Actiono," Boeing, 2 April 1973.

i_ G.I. Mn_tlnj Ltr: (with enclosures) "AIAA Response
to FAA Noise Rule Making Dockets," AIAA_ 9 April 1973.

190 J.S. Gibson,'_eohnloal Brief: Status of the Aircraft
Non-Englne Aero_ 4e Noise Problem," Lockheed-
Georgla Co.• 5 February 1973.

193 N. Sternfeldp Jr. ; E. _%nterkeuserj "Effects of
Noine on Ca_ercial V/STOL Aircraft Design and
Operation_" Presented at AIAA 5th AnnuAl Meeti_
eu_ Display• Ver_ol Dlv_nion of the _oeir_ Co.,
October 1968.
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3.0 AIRCRAFt MANUFACTURERS (C0h_'D)

GROUP INF0.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

194 F.H. Duke, W.E. Hoopar, 'The Boeing Model 347
Advanced Technology Helicopter Program," Presented
at the 27th Annual National V/STOL Forum of the
Helicopter Society, Vertol Division of the _oeing
Cc_pany, May 1971.

195 W.E. Stepnlewski3 F. H, Schmltzj "Possibilities
and Problems of Achieving Community Noise Acceptance
of VTOL," _sented to 8th Congress of the International
Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Vertol Division
of the _oein_ Company, Aug. 1972 Army Air Mobility Lab.

196 N.B. I[irsh,H. W. Ferrls_ "Design Requirements for
a Quiet Helicopter," Presented at _he 28th Annual
National Forum of the _erican Helicopter Society,
Airers/_ Division of the Hughes Tool Co., May 1972.

212 "Su_u_: 7o7-727-737-747Noise-Reduction Activities,"
Repor_ D6- 40613-B, The Boeing Con_erclal All-plane
Company, MArch 1973.

211 N.B. Hirsh, H. W.Ferris_ "The Hughes 0H.6A Quiet
Helicopter Program," Hughes Helicopter, A Division
of S,m._ Cor_., Undated.

208 W.H. Barlow et.al., "0H.6A Phase II Quie_ Helicopter
Program," USA_L Report 72-29, Prepared for Eustis
Directorate of U. S. Army Air Mobility Research and
HeveloI_ent Laboratory, Hughes Tool CompanyI Sept. 1972.

206 E.G. H/oterkeuserI H. Sternfeld Jr._ "Subjective
Response to Synthesized Flight Noise Signatures of
Seversl Types of V/STOL Aircraft," Vertol Division
of the Boeing CO. NASA OR Report CR-III8, Undated.

205 "Visuals in, Support of Presentation on 737/T-_3A Noise

. Reduction Program," The Boeing Company, 30 March 1973-
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3.0 AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURE_ (CONT'D)

GROUP IA_F0.
NO. NO. _IE_OGRAPHIC CITATION

221 "Noise Abatement Takeoff Procedure Reenmm_nded

for C_od_re: Sec. 1123, Israel CAA Approved
Flight Manual_ 26 Nov. 1971.

226 C.R. Cox, Ltr: (including enclosures), Corrected
Vis_ of Air Speed vs Sideline Noise and "Fly
Neighborly-How to Operate the Medi_m_ Helicopter
More Quietly," Dell Helicopter, 12 April 1973.

227 J.S. Gibson, "Information Brief - V/STOL Noise
Technology and Design Considerations," IB 7302_
Lockheed-Georgla Cos_a_y, 9 March 1973 (Rev.).

228 J.S. Gibsonj "Information Brief-Non-Engine Aero-
dynamic Noise Technology and Impact," IB7301,
Lockheed-Georgia Company_ 6 April 1973 (Hey.).

219 H. Sternfeld, Jr., E. G. Hinterkeuser, "Acceptability
of VTOL Aircraft Noise Determined by Absolute Sub-
Jective Testlng_" NASA CR-20_3_ Vertol Division of the
Boeing Company, i0 Jan. 1972.

217 "An Investigation of Noise Generation on a Hovering
Roto : Pe._tII,"Vertol Division of the Boeing Company,
Nov. 1972.

216 F.N. Sehmltz et.al., "A Comparison of Optimal and
Noise Abatement Trajectories of a Tilt-Rotor Aircraft,"
Vertol Division of the Boeing Company, Jan. 1972.

230 "FAA 727 Quiet Nacelle Retrofit Feasibility Study -
Contract DOT-FA71WA-2637," Wichita Division of the
]_eing Comp_n_, I_te ,,n_O_.

231 "Feasibility and Initial Model Studies of & Coande/
Refraction Type Noise Suppressor System," Report
D3-9068, Wichita Division of the Boeing Company,
January 1973.
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3.0 (co=B)

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

286 H. Drell, Ltr: (with enelosure),"Lockheed-Californla
CcEga_7/Rolls-ROyce Position Related to the Potenti_l
for further Engine Noise ReductionI Lockheed-Callf.
Campany, 25 April 1973.

304 J. Vogel, Ltr:(wi_h enclosures), "Sideline Noise

MeasuremeDts;" Lockheed-Callfornla Company; 1 Ma_ 1973.

326 "Aircraft Noise Research Needs," AIR 1079; Society
of Automotive Engineers, Inc. )_y 1972.

i 330 "Contract DOT-FA71NA.2628, FhA JT3D-707 Quiet Nacelle
Program S,.m,._y,"Boeing-Wichlta, 7 May 1973.

246 R.E. Russell, Ltr. w/attachments, "Data on Operational
Procedures as Requested in EPA Letter of 1_ April 1973,"
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, 20 April 1973.

338 "Coneorde: Airport Noise and Silencing Pr_r-mm,;"
SN_A, SNECMA, BAC and Rolls Royce Limlted, Oct. 1972.

339 "Coneorde: Airport Noise and Silencing Progr_s;
Annex 3_ The EConOmic Aspects of Silencing Con_orde_"
SNIA, SNECMA, BAC and Rol/_ Royce Limited, Oct. 1972.

340 "Concords; Airport Noise and Silencing Progr_....;
Annex 2_ Manufactures Further Studies of Noise Re.
duction/' SNIA_ SNECMAs BAC and Rolls Royce TJ_mlted;
Oct. 1972.

367 "BAC lll Noise Reduction Programs," British Aircraft
Corp. (USA), 29 _y 1973.

35_ M.G. Wilde_ Ltr. with "Recommendations of the Con-
sordm Manufactures to the EPA Relating to the Regul_tlon
of Concords Nolse_" BAC, 17 May 197S.

243 "727 JTSD-I09 Reran Nacelle and Airplane Integra-
tion Defision", Preliminary Submitted D-640882.
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, 4 April 1973.
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4.0 AIRLINES

GROUP INFO
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

244 L.C. Ellis; Ltr. Report, "Ta717371707/DC.8/
DC-9 REFAN Installation Design Progress Reviews,"
United Air Linesp 1 March 1973.

56 7628 J.T. Davis, Ltr: "Comments on FAA Rules and
Proposals," Del_a Airlines, 9 March 1973.

73 7627 P.A. Soderlind, Ltr: "Northwest Airlines Noise
Abatement Procedures," Northwest Airlines, 24
November 1970.

270 "Flight Standard Bulletln No. 3-70: Revised
Standard NWA Takeoffs" Northwest Airlines,
Inc., 5 October 1970.

137 Monthly Technical Narrative Re_orts #1,2, and 3;
American Airlines, 5 January, i_ February and
8 March 1973.

138 Monthly Technical Narrative Neporte #1,2,3, and
4; United Airllrms, 30 November 1972, 31 Deemmber
1972, January 31, 1973 and 28 February 1973.

267 R.E.L. Carmlchael, Ltr: (with enclosures)
"Regarding PSA Policies Involving Noise Abate-
ment During Arrivals and Departures," Pacific
Southwest Airlines, 28 March 1973.

268 J.R. Tusker, "Takeoff Flight Path Studies,"
Air California, i March 1973.

269 "Special DCA Noise Abatement Procedure," Fllght
Operations M_nual, United Air Lines, 25 Feb. 1972.

305 G.P. S_lee; Ltr. Report, "Trip Re_ort.Pre11.dnary
Review of the JTSD-I09 Inst-11-tio. on the 727,
737 and XE-9 Aircraft," American Airlines, 2 Mar'73.
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4.0 AIRLI_S i

GROUP I_O.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

333 J.T. Davis, Ltr: "Cc_nents on Draft Report
Task Group 5, 5 MaY 1973," Delta Air Lines,
File Co_e 1000-7-9, 16 Nay 1973.

334 J.T. Davis, 'Visuals in Support of Comments
on Draft Report Task Group 5_ 5 May 1973,"
Delta Air Lines, 16 May 1973.

/
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5.0 INDIVIDUALS

GROUP INFO.
NO. HO. _IBI/OGRAPHIO CITATION

_I 7624 M.P. _lly_ Ltr: "Nosie Problems at O_a-
X_ka A_x_o_, " i_ February 1973.

47 7741 R. Gegauff; Ltr: "Noise Problems at Logan
AlCott," 2 MsA_h 1973.
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6.0 EN%qRO_%_ATAL GROUPS

GROUP INF0.

NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

1_ 7214 Lloyd Hinton, "Aircraft Noise as a Continuing
National Problem," Preceedlngs of International
Conference on Transportation and the Environment,
No Date.

16 J. Tyler, "Source Abatement Technology," Submitted
to EPA Aircraft/Airport Noise Study Task Group 4,
28 February 1973.

27 J. Hellegers, L. Binton, N. McBride, C. Lerza,
J. Consoy, Envir,_mmentalDefense Fund Letter to
John Schettlno, 23 February 1973-

30 J. Hellegers, Raelynn Janssen, L. Hinton, J. Tyler,
N. Mcbride, M. Moore, P. Borrelli, M. Evans, Ltr:
"Docket NO. 12534; ANPRM on Civilian Airplane

i! Fleet Noise (F_L) Requirements," EDF, NOISEs ACAP,
'! CAN, Sierra Club, 2 March 1973.

! 46 7707 J. HeLlegers; Ltr: "Advice on Requesting Info
from the FAA," 26 February 1973.

57 7750 L. Hinton eta!; Ltr: "Aircraft and Airport In-
str_entation," 13 March 1973.

77 T. Berland, "Response to ANPRM on FNL, Docket
NO. 12534, Notice 73-3," Citizens Against Noise,
14 March 1973.

85 7951 L. Hinton, J. Tyler, 'Response to ANPRM 73-3,
Docket No. 12534," N.O.I.S.E.," 2 March 1973.

94 7641 "C_nts Related to FAR Part 36: Aircraft Noise
Cer_iflsatlon Procedures," N.O.I.S.E., 22 March 1973.

95 7642 "CerementsRelated to Airport Certification,"
N.O.I.S.E., 22 March 1973.

168 "Controlof Aircraft Noise in the Panic Engine
Aircraft Design," NOISE, J. Tyler, 3 April 1973.

169 7930 "Airport Design" NOISE, J. Tyler, 3 April 1973.

1i3 L.V. Hin_on, J. M. Tyler, L_r: "Recommended Re-
gulations," N.O.I.S.E., 5 April 1973.
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6.0 _ao_ G_ (co_,o)

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRPAHIC CITATION

294 L. Hinton; Ltr: "Questlons Related to FAA's
Understanding of Autborlty to Regulate Air, oft
Noise," N.O.I.S.E., 4 May 1973.

293 L. Hinton; Ltr: 'To Mr. Fallllp T. C_1_gs, Asst.
Counsel, C,.m4ttee on Public Works_ United States
Senate, NoO.I.S.E., 4 Msy 1973.

_5 J. Tyler s L. E_nton; Press Release RelAted to
A£rora.et Noise Redu_ion Demonstration at Du/.les
A:Lrport on 7 May 1973, N.O.I.S.E., 7 May 1973.

325 J. SesZfetta_ Ltr: "Concern over SET Noise Pollution,
Member of Friends of the E_l-_h,15 Msrch 1973.

345 J.N. Tyler, L. Hinton, "Comments on _ _eports of
Te_k Group 4 and 5," NOISE, 12 M_7 1973.

346 L. Hi/ICon, Ltr: "Findings _nd Recc_endations Re-
l_ted to "Adequscy of FAA Flight _ud Operatiorml
No'tee Controls, " NOISE, 27 Aprll 1973.

358 L. Elnton, J. Tyler, Ltr: "Cc_ents _nd Reco_nenda-
tionm for Draft No. 1, Clmpter 3 of the Report to
the Congress," NOISE, 18 M_7 1973.
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7.0 F_.n_AL GOV'T AVIATION ADVISORY COMMISSION, , j

GROLT INF0.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

25 4264 "The Long Range Needs of Aviation_"l_eportof
the Aviatlon's Advisory C_,!ssion, i January
1973.

52 4823 The Long R_s Needs of Aviation: "Technical
Annex to the Report of the Aviation Advisory
Ccm_ssion, " Vol I, January 1973.

54 4114 "Impact of Business Jets on Con_unlty Noise
Exposure," Proj. Report No. 2222 Aviation Advisory
Cc_ission 21 August 1972.

99 4116 "Air_raf_ Noise Analysis for the Existing Air
Carrier System_ " Report No. 2218, Contract No.
CON-AAC-72-12, Airation Advisory Commission,
i September 197a.

117 4124 "Classification of Airport Environs by Airport/
Ccmnunity land Use Ccmpntibili_yI" _ck & Sterling,
Inc. for Aviation Advisory Cn_selon, 28 Jan '72.

2-18 4123 "Cost Estimates for Removal of Resldent_l and
Related Land Use Near Selected Airportst" Bank &
Sterlir_, Inc. for Aviation Advisory Cumlssion,
25 August 1971.

93 482_ The Long Bange Needs of Aviation: 'Technical
Annex to the Repor_ of the Avia$ion Advisory
Commission," Vol TI,January 1973.

175 "A Model and Methodology for Estimating National
Land Use Removal Costs," The Decision Informstion
Group, Inc., For The Aviation Adviso_-jCommission,
4 August 1972.
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8.0 _ SOY'T: DOT/F6A

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. _IBI_0GRAPHIC CITATION

29 L. Simpsonl R. C. Knowles, J. B. Feir,
"Airline Industry Financial Analysis with
Respect to Aircraft Noise Retrofit Programs ,"
R. _on Speas Associates, N. Y., Js_u_ 1973.

24 D.C. Gr_y, "Results of Noise Surveys of Seventeen
General Aviation Type Aircraft," Federal Aviation
A@ministration Report No. FAA-EQ-73-1, Dee '72-

37 7194 "Draft: Environmental Impact Statement for Policy
Changes on the Role of Washington National Airport
and DttllesInternational Airpor_I" Prepared by
the Federal Aviation Administration, 31 January

1973.

48 "Noise Abatement Procedures," Federal Aviation
Agency, November 1960.

49 R.L. Pe,111u, :The Status of l_ernationai
Noise Certification Standards for Business

Aircraft_" Department of Transportation,
6 Apl_ll1973, NBA _eting.

50 "Noise A_tement Rules: Amendment 91-46 to
FAR," Federal Aviation Administration, 4 Dec '67.

68 J.D. Wells et al, "An Analysis of the Financial
and Inetrutlon_l Framework for Urban Transporta-
tion Planning and Investment," Study 8-355,
Contract No. BAHCIS-67-C-O011, Department of
Trans_rtntion, June 1970-

69 Working l_per No. 8: "Aviation Cost _ocation
Stud_v,Design Rationale for a General Aviation
National Airspace System," Office of Policy
Review, Department of Transportation, July 1972.

70 Working Paper No. i0: "Aviation Cost Alloc_tion
Study; Allocations of Airport and Airway System
Costs," Offi=e of Policy Review, Department of
Trskusportation,December 1972.
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8,o _nm_,Gov,T; DOT/FAA(CO_'D)

GN0,VP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

71 Worl_IngPaper No. 18: "Aviation Cost Allocation

Study, The Price Elasticity of Demand for General
Aviation," Office of Policy Review, Department
of Transportation, December, 1972.

72 D.L. Hiatt et. al., "727 Noise Retrofit Feasi-
bility; Vol. III: Upper Goal Flight Testing and
S,,,ma_y,"Report No. FAA-RD-72-4OI III., Federal
Aviation Administration, January, 1973.
(_'_3.

lOG "Project Report: Noise Certification Rule for STOL
Category Aircraftj" FAA, 18 January 1971.

i01 "Aviation Cost Allocation Study: Overview of Cost
Allocation Methodologies; Worklr_ Paper He. I,"
Office of Policy Review; Dept. of Transpoztc.tic.;_
January 1972.

102 "AviationCost AllocationStudy:Working Paper
' No. 15; Socio - Eccmomlc Approach to Benefits

of the Airport and Airway System," Office of

!i Policy Review, Dept. of Transportation, Dec '72.

lO4 W.C. Sperry, "Information Brief on Bibliography
on Aircraft Certi_cated Noise levels," Preliminary

i Data Compiled by FAA/AEQ-So, 21 December 1972.
105 W.C. Sperry, "Information Brief on Bibliography

of FAA Aircraft Noise Reports," 18 August 1972.

107 W.C. Sperry "InformationBrief on Current and
Estimated Noise Levels for Major U. S. Aircraft

Series," FAA_ fl December 1972.

108 W.C. Sperry. L. A. Ronk "Information Brief
on Boeing 707-320B Aircraft Noise," FAA, 25
January 1972.

109 L.A. Ronk_ T. N. Coksnslsj W. C. Sperry,
"Information Brief of EPNL Contour (Footprint)
Co, arisen of Noise Abatement Retrofit Options
for 707-320B Aircraft," FAA3 iI January 1973.

llO L.A. Ronk, T. N. Cokenais, W.C. Sperry,
"Information Brief of EPNL ConZour (Footprint)
Comparison of Noise Abatement Retrofit Options

for 727-200 Aircraft," FAA 22 December 1972.
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8.0 _:_ aov,_s Joa_/F_(CO_,D)

GROUP INF0.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

iii T.N. Cokenais, "Information Brief on Computer
Programs for the Evaluation of EPNL Contours
for Approach Operations," FAA, 19 September 1972.

112 L.A. Ronk, "Information Brief on Computer Programs
for the Evaluation of _NL Contours for Takeoff

Operations," FAA_ 11 September 1972.

113 L.A. Ronk, T. N. Coke_Is I W. C. Sperry," Infor-
mation Brief on EPNL Contours and Enclosed Areas

for 727, DC-9, and 707 Aircraft," FAA, i May 1972.

114 L.A. Ronk, W.C. Sperry, T. N. Cokennis, "Infor-
_tlon Brief on Takeoff and Approach Noise for
Boeing, 727-Aircr_," FAA, 8 Jmuuary 1973.

116 W.C. Sperry, L. A. Ronk, T. H. Cokennis, "Infor-
mation Brief on Prcdintlon of Airera/_ Noise levels

for P_---_ Purposes," FAA3 7 September 1971.

119 "Part 91: C_ncrsl Operating Flight Rules; Civil
Aircraft Sonic Boom," Federal Register Vol. 38,
NO. 59, 28 March 1973.

_20 W.C. Sperry3 "Information Brief on Current and
Estimated Noise Levels for Major U.S. Aircraft
Series,' FAA, 2 Decemher 1972.

147 W.C. Sperry3 "Infmumation Brief on Federal Aviation
Admlnis_ra_ion Noise Abatement Research and Developm_nt_"
FAA, 22 December 1972.

148 W.C. Spez-ry3 "Information _rief on FAA Aircraft
Noise Research," FAA, 6 December 1972.

149 W.C. Sperry, "Information Brief on Ana/ysis of
Aircraft Round Description System (ASDS)," EPA,
2 AprA1 197o.

307 "A Study of the Ms_nltud_ of Traasportatlon Noise
Generation and Potential Abatement: Vol. I - S_y 3"
0ST-0NAC-71-1, Department of Transportation, Nov'70.

364 "A Study of the Magnitude of Transportation Noise
Generation and Potential Abatement: Vol. VII -

Abatement Responsibility," OST-0NA-71--I, Dept. of
Transpor_ation_ November 197_.

154 "A Study of the Magnitude of Transportation Noise
Generation _ Potential Abatement: Vol.llI-Air_ort/Air-
craft System Noise," OST-ONA-71-1, Dept. of Transportatlon,

N°V'70' V-R-22



8.0 FEII_SALGOV'T; DOT/FAA (CON_,D)

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

181 "Airline Econunic Impact Computer Model. Vol I -
Detailed Discussion," Re_ort FAA-EQ-72-4,I, Eohr
Industries, Inc. sod Mitchel Research Associates
for the Department of Transportation, June 1972-

182 "Airline Economic Impact Computer Model. Vol II -
Appendix_ Detailed Data TablesI" FAA-EQ-7S-4,II,
Eohr Industries, Inc. and Mitchell Research
Associates for the Depar_ent of Transportation,
June 1972.

213 "Airline Economic Impact Computer Model: Vol.l -
Detailed Discussion," FAA-EQ-72-4, I, Federal Aviation
Administration, Department of Transportation, June
1972.

214 "Airline Economic Impact Computer Model: VOI.II -
Appendix, Detailed Data Tables," FAA-EQ-72-4, II,
Federal Aviation Administration, Department of
Transportation, June 1972.

185 C.R. Foster, Memo and Ehclosure; "Report of the
U. S. Delegation to the ICAO Committee on Aircraft
Noise, Third Meeting," 5 March 1973.

SO7 "Arrival and Departure Handling of High Performance
Aircraft," DOT/FAA Advisory Circular No. AC 90-59,
28 February 1972.

222 News Article: "FAA Uncertain of Authority in Regulating
SST Noise," Aviation Daily, 18 April 1973.

165 H. Safeer, "Visuals on Airport Noise Reduction Forecast,"
Presented to EPA/ONAC Aircraft/Airport Noise Study
Task Group 4, M_eting No, 4, 3 April 1973.

251 "Proposed FAA Maximum Allowable Noise Levels to be Required
for Certification of Future Aircraft," Enclosed with Ltr.

by Joseph D. Blott, i September 1966.

263 H.S. Safanr Ltr: (with enclosures) "Sun_ary of Effects of
Retorfit on Population for Six Airports and Program Costs,"

I

30April1973.
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8.o _._ Gov,_i _o_/mA(co_,D)

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. nTBI_OGRAPHIC CITATION

233 "Economic Impact of Implementing Acoustically
Treated Nacelle and Duct Confi_Arations Applicable
to low By Pass Turbofan Engines," Report FAA-N0-
70.iiI Prepared for Dept. of Transportatlon, Federal
Aviation Adainlstration by Rohr Corporation, July 1970.

234 Claude S. Brlnegar, Ltr: "Regarding the Assignment of
DCT Personnel to Work with EPA in Meeting EPA Responsi-
bilities under Sections 7, 17, and 18 of the Noise
Control Act of 1972," Department of Transportation,
5 April1973.

252 J.F. Woo_-_1 and Advisors, "Aircraft Development Serrice
Proposal for FAA Noise Certification Criteria, i February
1968.

254 I.H. Hoover, "Aircraft Noise Certification Alternatives,"
Ltr: "Aircraft Industry Manufsmturers, Operators,
and Consu_tnnts, 3 October 1967.

292 "707 Nacelle Retrofit Demonstration Package," FAA,
7 May 1973.

103 "Aviation Cost Allocation Study: Working Paper No.9;
Benefi_s," Office of Policy Review, Department of
Trausportation, October. 1972.

348 "Aviation Forecasts Fiscal Years 1973-1984," Dept. of
Transportationp Federal Aviation Administration,
Se_t.1972.

3_5 H.B. Safeer, Tech. Memo. "Aircraft Retrofit . A Cost
Effectiveness Analysles ,T Dept. of Traneport_tlon_ 18
May 1973.
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9.0 FWn_ALGOV'TI DOD

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPI[ICCITATION

75 P.A. Shn_,dy, "Department of Defense Noise
Research Programs Source Noise Abatemmnt
Technologyj" D_partment of Defense, Air
Force A_ro Propulsion I_bs, 21 March 1973.

192 N.J. Asher et.al., 'The DpmAn_ for Intercity
Passenger Transportation by VTOL Aircraft,"
Institute for Defense Analysis, Aug. 1968.

335 P.A. Shahady, "U. S. Air Force Noise Research,"
Presented to EFA Aircraft/Airport Noise Study
Task Group 4, 16 May 1973.

;. 336 W.S. Blazowski et .1, 'The Aircraft Engine and the
_i Envlro_ment_" Air Force Aero Propululon Laboratory,
_ 16_._1973.

[_ 337 R.P. Burns, "Noise Pollution Control in the U.S.

_! Navy," Naval Air Propulsion Tent Center, 16 May 1973.

FNso ts Aoe tioNons= .
Ames Dlrectoratej U. S. Army Air Mobility R & D
Laboratory, 16 May 1973.

350 R.W. Young, "Materi.1 for Report on Aircraft/Airport
Noise_" Submitted to EPA Task GroUp 3, Department
of _e Navy, 3 Ms_ 1973.
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lO.O FEI_ GGV'T_ EPA

GROUP XNFO.
NO. NO. BIBIXOGRAPHIC CITATION

26 7215 W.C. Sperry, "Three Point Measurement Concept for
STOL Noise CertificationI"Information Brief,
2 October 1972.

31 W.C. Sperry, "Aircraft/AirportNoise Report
Stu_. Meeting No. 1 of Task Groups 4 and 5 -

j, EPA/ONAC, 27 Febrvary 1973-

40 7926 L.A. Plum/me, (_A) M.D.; Ltr: "Police Helicopters,"
Noise and Utilization, 22 February 1973.

45 _810 J.C. Schettino, Ltr: "DOT Participation in Aircraft/
Airport Noise Report Study," EPA/ONAC, 7 Mar'73.

59 W.C. Sperry, "Minutes of Meeting No. 2, Aircraft/
Airport Noise RepOrt Study - Tank Groups 4 and 5,"
EPA/ONAC,14 Marsh1973.

84 A.F. Meyer3 Jr.j Memo: "Comments on ANPRM on
FNL," 19 Man'73-

86 7693 W.C. SperryI "Information Brief on Fleet Noise
level Meth_dDlogy," EPA, 19 March 1973.

97 W.C. Sperry, "S,m_,_y Minutes of Aircraft/Airport
Noise Report Study; Meeting No. 3 for Task Groups

4 and 5 with Enclosure," EPA/ONAC, 26 March 1973.

98 7774 W.C. Sperry, "InformationBrief on A/rcraft Noise
Control Options and Metho_. of Exploiting Technology,"
EPA/ONAC, 24 March 1973. (Rev. 23 April 1973)

i15 W.C. Sperry, "Aircraft Noise Exposure: Background,
Methodology and ComparisonsI" EPA s 24 September '71.

121 "Information Brief on Aircraft Equipment Growth and
Future Trends," Aviation Week and Space Technology,
19 March 1973.

139 "l_formation Brief on Aircraft and Em_ine Specifl-
C_tlOnS I " Aviation Week and Spsae Te-h-ology,
19 Merch1973.
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lO.O _n_AL GOV'T; EPA (CO_T_O1

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLV0GRAPHIC CITATION

i}_i Betsy Amln-Arsala, Memo: "Concept of Airport
Cer_Ificatlon, G.W.U./EPA, 30 Marsh 1973.

i

146 "REFAN: Prumlslng Technology, Umccr_aln Future,"
Article frnm Aerospace I_ly, 23 March 1973.

179 W.C. Sperry, "S_ Minutes of Aircraft/Airpor_
Noise Report Study; Mmetlng No. 4 for Task Groups
and 5 with Enclosures," EPA/ONAC, i0 April 1973.

180 R.S. Bennln, "Information Brief on Framework for
Airport/Aircraft Regulations," EPA/ONAC Task
Group 5, 5 April 1973.

_ 22_ W.D. Ruckelshaus; Ltr: (with enslosures)_
"Indicating Response to Concern Expressed
by Ms. K. W. Homer, Constituent of Hon. W. G.
Magauson," EPA, 2 April 1973.

308 J.C. Schettino; Ltr: "In Reply to Mr. William

M. Coopert Jr., Citizecs for ConserVation3''
KPA, 19 April 1973.

309 D.C. Gray, E.C. Vanzego, "Information Brief on
Bibliography of Master File Documents for Task

Groups 4 and 5. Aircraft/Airport Noise Report
Study," EPA1 2 April 1973 (Roy. 20 April 1973).

241 W.C. Sperry, Memo: "ICAD Activlty s can/3," EPA,
20 Mar 1973.

285 Draft #i: Chapter 3: 01_rations Analysis, Environmental
Protection Agency Aircra£t/Airport Noise Report of
Task Group 2, 5 MaY 1973.

39 A. Meyer, Jr._ _o: "Information Regardlng Depart.
meat of Transportation Consultations and Participation
in the Aircraft and Airport Noise Study - Noise Con-
trol Act of 1972," EPA/ONAC, 6 March 1973.
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10.0 F_n_AL GOV'T} EPA (C0_,D)

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

271 "An Evaluation of Policy Alternatives for Airport
Noise Abatement," Joseph Vittek Jr., March 14j 1973,
A supporting doc_mmnt for George Washington University
lagal and Institutional Analysis of the Noise Control
_t of 1972.

299 DSAFT: "Impact Characterization" Report of Task
Group 3 of the Aircraft/Airport Noise Study, i0 M%7 1973.

300 DRAFT: "Report on Aircraft Noise Source Technology
for Environmental Protection Agency Aircraft/Airport
Noise Report Studyt" ETA Task Group 4, 5 May 1973.

301 I_: "Report on Noise Regulatory Actions by the
Federal Aviation Administration for Envirommantal

Protection Agency Aircraft/Airport Noise Report Study,"
F_A Task Group 5, 5 M_7 1973.

S02 I_A_T: "Section VII. Bibliography and References
for Task Group 4 Draft Repo_ and Task Group 5 Draft

Re_r_," EPA Aircraft/Airport Noise Report Study, 5
M_7 1973.

257 "The Econcm/c Impact of Noise," NTID 300.141 U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 31 December 1971

327 J.C. Schettinos Ltr: Reply to Mr. Jerry Scaffetta's
letter of 15 March 1973, EPA_ Undated

347 A. Meyer, Jr._ Ltr: to FAA "EPA C_ents ANPRM 73-3,
Civil Airplane Fleet Noise (FNL) Requirements," EFA,
2 February 1973.

3_9 B. Amin.Arnsla, "Relevant Data on Starl-ettCity Develop-
ment Project, Brooklyn, New York," Submitted to Task
Group 5 on 16 May 1973, G.W.U., 18 April 1973.

366 P.P. Back, "Information Brief on Relationships and Data
Requirements for _mlysls of Aircraft Source Noise
Abatement Options," EPA, ii April 1973.
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ll,0 .FmnmRALGOV'T_ NASA

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIblIOGRAPHIC CITATION

3 4531 "Aircraft Noise Reduction Technology," A Pre-
l_nary NASA Report to the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency for the Aircra_/Alrpo_ Noise
Study3" W. H. Roudebush, 28 February 1973.

7622 J.J. Kramer, Ltr: "Footprint Calculation Procedures
in REFAN Program," NASA, 5 Marc_ 1973-

51 7622 "NASA _AN Program" Presented to Task Group 4 of
A/A Noise Report Study by J.J. Kramer, 28 Feb'73.

79 7612 C. Clepluch, '_is,,_IsPresented by Carl Cispluch,
NASA's Cmiet Engine Progrsm," 21 Mar'73.

167 "Vlcwgraphs for Review of NASA _Aiet Engine

Program" Presented to EPA/ONAC Ai_ra_/Airport
Noise Re_ort Study Task Group 4, Meeting No.3,
21 March 1973.

L
186 "Aircraft Noise Reduction Technology," Presented

to the EPA for the Alrcraft/Alrport Noise Study,
NASA, 30 March 1973,

209 G.C. Sm/thj"Publlcntione and Presentations of the
Acoustics Branch, Loads Division, NASA-I_Iey
Research Center," NASA, 31 Dec. 1972.

210 "HumanResponse to Noise-Publlcations and Presen-
tation," Acoustics Branch, Langley Research Center,
NASA, 15 Dec. 1972.

229 "Statement of R. P. Jackson, Associate Administrator
for Aeronautics and Space Technology, NASA before
the Subcommittee on Aeronautics and Space Technology,
Committee on Sciences and Astronautics, Bouee of

Representatives," April 1973.

262 F.B. Metzser,et al, "Analytical ParametricInvestl-
_ation Of Low Pressure Ratio Fan Noise," NASA CR-2188,
March 1973.
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ii.0 F_n_AL GOV'T_ NASA (COr_/'D)

GROUP INFO
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

23_ "Statement of Roy P. Jacksont Associate Adm. for
Aeronautics and Space Technology, NASA before the
Cn._4ttee on Aeronautics A_i Space Science s " United
States SenateI April 1973.

e77 M.H. Waters et al. "Shrounded Fan Pro_u-lsorsfor
Light Aircraft, SAE Business Aircraft Meeti_, Wichltaj
3-6 April 1973.

R43 L. Stitt; Ltr. Report, '_/rip Report to Douglas Aircraft
Company (II_EO)on April 2-3p 1973, to Review Status of
Inst_1_atlon of JTSD-I09 on the EC-9 Aireraft_" NASA/
L_wis Research Center, Ii April 1973.

245 M. Mergell; Ltr: "City of In61ewocd's Support of EFA
Aircre_/Airport Noise Study Task Force," City of
Inglewood_ 26 March 1973.

341 W.H. Reu_bush, Ltr. 'Task Group 4 Draft Report,
Aircraft Noise Source Technology," NASA, 15 May 1973.

342 W.H. Roud_bush, Ltr. 'Task Group 5 Draft Report,
Envrio_mentsl Noise Regulatory Actions by the FAA,"
_ASA,15 May1973.

343 "Social and Economic Impact of Aircr_ Noise," OECD,
13Ap_1 1973.
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12.0 ,FEDERALGOVERNMENT. U.S. Misc. & Foreign

GROUP INFO.

NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CI_2ATION

106 "Status of the Federal Aircraft Noise Alleviation

Program as of July i, 1967 and Reccsmendation for
U_a-ting sad Improving the Progrsm," Report of the
Program Evaluation and Development Ccem_ttee (PE_C),
1 July 1967.

183 M.R. Segal, "Aircraft Noise: The Retrofitting
Approach," 72-78 SP, Congressional Research
Servieej Library of Congreas_ 28 March 1972.

189 J.H. OgonJi, S. Los, "Noise Effects and Problems
of Control; Selected, Annotated References 1966-
1972," Congressional Research Service, Library
of Congress, 15 Jan. 1973.

223 S.N. Goldsteln, "Environmental Noise Quality-
A Proposed Standard and Index," The Mitre Corp.
for the Council on Environmental Quality_ Mar '71.

225 J.V. Tunney, Ltr: "Concern Over EPA Effort under
Noise Control Act of 1972 sad Interest in Public
Hearings," U.S. Senate, 14 February 1973.

"ALleviation of Jet Aircraft Noise Near Airports,249 a Report of the Jet Aircraft Noise Panelj" Office

of Science and Technology, March 1966.

$50 International Conference on the Reduction of Noise

and Disturbance Caused by Civil Aircraft, London,
November 1966.

253 Fifth Air Navigation Conference, International Civil
Aviation Organization, Montreal, Canada, November-
December 1967.
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12.0 FEDERAL GO_NT-MISCELLANF_US U. S, AND FOREIGN (CONT'D1

GROUP INFO,
NO. NO. BIBIXOGRPAHIC CITATION

329 "Action Against Aircraft Noise: Pro6ress Report 1973,"
A Department of Trade and Industry Publlc_tion, 1973.

291 "Aircraft Noise Impact - p/.nnlng Guidelines for Local
_encles" Prepared for Department o£ Housir_ and Urban
Development by Bolt_ Beranek and Newman and Wilsey _nd
Ham. Nov. 1972.

247 Federal Aviation Act of 195_ (Public Law 85-726) 23
A,_t 1958.

248 "Title IV - Noise Pollu_ion of the Clean Air ACt
(Public Law 91-604).

J
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13.0 PROFESSIONAL AND _ GHOUF_

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. HIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

K. D. gryter, Ltr: "Participation in Aircraft/
. Airport Noise Report 8tudy_" Acoustical Society

of A_rica_ 12 February 1973.

43 W.W. T_; Ltr: "Pnrticlpatlon in AircrafL/
Airport Noise Report StudyI" Institute of Noise
Control Engineering_ No Date.

62 J.A. NAm._ck, Ltr: "State Laws as Related to
I_md Use Control," National Association of State
Aviation Officials, 16 March 1973.

150 L.P. Redore_ Ltr: "NBAA Noise Abatement Program_,"
National Business Aircraft Association, Ioc._
26 March 1973.

171 C.P. Miller; Ltr: "Statement on Proposed Noise
Standards for propeller-Driven AircraftI" AOPA,
29 M_rch 1973.

188 L.P. Redore, Ltr.: "Recommended Chan_es to NBAA
Noise Abatement Program," National Business Aircraft
ASSOC., Inc., 10 Nov. 1972.

255 K.G. HaXT,, Ltr: _'ToFAA(_cEme ), with "Aerospace
Industries Report on Aircraft Noise Certification,"

i

_ 5 December 1967.
_ 266 W.A. Jenson, "ATA Flight Operations Committee Re-

commended Takeoff Procedures-Effective Date: 1 Aug.

1972," Operations Memorandtu_No. 72-6_b Air Transport
Association of America, 12 June 1972.

332 W.B. Recker: Ltr. with Attachments "CcmmmentsUpon
Review of Task Group 3 Draft Report," ATA, iO May 1973.

344 R.G. Flynn: Ltr. with Attachments "C_nments on Draft
Report of Task Group 2," ii May 1973.
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_.o ._o_mi0_AND_RADEG_0_S(CO_'p)

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. _IBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

160 7921 "Retrofit Costs_" Cumpiled by Allen De_llas,ATA
Sl March 1973.

166 7775 W.B. Becker, "In the Matter of Noise Standards;
Aircraft Ty_ Ce1_Iflcation; Docket No. 9337,

Notice 69-I," ATA, 4 June 1969. !

172 A.W. Dallas, Ltr: "Fleet Mix," ATA_ 28 March 1973.

176 "C_ilation of ATA's Original Responses to
Various Noise Regulation Proposals," Com-
piled by A. BeS/m_, Presented to Aircra/t/Air_ort
Noise Repoz_ Stud_, Task Group 5, 5 April 1973.

177 C.F. Vor_ "State,=eatbefore the Senate
Aviation Sube_4ttee on Alrearft Noisej Los

Ar_eles," ATA, 30 March 1973.

236 "Standard Method of Estimating Comparative Direct
Operating Costs of Turbine Powered Transport
Airplanes," Air Transport Association of America,
Dec. 1967.

235 R.R. Shaw, Ltr: "Beoling Invitation tO Partici-
pate in AArcrs-*t/A_rportNoise Study Task Force_"
International Air Transport Association, i0 April '73.

238 G. Fre._, '_alue of Aviation Activity," Prepared for
the Air Transport A_soeiation by Data Resources,
Inc., January 1973.

239 "Cn"m_nts on Aviation Cost Allocation Stud_

Working Paper NO.4-An Airport and Airway System
Cost _ase: FAA,DOD_NASA and DOT-OST/' ATA Staff,
Undated.

240 "ATA Cu_ments on Public Benefits Portion of

Aviation Cost _ocatioo Stud.v,WorMing Paper
#9, Ber_fitsl" ATA Staff_ Undated.
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13.o mOFESSIONALAND TRADEGROUPS(C0_T'D)

GROUP INF0.
NO. NO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

33 7201 "Noise Retrofit - Existing Airplanes Powered
by JT3D and JT_D Ec_ines," ATA Staff Study,
March 197a.

55 7625 C.F. VonKann, Ltr: "Response to Docket _Jo.
_12.534:Notice NO. 73-3," Air Trm_purt
Association, 2 March 1973.

359 L. Bedore, Memo: "Definitionof General Aviation,"
NE_., 17 _Y 1973.

92 8038 "Estimated Nm_ber of Jet (Non-Propeller) Air-
craft in the Scheduled U. S. Airplane Fleet
(ATA Mzmbers) as of 30 June 1972, ATA, i Sept '72-

360 "The Magnitude and Economic Impact of "General
Aviation, 1968-1980," A Report Prepared for the
General Aviation Manufactures' Asanelation (GAMA)
by R. Dixon Spean Associutes, February 1970.

155 7776 "_RM 69-1, Economic Impact Study," Airplane
Performace and Operating Economics, Vol. I,"

AIA/A_A,_ 1969.

156 7771 "N_RM 69-i, Economic Impact Study, Airli_
System Economic l_aGt, Vol. II," A/A/_A,
May 1969.

157 7770 "NFRM 69-i, Econuaic Impact Study, Exhibit II,
Legal Considerations," AIA/ATA, May 1969.

158 7769 "NPRM 69-1, Economic Impact Study, Exhibit III,
Detail Co_nts on Proposed Noise Standards;
Aircraft Type Ce_iflcation," AIA/ATA, May 1969.
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14.0 R_UIATORY COh_I_ATIONS

GROUP I_O.
NO. NO. TXTLE IDENTIF. DATE

33D Control & Abat_nt of PL 90-411 21 Jul 68
Aircraft Noise & Sonic
Boom

311 7186 Noise Standards: Aircraft FAR PA_ 36 21 Nov 69
Type Celn_ification

312 2340 givll Aircraft Sonic Boom h_RM 70-16 i0 Apr 70

313 2343 Civil Supersonic Aircraft ANPRM 70-33 4 Aug 70
Noise Type Certification
S_andards

314 2342 Civil Ai_plane Noise Re- ANFRM 70-44 30 Oct 70
ductlon Retrofit Require-
merits

315 7217 Noise Type Certification & _ 71-26 13 Sep 71
Acoustical Cha-ge Approvals

316 ATA Flight Operationn Corn- ATA ops. 12 Jun 72
mlttee Recn._nded Takeoff Memo. 72-64
Procedures

317 7216 Newly Produced Airplanes of NPRM 72-19 7 Jul 72
Older Type Designs

318 7215 Three Point Mensum_ment Con- Information 2 Oct 72
cept F_r STOL Noise Certi- Brief
fieation

319 7244 CiVil Aircraft Fleet Noise Draft NPRM 8 Nov 72
level (FRL) & Retrofit Ne-
qniraments

320 Amendment To Federal Avlation Project 21 Nov 72
Regulations To Provide For A Report
Takeoff Noise Control Opernt-
Ing Rule

321 7_13 nivll Airplane Fleet Noise ARPRM 73-3 24 Jan 73
(FNL) Requirements

322 Pro!0eller Driven Aircraft Project 22 Jan 73
Noise Ty_e Certification Report
Standards
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14.o m_GULaTORX CONSIDm_i_O_S (CO_'D.)

GROUP INFO

NO, NO. TITLE IDEN_IF. DATE

323 Noise Certification Rule Project 29 Dec 72i
for Quiet Short Haul Report

!i 324 Part 91: General Operat- Part 91 28 Mar 73
ing and Flight Rules; Civil
Aircraft Sonic Boom

242 Criteria for Implementation Final Draft RO Mar 68

of Jet Noise Abatement Take- Advisory
off Profile Circular

256 Noise Standards: I_:_I 69-i 3 Jan 69
Aircraft Type Certification

281 Federal Aviation Act PL 85-726 23 At_ 58

_ of1958

:: 282 National Environmental PL 91-190 i Jan 70

Policy Act of 1969

i:! 283 Noise Pollution mad Abate- Title IV
ment Act of 1970 PL 91-604

284 Noise Control Act of 1972 PL 92-57_ 27 Oct 72

279 Code of Federal Regulations,

Aeronautics and Space, Parts

i to 59, 60 to 199, 200- ,
Revised i January 1972

280 Aeronautical Statue and Related

Material_ Civil Aeronautics Board,
Revised i June 1970

353 "Airport and Airway Development Act of

1970 and Airport sad Airway Revenue Act
of 1970," 21 May 1970.
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15.O STATE AND LOCAL GOV'TS

GROUP INFO.
NO. NO. BIBLTOGRAPHIC CITATION

34 "Title 4: Sabchapter 6: Noise Standards,"
Department of Aero_autlcn, State of Call-
fornla.

35 "Section 21669.5: Construction; Application;
Duration I" Public Utilities Code_ State of
California.

36 "Preamble: The City of Nev York Noise Control
Code (Local law 57)," i_ October 1972.

63 Resolution No. 6598: A Resolution of the
City Council of the City of Inglewood, Califorrda_
Regsa'd.lngCivil Airplane Fleet Noise Requ/rament_
27 February 1973.

64 Presa Relee_e: Related to Restrictions of Use

at, 0-_l--d International Airport, 9 March 1973.

66 California L_ws Relating to Aeronautics, Calif.
Delmrtamnt of Acron_utics, Rev. 2 (6-72).
l

65 N.C. Yost, Deputy Attorney General, Ltr: "Air-
port/Airora_ Noise Report Task Force Effort,
State of California.

38 R.T. Weston, "Congressional Intent: Re. Section
7(b) of the Noise Control Act of 1972; Cc_-
son of Criteria Established in the 1968 and 1972
Acts for the Promulgation of Federal Aircraft
Noise Regulatlons," March 1973.

76 C. G&uldlng_ R. T. Weoton, "Combats on the
ARPRM on FRL, Docket NO. 12534, Notice No. 73-3,"
C_nw_alth of Pennsylvania, 27 February 1973.

80 'Resolution Related to AlaRM on FNLj Docket No.
12534, Notice 73-3," City of LOS Angeles, 27
February 1973.
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15.o STATE_ LOCALGOV,TS_co_,D1

GROLr_ IN_0.
NO. NO. _IBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIOM

83 R.N. Qulnn, "Cor_ents Re: Proposed Fleet
Noise Requi_nts for Civil Airplanes
(14 CFR 12_)," Department of the Attorney,
Genex_,,_ss,, 2 March 1973.

i_3 R. Hurlburt, "A Coa_lets Analysis of the _.osts
and Benmfits of a _uiet Engine Retrofit Pro-

gram/' City of Inglewcodj 15 January 1971.

I_A A.H. Colmnn, "Aircraft Noise Abatement AI.
ternatives," City of Inslewood, Sept_br 1971.

232 'TeJtimony of Major Merle Hegell, Inglevood,
Califorola," Presented to the Aviation Sub.
e_<ttee of _he Unite_ States Senate Commerce
C_'ttee, 30 March 1973.

265 "Resolution No 7467- A Five Point Plan for Airport
Noise Abatement," Board of Airport Co_ssions,
LOS Angeles Internationcl AirpOrt, 20 Dec. 1972.

331 "Supportiz_ Information for the Adopte_ Noise
Re&hAlations for California AIrloo_;I_, " Final

_., Report to the Callforni_ Department of Aeronautics,

_ Report NO, WCR 7O-3(R)s Wyle I_boratories_ 29 Jan'71.

362 "Supporti_ Information for the Adopted Noise Regu-
lations for Cs//fornia Airports," Final Report to
the Callfor_i_ Dept. of Aeronautics, Wyle I_boratories
ResesA_,'hStaff, 29 /an 1971.

351 B.J. Lockheed, Ltr: "Comments on Chapter 3:
Operations Analysis Task Group 2_" City of LOs
Angeles, Dept. of Airports, 8 May 1973.
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Pratt & Whit ney I::lircraft =,_,.,o.o....T_.... :o..o.._,o.

_layiS, 1973

Mr. Nilliam C. Sperry
OFfice of Noise Abatement and Control
Aircraft/Airport Task Force
Environmental protection Agency
It_sbinRton. DC 20460

Dear Bill:

_, Durin_ the meetings of your _nvlronment_l Protection A_ency 1'_iskGroup 4,
you requested position p_peTs from the members commentlnR on the various
possible source control options for reducing aircraft noise.

The attached com=ents from Pratt _ t¢hitney^ircrnFt are divided into
, two s_ctio_s, Th_ flrst soctlon covers the various options for noise

_ retrofit of the narrow-body commercial trnnsport fleet. Ne do no_ believe

_ that su_flclent data Is yet available to m_ke n decision on the feasibility

o_ retrofit. Our comments are based on the technical information available,
The second section provides comments nn the development of new quieter

engines, IncludlnR a comparison of the ,TTgDend NASA Quiet Engine,

These comments along wltb the previously provided report. "Noise Reduction
!_ Programs at Pratt _ Whltney Aircraft," comprise the information we wish
., to provide _o Task Group 4. Ne hope this information will be of assistance

il toyou.

Sincerely,

PiIAT'I'_ I_{ITNEy AIRCRAFT

W, H. Helf_
Project Engineer - Noise Reduction

WEIl:caz

Enclosure

:i V-A-I

I EAST HARTFORDj CONNEGTICUT NtO|



,_OISI I11IR()FIT (11: '[111!NAItlIOt'I-BOI)YCOH_,II_RCIALTRKNSPORTFLEET

The l!nvironmental Protection ^Rcncy Task Grotlp 4 is considcrinR the var-
iollspossible options for retrofit of the current narrow-body commerclal
transport fleet to reduce aircraft noise, 3ccallse the ,TT3nand .7T3n
powered aircraft comprise a larRe part of the cllrrcntIf.S. Fleet, and have
many more years of usefu! llfo. n derision on how to best provide noise
reduction for these airplanes involves a complex array of econom£c and
tochnlca] Factors,

The FAA treated nace_fo programs hav_ not yet hven completed and the NASA
reran pro3rams are still in the desiRn stare. Results of these programs
will provide comparative dnta on economics, peTfarTnance and nolsv reduc-
tion. Those results will determine whether a no_se retrofit p_oRram is
fcaslble which mee_s the requlre_ents of PtlhllcLaw 90-411. The follow-
InR are Pratt _ Whltney A_rcraftls comments based on the technlca!
Infomatlon avallnble°

_cneral

Noise levels of the current narrow-body airplanes a]onR with wrious
Tetrofi_ schemes are shown in Figures I. 2 and 3 at approach, takeoff and
sideline nonditlons, Noise levels of the wide body aircraft a_e shown
for co_rison,

Summaries of the various retrofit schemes for _ 727-200 and a 707-3203

are given in 3oelnR reports, references 2 and 3, showin_ the estimated trade-
• • o_fs between noise footprint area, _Irplane ranRe and retroflt cast.

Nacelle Treatment

Treated n_cellos which will meet FAR 36 noise _eve]s have been developed
_nd certified by 3oelng for the 727 and 737 and are beln3 deve)oped hy
_ouRZas for the DC-3. As m_y he seen in Figures I, 2 and 3, the
t_ntreatcdJTSD powered alrcraft n_e close to F^R 36 noise levels, and
consequently these treated nacellos wi[] only provide small noise
_eductlons, A typlca! case for the 727 shown in the reference 2 3oein_
_epart _ndicates a _odest retrofit cost and a sma1! chan_e in a_rp]ane
range, hut the noise footprint area far a 90 EPNd_ cnnto_iris only
reduced from 29.4 _o 26.4 square mi_es. This co_pnrlsan Impllcs tha_
treated nacctles for JTSD powered aircraft w_11 not provlde meaningfu!
_o_se reduction _o t_e airport communities in a _etraflt program°
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ll'rt.;ited ii_t_'t,] los al'e Iwin!t dcvch_lwd for the 7N7 in ,3 llocin_/PAA prnRr;Jm.
]:lil_]lt I¢._t_ to dclllon_trat_ perform;lace and noise levels are ol:rrcntly
in progress. Predicted flyover noise levels would provide si_nifiennt
finite rodl_ctionl as sh0_n in FiPJIros l, 2 and 5. This would he elp_iva°
lent to a redt_otion in noi.so footprint area from 5d to 21 sqtLaro miles,

The estimated retrofit cost is approximately (1.75 million dollars and
the estimated reduction in range is 2.7_ as shoun in reference 2.

Nacelle Treatment and Jet Suppressor

A Iloeing/PAA program to develop an ejector-suppressor nod treated nncell_
For the 727 was completed. As shown in reference 2, this .cnnfiguration _ave
a siginficant reduction in the 9() EPNdl_ noise fo_torint area frnm 29.4
to 5.6 square miles bttt the T,lnge penalties were not considered reason-
able for airline operation.

Boeing developed a plu_ nozzle suppressor for the 7f17, hut the final
! configuration did not _ive any significant noise reduction.

Rased nn the adverse T0sl_lts of these extensive I_rngrams_ it d_os not
appear that the nncoll0 trcatnlont and jot suppressor ¢onceot is c_rrently
a satisfactory candidate for retrofit.

!_ Reran _n_ines and Nacelle Trontm0nt

h detailed description of the JT_I) and JT3D reran engines was given in
roferollc@ i °

The JTSD refan engine is expected to provide n 13_ increase in static
_' takeoff thrust, a 5". increase in max c_ise thrust and a 3_ reduction in
_ cruise fuel consumption compared to the present JT_D engine. Primary jet
_I velocity is reduced hy 16_, giving a 9 dg reduction in jet noise. Pre-

dicted noise levels fordTSD reran engines with treated nacelles in 727,

737 and DC-9 airplanes are shown in Figures I. 2 and 3 for approach.
takeoff nnd sideline. These are NASA predicted noise levels, based on
input from the aircraft companies, and are uell belou FAR 36 levels, As
shown in reference 2, the 90 EPNdB noise fontprint area for a 727-200
would be reduced from 2P,4 re ,3.9 square miles _¢ith reran engines, which
would place tile noise footprint almost within the houndary of many air-
ports. This would provid_ significant noise reduction to airport
communities.

The JTSO reran engine d0velopment program is in progress and a demonstra-
tion ground _est is scheduled in early 1974,
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The ,lT39 TOrah eTl_IIO is estimated to provide a 17_ inor_ase in static
.takeoff thrust, a 7_ incrgnse _n max cruise thrtJst and a 7_ decrease in

crllisc furl consumption compared to the present ,IT,D enRino, Primary
jet velocity £s decreased by 14_ rest_ItinRin n 7 d3 reduction in jet
noise. NASA predicted noise levels for JT3D reran cnRincs with treated
nacelles in the 707 are shown in Figures i. 2 and 3. Nhere the FAA
treated nacelles for the 707 are predicted at PAR 36 noise levels for
approach and takeoff, the refnn predictions are 6-7 EPNdB below FAg 36
at approach and takeoff, and sideline is 12 helow FAR 36. The reran
engines would reduce the 90 EPNdB footprint area from the baseline of R4
to 8 square miles and would provide a small improvement in maximum
range as shown in reference 3.

The JT3D refan engine development has been terminated by NASA due to lack
of funds. This refan program could still he completed in a reasonable
time if it were reinstated in the near fur,re, since the engine redoslgn
has already been completed.

Re-online

Retrofit of the JT3D and JTgD powered commercial transport fleets with new
quiet engines is not feasible. There are no high bypass ratio replace°
ment engines available in the 20j000 lh. thrust class, and engines of
this type will not he available during the next few years which is the

• critical period for retrofit. Even if new engines were available, the
retrofit cost of new engines and new treated nacelles would he consider-
ably higher than the other retrofit options.

Fleet Replacement

_lere are no suitable aircraft available to replace the JT3D and JTflO
powered fleet. The current large wide-body aircraft wi_h high bypass
ratio engines would not he efficient replacements for the many short
range and long range airline routes where smaller passenger capacity is
required. It is anticipated that a new lO0-2O0 passenger aircraft with
new technoloRy engines may be introduced in the late 1970's which wlll
gradually replace the current 707, DC-8 and 727 aircraft during the
following decade.
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DEVELOPMENT OF N_I QUIETEN ENG_ES

Pratt & Whitney Aircr_t has been conducting noise reduction research and
development programs for Jet engines since the beginning of the Jet ore.
Programs at P&WA in this field currently include basic noise research_
develop_nt of noise reduction hardware for current engines, and develop-
ment of new quieter engines. The current P_IA noise research programs
along with retrofit programs for current engines ere covered in
reference i. So_ comments on the development of new quieter engines are
included here.

JTgD _ine Noise Reduction Features

The JTgD high bypass ratio turbofan engine which powers the 7h7 and DCIO-40
_ride-bodied transports WaS designed in 1965, well before Fede.al_ a_.rcraf$
noise standards were established. Because public concern over airplane
noise was recognized at that time, noise suppression was included among
the design objectives for the JTgD engine. Significant reductions in Jet
noise ware achieved because the high bypass cycle chosen for the JTgD
had lower Jet velocities bhan earlier engines. Discrete tone noise
from the single stage fan of the JT9D was minimized by reduction in fan
tip speed, the omission of inlet guide vanes, providing ample spacing
between the fan rotor blades and exit guide vanes, and the s_lection of
the optimum number of fan blades and exit va_es, Acoustical treatment
was incorporated in the fan exhaust cases. The low noise design features
of the JT9D were selected based on prior P&WA fan noise research work.
In addition to the low noise features of the engine, acoustical treat-
mam$ is incorporated in the nacelles of both the 757 and the DC10-40 to
provide aircraft noise levels below the requirements of FAR Part 36.

r, 0omD_ison of the JTgD and NASA Quiet End.ins

The NASA Quiet Engine Program has utilized the core from a current high
bypass ratio engine as a vehicle to ground test the effects of fan tip
speed on noise. One of the demonstrator engines_ know_ as '_uiet Engine
A", incorporated similar noise reduction features to the JTPD high bypass
ratio engine and went one step further by lowering the tip speed of the
fan. Whereas the fan RPM of the JTgD and the other high bypass ratio
production engines was selected to ensure subsonic tip speed at approach
tlLrusb and hence the absence of combination bone noise from the inlet,
the tip speed of the Quiet Engine A fan was selected to be subsonic at
takeoff as well as approach, Because of the lower fan speed, the Quiet
_glne A demonstrator has fan noise about _ PNdB quieter than an engine
such as the I_gD _len both are installed in a nacelle that does not •

incorporate acoustical treatment, Comparisons between the takeoff noise
level of Quiet Fmgine A and the JT9D scaled to the same size are shown
in the following table at ground test conditions:
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Quiet Scaled Scaled

Engine "A" JTgD JTgD

Fan Pressure Ratio 1.4 1.4 1.50

203 Ft. Sideline
Peak PNdB 121 121.5 125

Fan Tip Speed,
Ft/Sec. lOhO 1225 1370

TWO columns are shown for the JTgD; ose when the fan is operated derated
at the same pressure ratio as the Quiet Engine A, and one for operation
at the rated JTgD takeoff condition that reflects the higher design
pressure ratio of the JTgD. As shown by th_ table, the "derated" scaled
JTgD produces similar noise to the Quiet Engine A but the scaled engine
is about 4 PNdB louder because of the higher tip speed and fan pressure
ratio.

Noise levels of the scaled JTgD and the Quiet _gine A at approach thrust
conditions are compared below!

_ulet Engine A Scaled JT_D

Fan Pressure Ratio 1.15 1.15

Fan Tip Speed, Ft/Sec. 695 850

200 Foot Sideline_ Peak PNdB 107.5 112.5

At this part power condition, the lower fan tip speed of Quiet Engine A

provides a noise level about 5 PNdB lower than the scaled JTgD with an
untreated confi_ation.

P&/4A/FAAFan Research Program

The effects of fan tip speed on noise generation were also measured in
an FAA sponsored research program at P&_A. High, medium and low tip
speed fans were tested in a large scale outdoor fan noise rig. These
results also showed that the lower fan tip speeds could reduce aft arc
fan noise by about 5 PNdB. Noise levels from the low tip speed fan wer_
very close to those measured on NASA Quiet Engine A, when scaled to the
same size, as shown below=
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Sc(II cd Seal ed

Quiet FAA Quiet F?A
gnR_ne A Fan ISn_,in_ A Fan

Fan Pressure Ratio 1.4 1.4 1.15 1.15

Fan Tip Speed, Pt/.qee. I04n _10 605 585

200 Ft. Sideline, Peal; 121 118.5 107.5 106.5
PNdB

Future Ermine TeehnologJ_

Both the NASA _liet Engine Program and the P_NA/FAA Fan Research Fret.ram
demonstrated that sollrce noise reductions could he achieved hy lolver
speed fans. Ilosevor, this technology cannot he arbitrarily applied to
all nolv engine designs. The lo_ speed fan gives a heavier, larger and
inore expansive engine design with present technology because of the
larger lot¢ turbine required. This leads to a larger, loss efficient
aircraft for the same mission. Conversely, a high speed fan gives a
lighter, less expensive engine anti a nero efficient aircraft. 1t_e amount
of acoustic treatment required anti tile associated perforlnance losses are
significnnt in determining tile optimum engine cycle. An airplane/engine
system trade study is essential to determine the best economics for a
given sot of requirements.

Each airplane/engine installation presents unique problems and specific
design requirements. The type nf engine installation has a significant
effect on the aircraft noise level. Choice of the optimam engine design
for a particular installation requires a thorough study of all approaelles
to obtaining a given noise ol,jeetive. As noise research programs provide
licit techniques for reducing engine noise generation, those will he
included in the engine cycle trade 5ttltlies.

Reference 1: "Hoist Reduction Programs at Pratt g htHtney Aircraft",
_I Presented to the F.PAAircraft/Airport Noise Study Task

Force, Task group 4, gehruary 2R, 1973 hy IV. E. Ilelfrich.

Ocfereneo 2: Boeing Report Df-601flR, "Noise Reduction Research and
Development 1972 Progress", Hatch 1073,

P,eferonco 3: Boeing Report Dfi-,lo_82, "JT3D/JTSD Reran Preliminary
Economic Study". April 1973.
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16 April 1973

CONSIDERATIONS RELEVANT TO QUIETENII_G OF AIRCI_FT NOISE

IN THE _DIATE FUTURE

The noise environment around airports is governed almost entirely by aircraft
powered by engines designed about a dec_de ago. With less than 5% of world
fleets currently comprising the newer more quiet TrlJcts, the L-iOll and
DC.lO, thim situation is likely to pravall until at least 1978, when the
FAA propose tha_ all types camp_y with FAR Part 36 Standard_. Even then
the improved Bt_ndard of the high bypass engines over modified e_rl£er counter-
parts will ensure that newer ty_e_ cannot be cited a_ the main offenders.
There would therefore appear to be little Justification for dare,ridingunduly
improved standard from new equipment, for the effect would not be reflected
in the overall envlro_nental picture.

However, some improvement in noise st_nhard for new typ_s entering service
in the second half of thi_ decade is desirable_ to ensure that the problem
is largely solved during the 1980's. Having s_id this, two important problems
to be addressed are how much the improvement should be _nd when ne_ regul_tlons
should be enacted. The following pmregraphs express ou_ view an_ are offered
to the EPA for their consideration.

The RB.211 im a prime example of the new breed of quiet engimes. Its main
features were designed in 1966, development conmeneed in 1967, and the first
production engines entered service in early 1972. A_v radically ne_ engin_
c_n be expected to follow approximately the sa_e cycle of events, and there-
fore it would be unrealistic to apply stringent new regnlations before the
end of thim decade, since the _eobnolngy to meet such standard_ is not
develaped today.

What Is av_ilmble taday is the technolngy to make limlt_d, but nevertheless,
worthwhile improvements. Th_ improvements possible are limited by the new
problems that have been revealed in the davelopments of the newe_'engines,
a prime example being the noise floor created by the core engime. This fact
has already been recognised by U.S° Government Agencie_ in the _esearch and
Development C_ntracts offere_ to Industry in the recent past, and clearly
the answer_ will not appear without considerable re_eareh, involving in sem_
cases new test facilities.

W_ therefore see two clearly defined stages in improving the noise environ-
ment_ vim:

a) limited improvements Nossiblm with todays techn_logy, for
implementation _n engines entering _ervlce in the second half
of this decade.

b) further improvem_nt_ made pos_iblm by ongoing research_ over
th_ next three ta five years, for implementation on engine_
entering service during the early to mid 1980'st

L_t us cansider each category in turn.
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April 25, 1973 MAY 3 1973

Mr. W. C. Sperry
Chalnnan, Task Groups 4 & 5
Aircraft/Airport Noise Study Task Force
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

Wsshlr_on, D.C. 20460

Dear Bill:

As part of the Lockheed elf.oftin support of the ERA Aircraft/Airport
Noise Task Force, We s_e ti_e _go a,.kedRolls-Royce to provide their
ev_l_tlon of the potential for further engine noise reduction. I feel
t_at consideration of the Rolls-Royce input by ERA is appropriate both
b0cause of the pre-eminence of Rolls-Royce in air_rKft e_glns noise
technology and because Rolls-Royce engines power a growing proportion
of the U.S. air transport fleet.

The attached statement was prepared by Mike Smith_ Fanager of the
Rolls-Royce Noise Department, and approved for submission to ERA by
Mr. E. M. Eltia, Director of Engineering, RB.211 Progre_mne. I hope
you will find it useful.

Sincerely,

H. Drell

Flight Sciences Division
Commercial Engineering

}m:JRT: Jg
Attach.
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a) Improvements possible usin_ todays tecbnolo,r_r

On an engine of the RB,211 type there are two impol_ant flight conditions
to be considered in defining the improvement afforded by engineering action.

' These are the high power ease for lateral and Take-off noise, and part power
': for Approach.

i _%e RB.211 noise source distribution has been defined as shown in Figure i.

! Without resorting to _Jor changns to the rotating machinery improvements
are possible by virtue of better aero_vnamic standards and improved liner

; performance. The latter may result from improved design of the liner struc-

ii ture, or the introduction of ex_cra surfaces in the main air-flow passages.

!: Already we are proposing modest improvements for developed versions of the
RB.211_ and estimate t_t such action will improve the standard by about
2 EP_L. Even these improvements are not, however, without penalty. _ne
weight change alone would cost the Tristar the equivalent of five passengers
(unless the aircraft weight can be increased by an equivalent amount).
On an aircraft already bettering Part 36 standards by i0 EPI_Lat full power
_nd 4 EP_ at approach it is difficult to see the extra cost being readily
borne by ±ha operator.

_ Further improvements are possible, at an increased operating penalty.
The Company entered a partnership with the U.K. Governmentnine months
ago to produce a quiet engine demonstrator based on the RB.211. _is pro-
gramme is directed at improving the noise standard by 5 PNdB, but the modi-
fications are not in any _y designed for the production powerplant. Some
of the modifications could eventually be ineo_orated in a saleable power-
plant, but others like the full length bypass duct splitters, would involve

%i major redesign, perfomm_ancepenalties and mechanical coL_plicatimn. For
:_ example tbe whole thrust reverser system would need replacing. To integrate

_ all _Im improvements in a powerplant would cost around 350 Ibs weight per
engine, and the cruise sfe penalty would probably be of the order of 1/2%.

!i Furthermore if significant modification were required to the inlet system,
_' for example by the introduction of a splitter ring, the full effect would
:. b_ a further increase of sfc of at least i/_ and 200 ib in weight per engine.
!_ Moreover such devices would require careful consideration of the vibration
!
_; problems of the fan assembly and _my necessitate changes to the fan d_ign.

• We would estimate that a 5 PNdB package would take not less than four years
• to daY,lop and apply to a production standard engine. Assuming a go-ahead

early in 197_, quieted production engines could be available in the late 1970's.

The overall result taking installed perfonm_nce into account, would probably
be a TriJet some 3 - _ EPNL better than the standard of the TriShar today.

b) Further improvementsin ne_l_ designedengines

Our research programmes are indicating that basic improvements, other than
the ex%ensiw use of sound absorbing materials, will only come from more
extensive redesign.
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Even so the potential for such further basic improvement does not, at the
present time, appear to be more than about B FNdB_ and it is our belief
that the contribution of the powerplant alone cannot be rogarded as the
ultimate solution to the noise problem. It will be necessary for the
alrframe design to be even more closely integrated with the powerplant
to ensure full benefit from shielding by wing and fuselage structures_
and such constraints may well dictate the design of future airplanes.
Another factor clearly affecting potential noise reductlon is the noise
gennrated by the airframe itself_ and unless this can be reduced it is
unprofitable to demand an improved standard from the engines alone.

We see _wo distinct stakes _elating to future noise legislation;

i. A reduction in Part 36 standards during the latter part of this

decadu_ probably of the order af 4 - 8 EPNL with the provision
that the measuring points _re modified to remove the current
inequality between the landing _nd take-off msssurimg _intance.
Bush reduced levels could be demanded from all new aircroft_
Includlng developed versinnn of existing types. The relatimnship
between the two, three _nd four engined aircraft would however
need careful cnnslderatlon°

2. A further reduction of the order of 5 EF_L during the early p_rt
of the 1980's, to be applicable to completely new types only. The
practicslity of'this reduQtion, of course_ depends upon the level
to whish airframe noise cau be reduced°

Beyc_ that point it Is necessary to define both the teeknically _slble
noise floor and the noise level beyond which community exposure is not
longer a problem° _ssumimg that these two criteria are not coincident,
it will be necessary to carefully balance technlc_l feasibility and
econ_im impact against any inng term legislation proposals.
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Pratt & Whitney Aircraft =,v,.,o.o...,_.[_o..._ oo..o.._,o.

May ii, 1973

Mr. William C. Sperry
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

Aircraft/Airport Task Force
Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. '20460

Dear Bill:

During the meetings of your Environmental Protection Agency Task Group 5,
you requested position papers fr_u the members commenting on various FAA
regulatory actions on aircraft nolse.

The attached enclosure provides brief comments from Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
on several regulatory actions proposed by the FAA. The comments include
suggested revisions and recommended action for each regulatory notice. These
regulatory actions will contribute toward the protection of public health
and welfare provided the final noise rules are truly economically reasonable
so tlleydo not disrupt the national aviation system.

Sincerely,

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT

W. E. llelfPicb v
Project Engineer - Noise Reduction

_N:m

Enclosure

V-A-16
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CO_E_TS ON FAA NOISE REGULATORY ACTIONS

ANPRM fez-39: SST NOISE TYPE CERTIFICATION STANDARDS

No action is recommended on this ANP_4 at the present time since it is
too early to consider firm requirements for SST noise certification.
After additional research is completed and second generation SST design
studies have progressed to the point where the nolse/economics/perfor-
mance trades are better _o_,, then an NPRM could be considered. Any
SST rule should De a separate part of the FAA standards, not a revision
to Part 36, because SST operating characteristics will be completely
different frc_ those of subsonic aircraft.

ANPRM 70-_: A_PLANE NOISE REDUCTION _]TROFIT REQUIREMENTS

Comments from Pratt & Whitney Aircraft on the various possible options
!! for retrofit of the JT3D and JT_D powered commercial transport fleet
r_ are given in Reference i. It is our opinion that this ANP_4 should be

_, dropped and retrofit options be incorporated la a modified version of
the fleet noise icvul concept in ANPRM 73-3.

!i

NPRM 71-26: NOISE TYPE CERTIFICATION & ACOUSTICAL C}_;GE APPROVALS

The temperature and altitude accountability section would present serious
limitations. The present FAR 36 certification method of taking noise

,_ data over a limited range of conditions and then correctingthe data
to a reference day is a satisfactory method for comparing aircraft noise

_I levels to a certification standard. Requiring Appendix C noise level

compliance at all airline operational temperatures and altitudes would
_ impose unreasonable operational restrictions on payload and range for
_ an airplane which would meet Appendix C at reference conditions. The
_i effect of this section would be to severely restrict airplane p_rfor-
:_ manse by highly suspect extrapolation techniques with little community
'! noise benefit.
i

•_i The proposed elimination of cutback thrust during takeoff and sideline
_ noise tests to certificate acoustical changes for older aircraft which

do not meet FAR 36 noise levels is not economically reasonable. This
,_ proposal would seriously curtail development of aircraft growth versions.

It is suggested that thrust cutback be allowed if the noise tests be-
fore and after an acoustic change are made on a comparable basis.

We agree that the 90 pNdB "flOor" should be eliminated for calculatiou
of aircraft noise levels by FAR 36, hut the duration correction factor
should be limited to a range of +5 to -i0 riB.

The effective date of an amendment resulting from thl. NPRM should be
at lea,_t60 days after the amendment is adopted. The FAA proposal for
a retroactive effective date the same as the _RM issue date is unreason-
able and without Justification.
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NPRM 72-19: NEWLY PRODUCED AIRPLANES OF OLDER TYPE DESIGNS

The proposed compliance dutes of Ju_ i, 1973 for aircraft over 75,000
Ibs..mOOW, and July, 1974 for aircraft under 75,000 ibs. are both too
early. The c_pllance dates should be established to provide the air-
craft manufacturers reasonable time to complete development, certlflcatlon
_d production lead time for the alrcraft/englne modifications re@uired.

Parts im_ermlx should be allowed in airline opcWatlons to cllmi_ate
the requirement for two separate ep_re parts systems.

ANPRM 7_'_: CIVIL AIRPLANE TLEET NOISE REQUIREMENTS

The Duals Fleet Noise Level (FNL) concept provides a choice of several
alter*etlves for m_etlnS lower noise requirements, The ANPRN as writtetl,
however, presents _ n_oer of serlous problems which without So_e major
revisions could create 8n unreasonable economic surden for most airlines.

The proposed formula for calculating FNL wlbh a Iogarlthmin Summation
does not give sufficient crsdlt,to the alrldses whlcn purchRse new
wldebod_ aircraft which are below PAR 3b noise levels. We recommend
that the formula for calculatlng FNL bo r_vlsed to a stm_n_tlonOf soles
ibvels which would allow alrcraft having noise levels below FAR 36 limits
to offset aircraft an0ve FAR 36. This would give airlines the incentive

to p/rchass new qulet aircraft and to resroflt with the quietest cos-
flguratlons'to reduce their F/_L.

The ooncept of not allowing _he initial FNL number to increase is
unreasonable since it would prevent replacement of smaller aircraft
with lares widebody aircraft if the noise level Increases. An allowable
adjustment should be made as the operatorts fleet mix changes in take-
off gross welght.

It is incon_imtent for the FNL rule to specify no trade-of re between
takeoff and approach noise levels when FAR Part 36 does permit trade-
OIls,

The FNL concept will nob be feasible until It is determined that there
Is an esonomlo method for the 707 and DC-8 to _ect FAR 36 noise levels.
Forced premature rotlrement of JT3D powered aircraft would be too severe
an ecosomlc penalty. Thereforej thls technolo_/ question meet be settled
before any FNL rule can be proposed.
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Another deficiency in the proposed FNL is that it incorporates no
incentives to utilize noise abatement operational procedures. It Is
reeo_a_anded that some provision be made in the FNL to account for the
noise reductions available from both approach and takeoff operational
procedures.

FAA PROJECT REPORT: NOISE CERTIFICATION RULE FOR QUIET SHORT ]MSL
CATEG0_ Ai_C_

We agree with the statement in this Project Report that the Quiet Short
Haul system development is in such a state of flux that is too early to
establish QSH noise standards.

As noted in the report, QSH aircraft types include rotary wing. turbo-
prop, turbofan with blown flap or augmenter wing, llft pod, and fan-in-
wing alrcraft. These cm_ probably be divided into VTOL, STOL and RTOL
types which would operate from different length runways. These aircraft
will also vary by the number of passengers, range and cruise s_d,

It would appear that QSH aircraft will have to be divided into numerous
classes for certification with different noise limits and different
measurement locations. The noise limits for each class should proban_
vary with the number of passengers.

It is obvious from the recommended items to be included in the AN_4

that a vast amount of specific data is needed from the aircraft manu-
facturers on QSH aircraft noise characteristics and QSH economics before
a viable noise rule can be constructed. The list of required information
in the Recommendations appears to he quite complete, but would require
considerable time to collect and digest. It is our suggestion that
this information be collected by the FAA prior to any rulemaklng activity
on QSH.

Reference i: Letter from W.E. H_ifrlch to W.C. Sperry dated _-1_-73
• , providing comments from Pratt & Whitney Aircraft for EPA

Task Group 4.
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Dr. Alvin Meyer

Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, N,W.

Washington, D.C.

Dear Dr. Meyer:

In reference to discussions at the meetings of the EPA Aircraft/Airport
Noise Study Task Force. the views of the Aircraft Engine Group of General
Electric on aircraft noise regulations can be briefly summarized as
follows:

1. FAR 36 (as issued on 23 November 1969) has been effective in

stimulating noise reductions. For example, new wide-bodied
aircraft have been certified at or below Appendix C levels.

2. We suggest the promulgation of the subsonic CTOL Fleet Noise
Rule we proposed in our comments onANPRM 73-3, sent to the
FAA Rules Docket on 12 March 1973, rather than a series of

separate, incomplete and possibly conflicting regulations. For
example, we favor regulations which would require all newly-
produced aircraft to comply with FAR 36 at reasonable datec,

depending on the aircraft type. The suggested Fleet Noise Rule

would accomplish this, We do not favor regulations which v_uld

require all of the current fleet of older types of aircraft now in
service to be retrofitted with nacelle acoustic treatment or

refanned engines. The suggested Fleet Noise Rule would promote
some retrofit of some aircraft types, depending on the particular
airlthe operator's constraints.

A proper Fleet Noise Rule would allow an airline a decreasing
"noise quota" with time. out into the 1980 period. We believe

that such a method would offer the airline operators maximum

flexibility to control noise through a combination of off-loading,
operating procedures, retrofit and fleet replacement in the most

economic and practical way for each airline and aircraft type.
Itis important to note in this connection that most airline fleets

use a mixture of twq three, and four engine aircraft across a

wide range of different stage lengths and numbers of operations.
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Dr. Alvin Meyer
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We suggest promulgation of an FAA regulation of the generic

type of the Fleet Noise Level (FNL) proposed by FAA in ANPRM

73-3, but with important modifications proposed by General
Electric, as follows:

a. The noise measure in such a rule should be weighted to

give considerable incentive to airlines to acquire aircraft

having noise levels significantly below Appendix C levels.

This was not the case with the noise measure proposed in
ANPRM 73-3.

b. Rather than the interim nature of the FNL rule of ANPRM

73-3, whtehwould terminate in 1978, we suggest a rule

with a number of "gates" at specified times, requiring

aircraft "on-the-average" to get half-way-down to FAr_ 36
by some date, down to FAR 36 bye later date, and down to

levels below FAR 36 by some still later date. The noise

levels shown on the attached figure are suggested as typical
certification levels for new aircraft in the late 197g's.

based on our views of possible noise reduction, availahle
technology and economic reasonableness, over the wide

range Qf aircraft types covered. The suggested approach

noise levels are for the flap settings used in normal

operating practice, rather than the maximum flap settings
as required currently in FAR 36, _rhe use of normal flap
settings is a worthwhile noise abatement operating procedure
in itself.

It should be noted that separate certification rules will be
required for supersonic transport aircraft and for quiet short-
haul aircraft, due to the different characteristics of these

aircraft types.

It is also suggested that FAR 36 he modified to encourage
the use of two-segment approach procedures, by specification
of an additional special reference point, such as a 3 i/2nm

approach point, and maximum allowable noise levels at this

point. If this method were used, the FAR 36 tradeoff pro-
visions should be maintained at the normal three reference

points only.

3. EPA has proposed airport regulations as such. The cognizant

authority for such regulations should be a Federal agency, in order
• to assure that this vital and integral part of the national transportation

system is not adversely compromised by local piece-meal actions.

_: Therefore, such definitiveFederal pre-emption of airport noise
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regulations should be a part of the proposed action in order to

afford equitable treatment for all airport users, including airlines,

Appropriate FAA noise source control and aircraft path control

regulations should separately provide final '_design requirements"

for manufacturers, _s FAR 36 has done in the past,

4. An increased level of aircraft noise reduction research and

development is needed in the following areas:

a, Development of noise technology for advanced CTOL

engine/aircraft systems which emphasize reduction
of the economic penalties of lower noisep i.e. , lower

cost, weight and performance losses.

b. Identification of improved measures of airport community

noise annoyance for aircraft operations making noise

equal to or less than required by FAR 36.

c, Determination of aircraft-alone noise levels and

identificationof means to control this noise source,

General Electric has been active in aircraft noise reduction since the

middle 1950's, in both the civiland military aircraft areas, Substantial

progress has been made, as evinced by the civil fleetintroduction of the

new wide-bodied aircraft, which are much quieter than their predecessors.
We believe that Federal aircraft noise regulations and additional research

and development of the types suggested above will achieve further reductions
in airport community noise exposure.

Very truly yours,

J. N. Krebs

attach,
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Telcgram_:Sriralr Weybrid£eTelex Cablegrams:BrSalrWeybrldge

British Aircraft Corporation Limited

Tc1.1:xm, BROOKLANI_S ROAD WEYBRIDGE SURRnY

O_'iled. Tc[cphonaWe_br_dgc45522

Ya_rRd. Telex: _7111

Hr. William C. Sperry,

Chairman (Task Group 4 and 5),

Aircraft/Airport Noise Report Group, 17th Hay 1973
Environmental Protection Agency Ref: MGW/css/127

Re_ulatlon of Concords Noise

Dear Sir:

You informed the Concorde M_nufactnrsrs on May 16th

1973 that the Environmental Protection Agency would

welcome the receipt of a statement relating to Concords

Noise for considnratlon by the Task Groups of which you

are Chairman, and you further stated that such a statement
would be referred to in the onward reporting by these

Task Groups if received in due time.

In consequence, we enclose herewith a document entitled
"Recommendation of the Manufacturers to the Environmental

Protection Agency related to the Regulation of Concords Noise"
reference MGW/osS/126, dated 17th May 1973, which is submitted
on behalf of the four Concords Manufacturers.

Yours faithfully,

M. G, Wilde

Concords Project Director
British Aircraft Corporation (CAD)
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T¢lcgramt:Sflta[r _l/eybrldl¢#Telex Cable£rams:llraalr Weybrldge

British Aircraft Corporation Limited
(O_*1%ll_l((JAL AIR['JCAI_I' DJVJ_ICIN

Tcl.l_.n. 0ROOKLANDS ROAD WI_YSRIDOE SURREY

o,r_,rMGW/css/126 T_l©_onc%'/cybr[dl_©45522

YourR_r. Telex: 27JII

May 17, 1973

Recommendation of the Conoorde Hanufacturers

to the Environmental Protectlon AKency
Belated to the Re_ulatlon of Concerde Noise

The four companies who are Jointly involved in the

design and manufacturer of the Ceneorde supersonic aircraft

(the British Aircraft Corporation, Rolls-Royce, 5oclete
Natlonale d'Etudes et de Construction de Moteurs d'Avlatlon

and Soclete Natlonale Imdustrlmlle Aerospatlale), supported

by the British and French Governments, believe that this

advanced form of transportation will be of great benefit to

the whole community by enhancing worldwide communications,
fostering international commerce and encouraging economic

growth. In addition they believe it will give vital and

new impetus to the future development of the air transport
industry.

Whilst the challenge of providing such a revolution in

air transportation was recognized as requiring extreme

endeavours in the areas of airframe aerodynamics, pcwerplant
design, structural efficiency and many others, the manu-
facturers and the Governments have been conscious of the

acute need net to worsen the airport environment. In con-

sequence, from the inception of the programme, noise control
has been a key objective.

A series of detailed reports entitled "Concorde Airport

,: Noise and Silencing Programme" have been submitted to the

! Environmental Protection Agency (Refs. i, 2, 3 and 4) which
cover the large amount of research and development which has

been undertaken with the objective of achieving noise levels

at entry into servlee directly comparable with the many long-

range subsonic _ets, which are expected to remain in service

for many years to come.

Despite the inherent difficulties in this area, arising
fundamentally from the need go employ high thrust engines

using the straight Jet engine cycle in combination with a
small span, slender wing configuration, these objectives will
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be achieved by the use of completely novel silenelng means
in the nozzle technology and in the engine aerodynamics and

control systems. The development of these silencing means

has required the deployment of a very significant propor£ion
of the total project manpower and funds.

W_ilst the manufacturers will have reduced the noise

levels of Concords at entry into service so as to achieve

noise parity with the contemporary s_ralght jet and low by-
pass fan Jet long-range subsonic aircraft, they cannot, using

currently available technology, match the noise performance

of the latest high by-pass engined subsonic aircraft. The

requirements for supersonic flight are such that it is not
technologically practical to utilise the large diameter high

by-pass ratio fan engines which enable new subsonic aircraft
to achieve the noise levels set by FAR Part 36 Annex C.

Since Concords will be used predominantly on international

routes and will represent only a very small proportion of such

total operations, we recommend that Concorde be regulated
to noise levels as low as are capable of being achieved by

best effort available through technology or operational
controls, in accordance with the recent I.O.A.O. Cormmlttee on

Aircraft Noise (C_ 3) recommendation.

ol_etlo*looQoo. Jl_..*l ... .,_ ,..,_, ,tll,oe,

Mr. M. G. Wilde Dr. P. H. Calder

for and on behalf of for and on behalf of

BRITISg AIRCRAFT CORPORATION LTD. ROLLS-ROYCE (1971) LIMITED
and and

SOCIETE NATIONALE SOCIETE NATIONALE D'ETUDES

INDUSTRIELLE AEROSPATIALE ET DE CONSTRUCTION DE

MOTEURS D'AVIATION

Ref. 1 -Concorde Airport Noise and Silencing Programme,

(D0/JAH/LG/8904), October 1972.

Ref. 2 - Annex l, Tes_ Facilities, (DO/JAH/DW/8964),

October, 1972.
Ref. 3 - Annex 2, Manufacturers Further Studies of Noise

Reduction, (DO/JAH/LG/9198), 20th February 1973.

Ref. 4 - Annex 3, The Economic Aspects of Silencing Concords,

(D0/JAH/LG/9239), January 1973.
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May 15, 1973

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

Aircraft/Airport Noise Report Study
Task Group 4 and 5

William C. Sperry, Chairman

Dear Mr. Sperry:

We are pleased with the thoroughness and appropriateness of
the draft reports on "Aircraft Noise Source Technology" and
":_oise Regulatory actions by the Federal Aviation Admlnlatra-

tlon" which you issued on 5 May 1973. Our compliments
apply particularly in vlew of the short period of time
available to collect _he information from So many diverse

_I sources. We are particularly pleased with your policy
of relating technology appllcaClon,Standards and Heg_ulaticns
to the local airport situation pictured in Figure 7 of
the Task Group 5 Report.

As is usually the case we need not comment on the

many
sections of these reports with which we agree and comment

only on the ones where we feel the text could be Improved.
On this basis the following suggestions for additions and/or

I changes are submitted.
i. L_'ithregard to minimum achievable noise levels

some data on the Lockheed C 5 are being used to indicate
that we can't go much lower in approach noise levels
because of aircraft turbulence noise. This is a familiar
tune which we have heard since the 195O's. It doesn't
sound at all appropriate coming from a group working on
technology.

Durln_ the test program at JFK prior bo the Hempstead
Case, a mass 0£ data were obtained at about the FAR 36
approach measuring point which indicated about 90 PNd_ as the
throttle closed approach noise for 707's, DC 8's and 880's.
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Mr. William C. Sperry Page !Io.Two

_.lay15, 1973

This is about 5 dB below the Figure 3 - 7 curve. This
indicates that your full flaps curve Is high. But the
important point is that we are interested in the operating
conditions before the flaps are fully extended and before
the thrust level is increased again.

I am enclosing "Recommended changes to text of Report of
Task Group 4" which could be used to eliminate some sf
the unnecessarily negative impact which the data an
aircraft turbulance noise seems to have had.

2. The organization of the Task groups and the
areas which they cover has left the use of Preferential
Runways and come other means for noise abatement which
are a function of technology without any task _roup or
chapter in the report. Preferential runways are mentioned
in the Task Group 2 draft but they should be discussed here
from the standpoint of possible benefits with improved technology.

The FAA has no regulations on the use of preferential
runways. The airlines and the airports have established
local rules for preferential runway use and they are llke

most voluntary rules;not very strict. No one is pushing
the state of the art, i.e., obtaining equipment and
procedures which could make the large contributions to
high noise exposure area reductions which are possible.

There are also other pos_ible technological contributions
to the reduction in areas of high noise exposure which
are not included in the Task Group 4 list of current or
future technology optlona. These include steeper cllmbout
performance which has already been introduced in the
new technology three engine transoorts and which could be im-
proved upon in two engine 707 - DC 8 replacements. If
requirements were Imposed on medium and small hub airports
to reduce the high noise exposure area this need would be
quickly communicated to the manufacturers by the airlines
and steep climb capability aircraft wlth short EPNdB
footprints would be made available.

At some large hub airports where lone range aircraft
will operate and where operation ever low noise sensitivity
areas is not possible special provisions wlll be required
to achieve land use compatibility. _n this highly
technological age the air transport industry should not be
reluctant to de R & D on innovative systems for getting

I long range aircraft into the air without too much
! nolse. Means are available for this purpose they need to

! be reduced to practise. A financial squeeze on those
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May 15, 1973

airports which have no other alternative is needed to
bring about these innovations.

The enclosure "Other Means for Noise Abatemen.t is designed
to provide additions to the report of Task Group 4 at
each place in the report where additions are required to
cover these other means for noise abatement.

We are particularly pleased with the manner in which you
have handled proposed regulations In your Task Group 5
report. In your final section the three part regulatory
plan involving the writing and enforcement of regulations
by FAA, the proposal of regulations by EPA and the
airport permits prescribed and enforced by EPA appear to be
a practical arrangement for arriving at the result de-
sired, We would llke to recommend that responsibility
for the development of safe practical and economically
feasible aircraft designs and aircraft operating procedures
be placed in the hands of NASA. This would make available
to EPA and FAA considerable expertise which NASA has in
thls area. At the present time NASA does a considerable amount
of important work on alreraft design and operations for
noise abatement which gets lost because there Is no
channel through which thls technical expertise Is reduced
to practice in airline operation,

We concur In your concept that decisions should be made
at the local level regarding airport services to be pro-
vided to a particular area (size of NEF contours) and the
disposition of the problems involving incompatible land
use. We expect that with local decisions in these two
areas and local provision for changes In land use (together

• wlth the financing of land use change) the ultimate solution
to this problem which has so long plagued every airport
community In our country Is wlthln reach.

" We wish you well in your next step which will involve the-i

development of recommendations along this line to be
' submitted to the FAA.

Sincerely,

Jonp M. Tyl r I|
Ex_cutlve DirectsW

L_oyd V, fHlnton
Executive Director
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Eeco_mended Changes to text of Report of Task Group 4

Page 3 - ii llne 8 after the "approach conditions" add

with flaps extended

llne 14 after "etc" add especially the flap

_ystems whlch produce large amounts of dra_ on approach.

With the isndin_ _ear down and the wheel well doors closed

the lending gear produces the next largest amount of draft

turbulence and therefore aerodynamic _olse. The landln_

gear could of course be streamlined if this became necessary

t.o lower the noise floor.

lines 15, 16 replace sentence with _irframe

noise from current alrcraft on approach as measured or

predicted is presented in Figure _ - 7.

llne 19 replace the last paragraph with. The

most controllln_ parameters in aerodynamic noise _eneratlon

are f.__llapangle and aircraft veloclt_. The turbulance and

therefore aerodynamic noise varies with flap angle but

depends to a large extent on the flap design. The landing

velocity change results in a chan_e in EPNdB proportional

to velocity to the fourth power. This characteristic

s_ould be considered when appraising the effectiveness of

a,lternatlve approach and landlng procedures. For example_

In a deceleratln_ approach the aircraft would not only

_ave low engine noise but would be cleanz i.e.z have low

drag, and therefore low aerodynamic nolse untll its final

_eceleratlan close to touchdown. Just prior to touch

down the aerod_namlc noise would be the same as for

_onstant speed approach_, However I durin_ the final
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deseleratlon phase the aircraft would have a high flap an_le

and hi_her than touchdown veloclt_ and therefore higher

_han a constant speed approach aerodynamic noise.

Page 3 - 12 llne 3 after "Is reduced" add as would be the

9ase wlth, lower flap an_les in steeper end/or deceleratln_

a__proaches.

Page 5 - llne 15 change to Further reductions

in engine-generated.holes on takeoff are achievable asd should

_e required by revlsed FAR Part _6 requirements, Further

_Qise redugtlons on approach are also achievable with the

_se of.holes abet@merit.approach procedures. These pro-

esdures will be facill_ated by the use of lmproved _uldance

.andcontrol e@ulpment. R & D work will be requlred_on

[_rcra£t aerodynsmle noise which will become a fec_or

as englne noise is reduced below Part 36 - i0 dB levels.
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Section I C Other Means for Noise Abatement

Preferential Runways

Other means for noise abatement which have been

effective in the reduction of the impact of aircraft noise

on the ground near takeoff and approach flight paths

include the use of preferential runways. Preferential

runways use is discussed in the chapter on aircraft

operations but the contribution of technology to the

possible extension of the use of preferential runways is

discussed here.

The use of a runway which permits a take off or

approach to be made over an ocean, a lake or other unin-

habited areas instead of a residential area reduces the

impact of aircraft noise on the airport environs. The FAA

has recommended the use of preferential runways at all

airports where there is a possible reduction of noise

impact on people as a result of the use of one set of

runways rather than others. The establishment of preferential

runways is worked out at the local level among the airport

operator, the FAA tower chief and the airlines using the

a_rport.

The rules for the use of the preferential runways

are also worked out at the local level. There are no FAA

standards or regulations regarding crosswlnd components,

tailwlnd components, gustiness, runway condition, etc. for

the use of preferential runways. Aircraft are certified

for takeoff and landing orosswind components but these

are not used in practice. The acceptable tailwlnd

component end gustiness acceptable for takeoffs and
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ere a function of runway length, aircraft weight, acceptable

aircraft groundspeed and runway condition.

II Current Technology 0Dtions After 4th paragraph add:

"The expanded use of preferential runways provides

an opportunity for reduction of the noise impact at airports

where there are or could be runways directed toward unin-

habited areas."

Section II _ Other Means for Noise Abatement

Preferential Runways

Among the current technology options is the expanded

use of preferential runways, This expanded use is available

through:

(a) more routine use of the crosswlmd and tail-

wind capabllitles of the aircraft and

(b) where desirable the incorporation of automatic

aircraft control for use daring Gusty orosawind

takeoff and landing operations.

The benefits to be derived from increased limits

"i _ on crosswlnd and tailwind components on take off and landing

are evident from the statistics on wind velocity at

Washington National Airport. DCA is a near average U.S .

airport in this respect.

% of time Wind velocity below, mph

iO 2.5

25 6.3

50 9.0

75 n.2

90 16.8

95 19.4
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These figures are averages of monthly averages.

For example for March and April the 50% value is ii mph

instead of 9 mph. However, it will be noted that if a

crosswlnd component of 20 mph could be accepted instead

of i0 mph the % of time value goes from 50% to 95%. Of

course the wind is not always a crosswlnd. Therefore the

of time the preferential runway could be used would be

higher than 95% at 20 mph.

Some crocswind component limits for some aircraft

ere set at i0 knots even though the aircraft is certified

for a 30 knot crosswlnd.

[
More than half of the large hub airports have or

could have runways which would receive aircraft approaches

from and/or would direct aircraft take offs over areas

which have low sensitivity to noise as compared with

areas currently impacted with high aircraft noise exposure

levels. Thus the use of preferential unways a greater

portion of the time would have a major impact on the

reduction of the area of incompatible land use.

Aircraft Power Loading

The difference in power loading between a two

engine CTOL aircraft which must be capable of continuing

a takeoff on half of its power in case of an engine

failure, and a four engine CTOL aircraft, which must be

capable of continuing take off on three quarters of its

power, is quite marked. The two enElne aircraft with

high power loading for normal takeoffs can make a steep

climb and can therefore produce a relatively short EPNdB

contour or footprint as compared with that of the four

engine aircraft. The two engine air6raft is toward the
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!i STOL end of the CTOL design spectrum.

The four engine aircraft in the present fleet is

longer range which would be impaired if it were required

to make a steeper ellmhout on takeoff. This emphasizes

the fact that airports having operations of long range !,

aircraft must have the capability of handling the long

range aircraft noise problem whereas the airports which

do not have long range aircraft operations can require

relatively steep climbouts to shorten the EPNdB contour.

In an air transport system designed to have long

range operations from large hub airports only these large

hub airports could be required to provide:

(a) the necessary areas of land use compatible

with high aircraft noise levels, and/or

(b) facilities for using ground power (low noise
power source) to accelerate the heavy long range

aircraftto the pointwheretheirtakeoffs

could becomparable on a noise basis to that

of the high power loading aircraft.

With a well designed air transport system in which

large hub airports are designed for long range aircraft

operations and other airports not so designed do not have

lone range operations a significant improvement in the

distribution of high nolse impacted areas is achieved. The

noise impacted areas most remote from the boundaries of

the non long range airports are shifted to airports where

those areas may be over the ocean or may be non -existent

because of special airport facilities.
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Section III C Other Means for Noise Abatement

Preferential Runways

To obtain the maximum benefit from preferential

runway use it will be necessary to:

(a) improve the aircraft design and control

so that it will be possible to use preferential

runways at all times except under emergency

weather conditions

(b) relocate runways where practical so as to

transfer operations to runways where the high

noise exposure will be over uninhabited areas or

areas where land use change cost will be a minimum.

Airport System Design

It will be possible to obtain short EPNdB foot-

prints from aircraft which have good climb capability. Thus

the high aircraft noise exposure contours will be relatively

close to airports having operations of short and medium

range aircraft only. Airports having long range aircraft

operations,however, will pose a special problem. Airport

operators trying to shrink their noise exposure contours

to areas near the airport boundary will want to get rid

of these operations. When airport operators find it

necessary to exclude aircraft with large EPNdB footprints

it will be profitable for airlines to pay extra for aircraft

with steep cllmbout capability and then the aircraft

manufacturers will make them available.

Special airports having lone range operations

will need to consider:
V-A-36
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i (a) whether they can attain an airport runway
I

configuration which will locate operations over

areas insensitive to aircraft noisesand if not

(b) whether auxiliary airport facilities can

be installed which will permit aircraft takeoffs

in such a manner as to satisfactorily reduce

the areas enclosed within the high noise

exposure contours. This would permit a comparison

of the cost of the auxiliary equipment against

the cost of land use change.

Section V - Summary and Conclusions

B Page 5 - 3 after last paragraph, add

Other technological developments which do not involve noise

source reductions but which contribute effectively to

high noise exposure areas reductions are important. These

developments include improvements in aircraft performance

which facilitate higher percentage utilization of

preferential runways and steeper climbs. Power for _n-

creased ground acceleration of heavy long range aircraft

may also provide assistance at large airports impacted by

large residential areas on all sides.
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